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S no sis 
SYNOPSIS 
The objective of the reported research is to investigate the contribution which can be 
made to Quality Management System design and implementation through the 
application of discrete event simulation methods. 
Today's highly competitive world has forced manufacturing and service organisations 
to find ways to reduce costs while maintaining customer satisfaction and making 
continuous improvement to both products and/or services as well as processes. In 
approaching these demands the establishment of quality systems standards, such as 
ISO 9000, has been considered as one of the possible solutions. From another point of 
view, businesses have been making increasing use of simulation modelling as a 
powerful technique to reduce the risk in the process of decision-making by evaluating 
and analysing alternative strategies and solution in system design and improvement. 
Having considered the importance of quality management systems and standards as 
well as the capabilities of computer systems a generic simulation model for Quality 
Management Systems, as defined by the relevant stand~ds, is defined and its use in a 
case study is demonstrated and evaluated in detail. 
The overall result of the research illustrates the feasibility of using computer 
simulation in the area of quality management and great benefits achieved by this 
application. 
KEYWORDS 
Quality Management, QMS, TQM, ISO 9000 Standards, Quality Awards, Quality 
Improvement, Quality Assurance, Modelling, Simulation, IDEM Methodology, Data 
Analysis. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
The pressure today of increasing competition has forced manufacturing and service 
organisations to find ways to reduce costs while maintaining customer satisfaction and 
making continuous improvement to both products and/or services as well as processes. 
In approaching these demands the establishment of quality systems standards, such as 
ISO 9000, the institution of some quality awards, like the Deming Prize, and further 
practical development of the total quality management (TQM) philosophy and 
continuous improvement are major concepts, followed by many companies. 
In particular TQM, which is a management philosophy, attempts to continuously meet 
(external and internal) customer requirements at the lowest cost by realising the potential 
of employees. At the same time the intention of quality management systems (QMS) is to 
ensure the right product and service quality is consistently achieved, by design and 
implementation of a system to manage all quality related activities. 
Apart from the definition of TQM and QMS, the contribution of these two concepts; 
continuous improvement and the establishment of a system to manage quality activities, 
appears to be able to lead the achievement of greater quality and enhanced customer 
satisfaction. 
From another point of view, businesses have been making increasing use of simulation 
modelling as a powerful technique to reduce the risk in the process of decision-making 
by evaluating and analysing alternative strategies in system design and improvement. In 
particular, discrete event simulation is used widely and successfully in manufacturing 
industry, as a consequence of the development of much sophisticated computer 
simulation software, and the increasing capability of computer hardware. 
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Having considered the importance of QMS and the capabilities of computer simulation 
as a result of undertaking an extensive literature review, the potential contribution which 
simulation techniques could make to the design and improvement of QMS was 
recognised. 
In applying this philosophy, the requirements of ISO 900l(a model for quality assurance) 
and the elements of ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) (guidelines for quality improvement) were 
combined in order to be developed as an integrated quality management system (IQMS). 
The novel combination of all these requirements and elements of the standards can pave 
the way to obtain the maximum benefits of those standards and explore how they can 
effectively and efficiently complement each other. 
The main subject of this thesis is, therefore, to determine the benefits of developing and 
improving a quality management system, based on ISO 9001 and ISO 9004-4 (Part 2), 
using the capabilities of computer simulation. 
The thesis is organised into nine chapters, ·including this introductory chapter. The 
overall structure of the thesis in terms of sequence of the research and interactions 
between chapters is revealed in Figure 1.1. 
The thesis commences with discussion of the concept, key issues and definitions of 
quality, total quality management (TQM) , quality management systems and standards 
(Chapter 2). Furthermore, this chapter investigates three different quality frameworks 
including ISO 9000, the Deming Prize and the Baldridge Award and compares these 
three quality systems to select the best basis for the research. 
Similarly, Chapter 3 reviews the concept, definitions and capabilities of modelling in 
general and simulation modelling in particular. It also identifies the rationale for selecting 
IDEM methodology as a simulation technique in modelling QMS. 
The literature survey investigating the application of simulation in the area of quality, 
concentrating on QMS and TQM is presented in Chapter 4. This chapter also goes 
through the main contribution of modelling techniques in the area of quality 
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management and assurance. The scope and the methodology of the research are identified 
in this chapter. 
Chapter 5 presents the first step of modelling the QMS as a foundation of the research. 
This part of the modelling, a functional view, embodies all requirements of the two 
standards [ISO 9000 and ISO 9004-4 (Part 2)]. 
Extension of the model through the IDEM information view is discussed in Chapter 6. 
This information view is concentrated on two most important processes of the IQMS 
model consisting of Design and Quality Improvement. 
Chapter 7 is concerned with the dynamic view of the simulation model and is based on a 
case study. To further study the simulation outputs a statistical data analysis procedure is 
designed and then employed in order to improve the overall performance of the model 
based on the outputs of multiple simulation runs. 
In Chapter 8, the merits of the research are critically assessed. Finally Chapter 9 
concludes the overall research work and the key issues associated with the development 
and improvement of the IQMS, following by recommendation of possible and further 
research work. 
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Chapter 2 
QUALITY CONCEPT/PHILOSOPHY, 
TOTAL QUALITY, AND 
QUALITY STANDARDS/SYSTEMS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter's focus is to address different aspects of ISO 9000 standards, as a basis 
for the modelling of an Integrated Quality Management System (IQMS). To do this an 
overview of quality concepts and total quality management (TQM) philosophy will be 
provided. In addition two main quality awards will briefly be reviewed and compared 
with ISO 9000. 
2.2. QUALITY CONCEPT AND PHILOSOPHY 
2.2.1. History 
It is difficult to identify the origin of classic quality in goods and services. However, 
the key events, taking place before, during and after the World War II regarding the 
quality movement, mentioned below, have been well reviewed by Juran (1991) and 
reported in the literature ( DTI, 1991; Kolarik, 1994; Goetsch and Davis, 1994; Heave, 
1995, etc.) 
Craftsmanship is one of the earliest concepts regarding quality aspects. Craftsmen, 
either self-employed or employed by the master of a shop, were in a state of self-
control and self-inspection. Most produced goods and offered services were sold and 
provided locally and craftsmen were keen to compete in meeting customer 
requirements for quality. 
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The industrial revolution, creating the factory system, forced most craftsmen as well 
as semi-skilled and un-skilled people to work in factories. At that time inspection was 
a part of production departments. 
In 1911, Frederick W. Taylor, known as the father of scientific management, 
published his book, 'The Principles of Scientific Management' introducing a new 
technique for time and motion study. The Taylor system provided a significant 
increase in production and productivity. Although this offered lots of benefits to US 
companies, human relations and quality were seriously and badly effected. Later on, in 
consequence of increased production and the need for quality as well, independent 
inspection departments were created. 
In the early decades of the 20th century, the use of science and technology was 
expanded. Some companies such as the Bell System and General Electric established 
laboratories in order to design and develop new materials and products. 
During the World War IT, ensuring quality was mainly based on inspecting and 
testing, in many cases, every product. But this demanded a huge resource of time, 
personnel and money. Thus, based on probability laws, sampling techniques were 
initiated and then mainly adopted by the military. Mll..-STD-105 tables were 
developed as a result of this movement (Juran, 1991; and Goetsch and Davis, 1994). 
Subsequently quality control departments, replacing inspection departments, were 
formed and occupied a higher organisational place in the companies' hierarchy (Juran, 
1991). 
By the end of the World War IT in 1945, the quality of products along with many other 
things had severely declined. In consequence of a great demand for and massive 
shortage of goods, quality did not quickly improve at that time. However, as gradually 
demand declined and competition increased, quality and reliability of products and 
services became serious competitive factors (Juran, 1991; and Goetsch and Davis, 
1994). 
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Moreover, after the World War II the Japanese revolution in quality was initiated. 
This revolution was as a consequence oflosing the war, which forced them to look for 
new approaches (Juran, 1991). 
Institution of some quality award systems, such as the Deming Prize and Baldrige 
Award, establishment of quality system standards, like ISO 9000, and further practical 
development of the philosophy of TQM and continuous improvement are major 
events which happened after the World War II. These issues will be reviewed in the 
next sections. 
2.2.2. Quality Definitions 
There are a wide variety of definitions for quality, proposed in the literature. However, 
for the purpose of this research some quality definitions mainly expressed by quality 
gurus and the standard are given below. 
• Degree of goodness or worth (Oxford Dictionary) 
• A physical or non-physical characteristic that constitutes the basic nature of a 
thing or is one of its distinguishing features (Webster Dictionary) 
• Fitness for purpose or use (Juran, 1989) 
• Quality should be aimed at the needs of customer, present and future (Deming, 
1986) 
• Conformance to requirements (Crosby, 1979) 
• The total composite product and service characteristics of marketing, engineering, 
manufacture and maintenance through which the product and service in use will 
meet the expectations of the customers (F eigenbaum, 1983) 
• The loss a product causes to society after being shipped, other than any losses 
caused by its intrinsic functions (Taguchi, 1986) 
• Quality is meeting the customer requirements (Oakland, 1995) 
• Satisfying agreed customer requirements (Kanji, 1995) 
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Finally, International Organisation for Standardisation defines ( ISO 8402, 1986) 
quality as: 
'The totality of features and characteristics of a product 
or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or 
implied needs' 
Although the above expressions of quality are different the central and vital point of 
all quality definitions remains centred around customer needs. 
2.2.3. Quality Gurus 
As service and product quality has been one of the major and central issues of most 
organisations, it is worth reviewing the impact of quality philosophers' contributions 
in the emergence and development of quality knowledge. An overview of a limited 
number of significant contributions are given below (DTI, 1991; Kolarik, 1995; 
Goetsch and Davis, 1994; etc.). 
Waiter A. Shewhart 
A statistician employed by Bell laboratories, during 1920s and 1930s. He was the first 
to apply statistical tools to the understanding of variation in manufactured goods so 
that problems could be detected. His book 'Economic Control of Quality of 
Manufactured Products' introduced statistical quality control (Kolarik, 1995). 
After the World War Il, this book was used by the Japanese, with the assistance of 
visiting consultants, in shaping modem quality practices in Japan. 
W. Edwards Deming 
Deming was a statistician who studied under the direction of Shewhart and applied his 
techniques, both in America before and during the World War Il, and then in Japan 
during 1950s. Deming' s approach and principles on quality are summarised in a series 
of 14-points of quality architecture and 7 deadly diseases proposed in his book 'Out 
of the Crisis'(Kolarik, 1995). His emphasis is on the role of senior management in 
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equipping the organisation for quality and the use of statistical quality control. 
Moreover, the Deming cycle of Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) is the basis for many 
quality activities. 
Joseph M. Juran 
Juran, like Deming, was familiar with Shewhart's work and visited Japan in 1954. He 
introduced the Quality Management elements and also introduced the statistical 
control elements to Japanese industry. His approach to managing quality summarised 
as the Juran Trilogy: Quality Planning, Quality Control, and Quality Improvement. 
His first book 'Quality Control Handbook' was published in 1951. 
Armand V. Feigenbaum 
Feigenbaum, as the originator of total quality, developed the approach that the 
responsibility for quality extends well beyond the manufacturing department. He 
expressed a systems approach to quality, discussed later, and introduced the cost of 
quality concept as a means of quantifying the benefits of adopting a total quality 
approach. These concepts were proposed in his first book 'Quality Control: 
Principles, Practices and Administration' and another book 'Total Quality Control',. 
published in 1951 and 1961, respectively. 
Philip B. Crosby 
Crosby was the director of quality for the Pershing Missile project and successfully 
reduced manufacturing defects in the production of the missile by emphasising a 
'Zero-defect' concept. His quality philosophy is built around four 'absolutes': quality 
is defined as conformance to requirements; the quality system is prevention not 
inspection; the performance standard is zero defects; and the measurement of quality 
is the cost of quality. In 1979, his first book 'Quality is Free' was published. He is 
perhaps the best known for the concepts of 'Do It Right First Time' and 'zero-defect'. 
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Kaora lshikawa 
Ishikawa Japan's foremost quality expert, worked with Deming and Juran in the 
1950s. His impact on quality control practices has been extensive. Ishikawa also has 
been associated with the development of other quality gurus' idea into '7 basic tools 
of quality' , designed to be simple enough for factory workers to understand and 
properly apply. The seven basic tools are: Cause-and-Effect (Ishikawa or fish bone) 
diagram; Stratification; Check Sheet; Histogram; Scatter diagram; Pareto Chart (vital 
few, trivial many); and Control Charts. 
Ishikawa' s approach on quality has been proposed in his books, 'Guide to Quality 
Control' and 'What is Total Quality Control? the Japanese's Way', translated into 
English in 1971 and 1986, respectively. 
Genichi Taguchi 
Taghuchi emphasises the engineering approach to quality. He focuses on design for 
quality and works in terms of quality loss, rather than quality. Taguchi stresses 
producing to goals or requirements with a minimal product performance variation. 
The book 'Design of Experiments, published in 1958 is one of his well known books. 
As an overview, quality gurus can be divided into two main groups on the basis of 
their philosophy and orientation: 
• People- focused 
• Production- focused 
In general, quality philosophers such as Deming and Ishikawa tends to be more 
people-focused, while some others like Crosby and Juran tend to be more production-
focused. Apart from this, their ends have common focal points such as customer 
satisfaction, business success, and societal benefits (Kolarik, 1995). 
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2.3. TOTAL QUALITY 
2.3.1. Background 
The total quality movement has had a circular history from America to Japan, then 
back to America and other countries. The following figures reveal the schematic 
history of total quality movement in the current century. 
The main periods and events of total quality from inspection to the idea of quality 
assurance are given in Figure 2.1. 
Quality Movement 
' (1900J 199:7YGr -<,.-,,- ______ , ___ -r;,. ;Ai',f!<> 
I 
I I 
Inspection Statistical Quality 
(1900· ) Quality Control Assurance 
(1930) (1950-1986) 
...... ..! 
: Conti nuous ; 
ement : : Improv (198 6· ) : 
-........ ....... ~ 
Figure 2.1: The history of total quality in US and Europe 
By the end of the World War IT in 1945, the quality revolution in Japan began. The 
establishment of Japanese's Union of Scientists and Engineers (JUSE) in 1946 
followed by the visits of three quality gurus formed the first phase of the quality 
movement in Japan (Figure 2.2). 
The formation of JUSE 
(1946) 
·· l'ill«~palj'l;J~i'''iH ' ; 
(1~45- 19§0) 
I 
Deming 
SQC 
Juran 
Managing 
Quality 
Feigenbaum 
TQC 
Figure 2.2: The establishment of JUSE and the visits of quality gurus after the W.W.II 
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As a result Japanese industries quickly and enthusiastically adopted and developed 
quality ideas throughout Japan and became highly successful (Figure 2.3). This 
successfulness was due to reasons such as the existence of highly motivated industry 
after the W.W.II in Japan. Japanese business leaders as well as the entire society 
realised that they had to change to survive and rebuild their country. Furthermore, the 
nature of Japanese corporate culture also played a significant role. 
7 Graphical 
Tools 
Quality 
lshikawa 
Reducing 
Variability 
Taguchi 
Company-Wide 
Quality Control 
Figure 2.3: Japan after observation quality gurus ideas 
2.3.2. Definitions 
In conjunction with the TQM definition, it seems that different people and 
organisations understand different things from TQM. In other words, there is no 
unique definition regarding TQM in the world. Kristensen et al. (1995) compared 
different definitions used in Europe and Japan. The TQM definition usually applied in 
Europe was proposed as: 
" TQM is the culture of an organisation committed to 
customer satisfaction through continuous improvement." 
However, in Japan TQM is defined as: 
" A management philosophy which is characterised as 
scientific, (i.e. based on data and logic) systematic, ( i.e. 
based on systems such as ISO 9000), and company wide ( 
i.e. involving every one in the organisation"). 
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As a result, it has been pointed out that the European definition does not explicitly 
embody facts, while the Japanese one does not mention the customers (Kristensen et 
al., 1995). 
Nevertheless, all TQM definitions emphasise some common key features. These key 
features are mentioned in the definition proposed by the International Organisation by 
Standardisation. 
This organisation (BS 4778: Part 2: 1990) has defined total quality management as: 
" A management philosophy embracing all activities through 
which the needs and expectations of the customer, the 
community and the objectives of the organisation are 
satisfied in the most efficient and cost effective way by 
maximising the potential of all employees in continuing drive 
for improvement." 
Furthermore, to consider all three words total, quality, and management is very 
important in understanding TQM philosophy. TQM involves everyone and everything 
in the organisation (total), and provides customers with what they need and expect 
(quality), so that quality is managed (management) rather than merely maintained by 
inspection as in the quality control concept (Davies, 1994). 
Apart from TQM definition and terminology, the concept of total quality was first 
used and introduced by Feigenbaum(1961, page 12), whereby he defined total quality 
control as: 
" An effective system for integrating the quality-
development, quality-maintenance, and quality-improvement 
efforts of the various groups in an organisation so as to 
enable production and service at the most economical levels 
which allow for full customer satisfaction". 
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TQM as a holistic approach embodies all quality management, quality control, quality 
assurance and such relevant terms (Ashby, 1992). 
However, the use of the term 'TQM' seems to begin with forming the Baldrige Award 
in the late 1980s in the US. Before that the term, Company-Wide Quality Control 
(CWQC) was being widely used in Japan, equally to TQM. 
Moreover, it seems that both terms were used as a replacement of total quality control 
(TQC). TQC has been mostly used and associated with production, while TQM and 
CWQC concept attempt to apply in all aspects and level of organisations. 
Nevertheless, all three terms have been interchangeably used in the literature. 
2.3.3. Total Quality Management and ISO 9000 
TQM is a management philosophy attempting to continuously meet customer 
requirements at the lowest cost by releasing the potential of all employees. On the 
other hand, the intent of a quality assurance system based on ISO 9000 is to establish 
the disciplines and guidelines of documented procedures and working instructions, 
directly effecting quality. 
From another point of view, TQM provides innovation and culture, while ISO 9000 
guarantees consolidation and disciplines. Also TQM is concerned with effectiveness 
and 'doing the right things', but ISO 9000 deals with efficiency and 'doing things 
right' (Scrimshire et al., 1995). 
As a result, although there are differences between these two concept, ISO 9000 can 
be a good starting point for achieving TQM so that on whole they complement each 
other. 
The ISO 9000 principles, concept and structure will be discussed in detail in the next 
section of this chapter. 
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2.4. QUALITY MANAGEMENT STANDARDS AND 
AWARD CRITERIA 
2.4.1 Introduction 
In general, in order to ensure that the right product or service quality is consistently 
achieved, organisations need to establish and maintain a system to manage all quality 
related activities. 
However, this system as a quality system would be unique to each organisation. In 
today's competitive world most, in particular international, companies have a formal 
or informal quality system of some type, some more comprehensive and effective than 
others. Therefore quality systems vary widely, and they are mainly based on quality 
standards and the ideas of quality gurus. The ISO 9000 quality management system is 
only one of many systems applied by different organisations around the world. 
This chapter will discussed ISO 9000 standards in more detail, overview two major 
award criteria, the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award and the Deming Prize, 
and compare these three main quality frameworks. 
2.4.2 Quality Management Systems and Standards 
Before reviewing quality management systems (QMS), it is essential to define a QMS 
and other relevant terms. 
Definitions 
Although, there are wide variety of definitions and interpretations for QMS and other 
'quality' terms such as quality management systems, quality management, quality 
management standards, and quality assurance(QA), this section reviews definitions, 
mainly provided by the ISO 9000 standard. 
System 
As all these terms explicitly or implicitly refer to 'system', this is defined first. 
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According to the Oxford dictionary, a system is a: 
' Group of things or parts working together as a whole.' 
Moreover, Law and Kelton (1991) defined system as: 
' A collection of activities and processes taking place and 
interacting together towards the accomplishment of some 
logical ends.' 
Similarly, a system has been also defined ( Hoyle, Page 124, 1994) as: 
'An ordered set of ideas, principles and theories or a chain 
of operations that produces specific results; to be a chain of 
operations, the operations have to work together in a 
regular relationship.' 
Quality System and Quality Management System 
The terms 'quality system' and 'quality management system' are synonymous and 
both were used in the ISO 9000 standard. However, in the 1994 revision the term 
'quality system' is used throughout the standard. 
In this regard, one of the earliest definitions has been comprehensively provided by 
Feigenbaum (1983) as: 
'A quality system is the agreed on, company-wide and 
plant -wide operating work structure, documented in 
effective, integrated technical and managerial procedures, 
for guiding the co-ordinate actions of the work force, the 
machines, and the information of the company and plant in 
the best and most practical ways to assure customer quality 
satisfaction and economical costs of quality.' 
Furthermore, the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) defines a 
quality management system (ISO 8402, 1986) as : 
' The organisational structure, responsibilities, procedures, 
processes and resources for implementing quality management.' 
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Quality management has been also defined (ISO 8402, 1986) as : 
' That aspect of the overall management function that 
determines and implements quality policy.' 
The definition of 'quality policy' is (ISO 8402, 1986): 
' Overall intentions and direction of an organisation with 
regard to quality, as formally expressed by top 
management'. 
In summary a QMS is a system for implementing quality management. 
Quality Management Standards 
Some researchers have referred to ISO 9004 and all its parts as an example of quality 
management standards and defined these (Hoyle, 1994) as: 
'Guidelines for organisations developing and implementing 
quality systems.' 
However, this term along with quality system and QMS are used interchangeably. 
Quality Assurance 
According to ISO 8402, quality assurance systems cover: 
' All those planned and systematic actions that provide 
adequate confidence that a product or service will satisfy 
given requirements for quality.' 
Similarly, Ishikawa (1985) explained that: 
" Quality assurance means to assure quality in a product so that a 
customer can buy it with confidence and use it for a large period of 
time with confidence and satisfaction." 
Background and Evolution 
It is uncertain when the concepts underpinning quality systems such as ISO 9000 
were originally derived. Formal quality systems appear after World War Two in the 
early 1950s and one of the first books published in the area of quality control, which is 
an element of quality systems, was the Quality Control Handbook, written by Juran in 
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1951 (Hoyle, 1994). However, the principles of formal inspections have a long 
history. One of the existent examples has been traced to around the time of the 
building of the Pyramids in Egypt whereby a precise inspection of size and weight was 
very essential for stones in crucial points. 
Significant progress in the field of quality systems has always been dominated by the 
military so that the origin of most quality standards returns to military organisations. 
In this regard the first formal attempt to standardise quality system was in 1956 and 
arose as MJL..Q-9858, which specifies a quality system, and MJL..I-45208, which is 
inspection system requirements for the US military (Duncan, 1965). 
These two standards were then selected as the basis for designing a series of 
standards, called the Allied Quality Assurance Publications (AQAPs) 1,4 and 9 drawn 
up by NATO in 1969. Of these, AQAP-1 was used as a quality system specification, 
AQAP-4 covered manufacturing inspection and testing, and AQAP-9 covered just 
final inspection. However, the United Kingdom introduced its own series of three 
similar specifications, called defence standards, or Def. Stand. These standards 
included Def. Stand. 05-21, 05-24, and 05-29 and covered the same subjects as 
AQAP-1,4, and 9. The introduction of some requirements for design to the quality 
system specification in Def. Stand. 05-21 was the significant difference between the 
defence standards and AQAPs (Stamatis, 1996). 
Within industry, in addition to the military, there was a great need for establishment of 
quality standards. In response to this requirement the British Standard Institution 
(BSI) introduced some standards as codes of practice. In this regard BS 4891, as a 
guide to quality assurance, and BS 5179, as a guide to the operation and evaluation of 
quality assurance systems, were defined for this purpose in 1972 and 1974, 
respectively. 
This then resulted in the standards (BS 5750) as a British Standard published by BSI 
in 1979 (DTI, Standard Policy, 1995). Unlike former standards, this standard could be 
used in a contractual sense between two parties, buyer and seller, and as a third-party 
registration scheme as well. 
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Furthermore, in 1980 the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO, 
established in 1946) formed a committee as Technical Committee 176 in order to 
develop an international standard for quality management and quality assurance. The 
output of this committee, in which thirty-six countries participated, was the 
publication of a series of standards in 1987, called ISO 9000 series, that were largely 
based on BS 5750 and its notes and commentaries. 
Although the standard was primarily introduced with manufacturing activities in 
mind, it is increasingly and successfully being adapted by companies in service sectors 
and small as well as large firms. This standard is now used in over 70 countries with 
more than 100,000 world-wide approvals (DTI, 1995) and shows an increase of 35% 
year on year (Lloyds, 1996). 
The most recent revision ofiSO 9000 series, planned for 1992, was in 1994 resulting 
in some minor improvements and renumbering of BS 5750 as BS EN ISO 9000. As it 
has been planned to review the standards every five years, work is under way to revise 
the standard by the year 2000. 
Structure 
ISO 9000 is a family of standards and guidelines embracing ISO 9001, 2, 3, and 4. 
Not all of these standards are as contractual standards, rather most of them are 
designed to be guidelines for quality systems. The certifiable standards are ISO 9001, 
2, and 3. so that ISO 9002, and 3 are subsets of ISO 9001. The former providing a 
model for situations in which there is no design and the latter is a model for only 
inspection and test. 
These three quality assurance standards specify models of quality system 
requirements, as minimum good specifications and practices for external quality 
assurance purposes. In fact, the standards outline needs to be satisfied by the 
organisation/supplier for implementation of a quality assurance standard rather than 
going into details and describing how they should be achieved. 
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On the whole, the ISO 9000 standard can be divided into five basic categories: 
1. Vocabulary in relation to terms and definitions to international communication 
(ISO 8402) 
2. Quality Management and quality assurance standards- guidelines (ISO 9000 and 
ISO 9004-4) 
3. Specific quality assurance standards and practices (ISO 9001, 2, and 3) 
4. Guidelines for auditing quality systems (ISO 10011) 
5. Quality assurance requirements for measuring equipment (ISO 10012) 
In this regard main elements of ISO 9000 family of standards currently consist of the 
following documents. A guide for each of them is provided in ISO 9000-1. 
ISO 9000-1 Quality Management and Quality Assurance Standards- Guidelines for 
selection and use 
ISO 9000-2 Guidelines for application ofiSO 9001, ISO 9002 and ISO 9003 
ISO 9000-3 Guidelines for the application of ISO 9001 to the development, supply 
and maintenance of software 
ISO 9000-4 Guidelines to Dependability Program Management 
ISO 9001 Quality System- Model for Quality Assurance in design, 
development, production, installation and servicing 
ISO 9002 Quality System- Model for Quality Assurance in production, 
installation and servicing 
ISO 9003 Quality System- Model for Quality Assurance in final inspection 
and test 
ISO 9004-1 Quality Management and Quality System elements- Guidelines 
ISO 9004-2 Quality Management and Quality System elements- Guidelines for 
services 
ISO 9004-3 Guidelines for Processed Materials 
ISO 9004-4 Guidelines for Quality Improvement 
ISO 9004-5 Guidelines for Quality Plans 
ISO 9004-6 Guide to Quality Assurance for Project Management 
ISO 9004-7 Guidelines for Configuration Management 
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Concept 
ISO 9000 is an international standard that attempts to describe elements of an 
effective quality system. It is the most up-to-date quality management system standard 
implemented by many organisations world-wide, and has had a great impact on 
international trade. Although it is widely believed that ISO is the acronym for the 
International Organisation for Standardisation, this is not really an acronym rather is 
an official reference derived from Greek word is os, meaning equal (Majerczykaid and 
DeRosa, 1994). 
One of the major concept of ISO 9001, 2 and 3 is that the quality system requirements 
specified in these standards are generic and independent of any specific industry or 
economic sector so that it can be applied to all types and sizes of industries. But the 
method of design and implementation of ISO 9000 will be influenced by the varying 
needs of an organisation, its particular objectives, the products and services supplied, 
and the processes and specific practices employed. 
The overall wording of the standard could imply that it is intended to be mainly 
applied in manufacturing organisations. However, guidelines exist providing 
information on the application of the standard to non-manufacturing organisations as 
well. For instance, ISO 9004-2 provides information on how to apply the standard to 
the supply of services, and ISO 9000-3 is a guidelines on how to use ISO 9001 for 
software development. 
Furthermore, ISO 9000 requirements and guidelines actually help define the 
mechanisms and disciplines, considering the technical, administrative and financial 
factors offering the quality of products and services through all stage of quality loops. 
This ultimately results in the establishment of an effective quality system which is a 
part of journey towards total quality management and continuous improvement 
(Ashby, 1992 and Majerczyk et al, 1994). Therefore, defining the disciplines and 
mechanisms within the quality management system, forces organisations to take into 
account the whole operation and management system of the organisation and 
continuously improve them. 
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In this regard, although attempting to achieve ISO 9000 certification in order to 
demonstrate the organisation's quality system is an essential movement in today's 
market, registration does not mean that the organisation has achieved perfection. 
However, it does mean that the emphasis is mainly on prevention rather than 
correction in that organisation and at least there is a foundation for providing product 
or service quality. 
Evaluation 
There is a wide variety of literature discussing aspects of the ISO 9000 series of 
standards (Belev, 1994; Brown, 1993; Crosby, 1994; Dale and Oakland, 1994; DTI, 
1995; Goetsch and Davis, 1994; Kolarik, 1995; Hoyle, 1994; Oakland, 1995; 
Stamatis, 1996; and Zuckerman, 1995). The next four sections attempt to review and 
discussed some benefits and obstacles of ISO 9000 standards. 
Key Features 
International acceptance and the generic nature of the ISO 9000 standards are two 
main features of these quality standards. Moreover, the emphasise of the standards is 
on the management of quality system and concentrates on prevention and 
improvement actions. 
Nevertheless, the flexibility of interpretation of this generic standard seems to 
represent both a strength and a weakness. The strength is that the standard does not 
provide particular procedures and techniques to suppliers, unlike some other supplier 
evaluation schemes (e.g.: QS 9000 for the car industry). The difficulty is that there are 
potentially so many interpretations for the standard (Belev, 1994). In this regard there 
are many articles and books on the interpretation of the ISO 900 requirements and 
elements, partly mentioned above. 
It is also worth reviewing the main features of ISO 9000 from the suppliers' point of 
view. Organisations typically attempt to adopt the standard for different reasons, of 
which some are listed below (Moyer, 1994; Taylor and Pike, 1993; Dale and Oakland, 
1994; DTI, 1995; and Brown, 1993 ): 
• An opportunity to improve the quality system within the organisation 
• In response to customers' demand or encouragement 
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• For competition as supplier competitors have adopted the standards 
• Help to reduce the level of defects and to be more cost-effective 
• Better relationship with customers 
• Opportunity to seek new Market 
• Improvement in quality performance and company morale 
To do that, one of the main challenging aspects of ISO 9000 implementation is the 
process of linking interpretation to action which is one of the purpose of this research. 
ISO 9000 Standards and Creativity 
The central points of standardisation have been improving work efficiency and 
assuring quality consistently. On the other hand, it has been claimed that standardising 
work is inconsistent with motivation and possibly restricts creativity and innovation of 
the people involved in the work. The relationship between creativity and 
standardisation has been well discussed and defined in the literature. Kondo (1995) 
clarified this issue in more detail and concluded that creativity and work 
standardisation are not mutually exclusive, but these two features can complement and 
support each other. 
Moreover, ISO 9000 standards provide a definition of the components of quality as a 
framework and minimum specifications for a greater quality system. Therefore, the 
interpretation of the standards and the selection of particular methods and techniques 
to implement the standards are areas that should be done by each individual 
organisation. 
Also the establishment of a good suggestion scheme such as that designed and used in 
TOYOTA positively helps creativity and standardisation to complement each other. 
TOYOTA introduced the suggestion system in 1951. By 1976 more than 463,400 
suggestions had been submitted with an adoption rate of 84 percent. This number 
increased to 859,039 in 1980 with almost the same adoption rate. The number of 
suggestion is increasing year over year (Melcher, et al. 1990). 
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ISO 9000 standards and Risk of Bureaucracy 
Since the need for documentation of procedures and information is widespread 
throughout the ISO 9000 standard, the risk of bureaucracy is often addressed as a 
disadvantage of its pursuit. For instance the word 'documentation' and its family (e.g. 
documented and document) is used approximately 54 times in ISO 9000 requirements. 
However, as the title of the standards indicate, ISO 9001 (2 and 3) is a Model for a 
quality assurance system. Therefore, it is not necessary to take and follow all ISO 
9000 requirements literally. Moreover, a quality activity can be performed either by 
issuing written and documented procedures or giving a competent person the 
authority and responsibility to complete the task (Oskarsson and Glass, 1996). 
In other words, ISO 9000 implementation, resulting in product and service quality, 
essentially requires a well balanced documented policy. Too little formality and 
paperwork causes errors and repetition and ultimately leads to low quality and 
productivity. On the other hand, assigning too much effort on paperwork and 
formality leads to confusion and waste of time and money, resulting in poor quality 
and productivity (Oskarsson and Glass, 1996). Figure 2.4. attempts to show the idea 
of the balance between paperwork and quality, which depends on the characteristics 
of each organisation. 
Paper work/Formality 
(Source: Oskarsson and Glass, page 9, 1996) 
Figure 2.4: Typical relationship between quality and paper work 
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As a result, although ISO 9000 is a well-defined model for a quality system and 
normally benefits many organisations, users should be aware that there is the potential 
for misused excessive bureaucracy. 
ISO 9000 standard and Cost/Profit 
The discussion of ISO 9000 often results in the concern at costs associated with its 
registration and implementation. There are some opinions indicating that ISO 9000 is 
expensive (Crosby, 1994). In contrast, there is a common belief that one of the 
tangible benefits of a quality system establishment, such as ISO 9000 implementation, 
is its cost-effective and cost reduction aspects. 
From one point of view, the implementation of ISO 9000 and achieving customer 
satisfaction demands resources (e.g.: money) which varies from one organisation to 
another. The typical and average costs of ISO 900 I implementation, in terms of 
dollars, have been estimated as the follow: 
Consulting (20-30 days) 20,000 50,000 
Training 5,000 20,000 
Software tools 20,000 
Registrar 
Reassessment 5,000 10,000 
Assessment 10,000 45,000 
Annual surveillance 5,000 15,000 
Subtotal 45,000 160,000 
Internal costs (Meetings, 100,000 150,000 
writing manuals, reviews, 
visits, etc.) (approx. 10-24 
months) 
227,500 
(Source: Stamatis, page 179, 1996) 
Figure 2.5: The typical average cost ofiSO 9000 implementation 
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As Figure 2.5 reveals, this cost is mainly an internal cost, related to meetings, writing 
documents and so on. 
From another point of view, as Brown (1993) reported, based on the DTI survey, 25% 
of an average organisation's turnover is wasted in consequence of poor quality. Also 
Figure 2.6 shows a comparison of average costs and average annual savings based on 
the size of organisations. 
Organisation size . 
Up to $ 50 million 
$ 50- 500 million 
$ 500 million and up 
Average cost ($) '' . 
118,000 
232,000 
445,000 
57,000 
182,000 
410,000 
(source: Stamatis, page 178, 1996) 
Figure 2.6.: Average costs and average annual savings of ISO 9000 implementation 
As a result, a well designed and improvemed QMS, which is the purpose of this 
research, can reduce costs. 
2.4.3 The Deming Prize 
Background 
In 1951, the Deming Application Prize (also called the Deming Prize) was instituted 
by the Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers (UJSE) as the highest form of 
industrial award in Japan (Bush and Dooley, 1992). Later on , the Prize was also 
opened to companies outside Japan in 1984, in response to strong interest. The first 
non-Japanese company awarded for the Deming Prize was Florida Power and Light 
company in 1989. However, there are two main hurdles for applying to the Prize. 
The language barrier and the cost of providing all documents in Japanese as well as 
interpreter facilities for the examiner are examples of such hurdles (Kume, 1990). 
The title of the A ward was selected in recognition and appreciation of W. Edward 
Deming, who first visited Japan in 1950, for his achievements in statistical quality 
control (SQC). 
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Structure and Main Purpose 
The purpose of the Deming Prize has been stated in the award guidelines is ' to 
award prize to those companies which are recognised as having successfully applied 
CWQC (Company-Wide Quality Control) based on statistical quality control and 
which are likely to keep up with it in future. ' 
The Deming Prize has several categories, including an award for individual 
achievement of excellence in research of theory and application of SQC, and an 
award for corporations and for small enterprises based on notable results achieved in 
the application of SQC (Tenner and Detoro, 1995). 
The first-level categories of the Deming Prize are as the following: 
1. Policy 6. Standardisation 
2. Management of Organisation 7. Control 
3. Education 8. Quality Assessment 
4. Information Gathering 9. Results 
5. Analysis 10. Future Planning 
The full evaluation criteria of the Prize, which is based on Fuji-Xerox translation are 
given in Appendix Ill 
2.4.4 The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) 
Background 
The Baldrige Award was established on August 1987, representing the highest level 
of recognition in the US. It is based on standards developed by groups of experts 
such as American Productivity and Quality Centre and the American Society for 
Quality Control. 
Initially, there were three choices for the Award's name as the National Quality-
Productivity Award, the National Productivity-Quality Award and the Quality 
Award. Of them, the third one was selected as the award's name. However, in 1987 
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the name of the Award was changed to the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality 
Award1 (Decarlo and Sterett, 1990, The National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) was selected to direct and manage the Award program. 
Structure and Main Purpose 
The Baldrige Award was instituted as an attempt to achieve the same results in the 
US as the Derning Prize in Japan. As stated in the Award guidelines, the MBNQA is 
' annual Award to recognise US companies for business excellence and quality 
achievement. ' 
The MBNQA consists of an examination checklist that is broken down into z major 
categories as follows (Application Guidelines- MBNQA, 1997): 
1. Leadership 
2. Strategic Planning 
3. Customer and Market Focus 
4. Information and Analysis 
5. Human Resources Development and Management 
6. Process Management 
7. Business Results 
These seven criteria categories are subdivided into 28 subcatagories to define major 
areas of emphasis. The Award examination categories, items and point values are 
given in Appendix IV. 
2.4.5. Comparison of the ISO 9000, Deming Prize and 
Baldrige A ward 
The purpose of this section is to briefly compare these three different quality 
frameworks. Several researchers have compared either all three frameworks or two 
of them with each other (Bush and Dooley, 1989; Majerczyk and DeRosa, 1994; 
Peach, 1994; Stamatis, 1996; Tenner and DeToro, 1995; and Zuckerman, 1995). 
1 Since two years later on June 1987, Malcolm Baldrige, the Secretary of Commerce, was killed in a 
rodeo accident, the Award re-named to Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award. 
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However, it is indeed hard to compare the ISO 9000 as an standard with the Award 
criteria, since they differ in their purpose, assumption, evaluation, techniques and 
results. Therefore, this section firstly attempts to compare the Deming Prize and 
Baldrige Award criteria with each other, and then will review differences between 
the ISO 9000 standard and the typical Award criteria. 
Deming Prize and Baldrige Award 
These two awards have been designed to recognise and award those companies with 
excellent records of quality performance. Actually, it is difficult to compare these 
two awards item by item, because there are more than 20 pages of Baldrige Award 
criteria and only one-page checklist of the Deming Prize. However, the overall 
differences and commonalties have been reviewed (Bush and Dooley, 1989; Tenner 
and DeToro, 1995; and Zuckerman, 1995). 
Main Differences 
The main differences of the Deming Prize and Baldrige Award are summarised in 
Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Comparison of Deming Prize and Baldrige Award criteria 
Features 
Aim 
Customers 
Deming Prize 
Focuses on the application of 
statistical quality control 
Less direct emphasis on 
customers 
Statistical Methods A consistent emphasis on the use 
of statistical methods throughout 
all aspects of CWQC 
Selection Methods Any application that meets the 
standards will be awarded in that 
year 
Judging criteria The judging criteria take only 
one page. It is more dependent 
on the qualification, capabilities 
and interpretation of judges 
Baldrige A ward 
Aimed at the improvement of 
quality management 
Greater emphasis on customers 
Very few mentions of specific 
statistical techniques 
A maximum of two awards per 
category per year( manufact' g, 
service and small business). 
Therefore, the MBNQA has an 
element of competition, in 
addition to recognition. 
The judging criteria take 
more than 20 pages in the 
application guidelines 
(Based on Tennerand DeToro, 1995 and Bush and Dooley, 1990) 
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General Commonalties 
• Both awards emphasise the concept of company-wide quality control or TQM. 
• Both awards look for quality commitment throughout the organisation, from top 
down, as well as the organisation's suppliers, distributors, and customers. 
• Customer perception and input to product quality is evaluated for both awards, 
but with different level of emphasis. 
• Both awards have a minimum standards that must be achieved. It is possible that 
no company will reach the award requirements in a given year as happened in 
1957 regarding the Deming Prize . 
ISO 9000 Standard and Award Criteria 
As mentioned before, it is difficult to compare the standard with the award criteria, 
because of differences in their purposes. However, Table 2.2 reveals the main 
differences in this regard. 
Table 2.2: Comparison of the ISO 9000 standards with typical Award criteria 
Quality System Standards 
(e.g.: ISO 9000) 
ISO 9000 is a standard with 
minimum quality system 
requirements 
Emphasis on quality related 
functions utilising quality 
assurance and quality control 
Continuous improvement is 
implicitly mentioned as a 
guidelines for ISO 9001,2 and 3 
ISO 9000 auditors are supposed 
to judge the effectiveness 
A ward Criteria 
(e.g.: MBNQA and Deming 
Prize) 
Award criteria present an 
approach to quality and 
excellence 
Focus on the entire 
organisation utilising TQM 
andCWQC 
Continuous improvement is 
one of the key concepts of 
both award criteria 
The Award criteria focus on 
tangible results and trends 
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Moreover, a general analytical comparison between the twenty quality system 
requirements of ISO 9001 and the seven examination categories of the MBNQA 
criteria shows that most of the ISO 9001 requirements are subset of MBNQA 
category 5.0, Processes Management (Majerczyk and DeRosa, 1994). 
As a result of this section, ISO 9000 compliance and certification is not a substitute 
for the Award criteria such as the Baldrige Award and the Deming Prize for achieving 
world class quality recognition. Nevertheless, ISO 9000 implementation would be an 
appropriate platform and starting point towards TQM and world class quality systems. 
2.4.7. Future of ISO 9000 Standards 
As mentioned before, ISO 9000 standards are periodically revised. In 1989 a Ad Hoc 
Task Force prepared a strategic plan for harmonisation of ISO 9000 series of 
standards. The task force report was published (Marquardt et al. 1991) as "Vision 
2000: The strategy for ISO 9000 series standards in the '90s "by members of ISO 
9000 Technical Committee TC 176. 
Four important goals have been established in Vision 2000 in the following areas 
(Marquardt et al. 1991): 
• Universal acceptance 
The standards are widely adopted and used world-wide 
• Current capability 
- Supplements to existing standards do not change or conflict with the 
requirements of the parent standard 
- The numbering and clause structure of a supplement remains the same 
with the structure of the parent document 
• Forward capability 
- Revisions affecting requirements of existing standards are minor in scope 
and few in number 
• Forward flexibility 
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- Supplements are few in number, but can be combined as needed to meet the 
needs of any industry, economic sector, or generic category of products 
To do this, vision 2000 proposed the first two rounds of revision during the 1990s. 
These two rounds, named Phase one and Phase two, were planned to be implemented 
in a concurrent approach (Marquardt, 1995). 
The first phase of revision, published in 1994, is a substantial improvement over the 
1987 version of the standard. Some key change, obtained by comparison of two 
versions, are given below, however, the detail changes have been widely mentioned in 
the literature (Marquardt, 1995; Tsiakals, 1994; Peach, 1995; Hoyle, 1994; etc.). 
• Explicit requirement that procedures must be documented 
• Quality planning is required 
• More specific design review and design validation requirements 
• Explicit requirement for assessment of needs for statistical techniques 
• Corrective action and preventive action have been placed in separate 
subclauses 
Concurrently, the work is progressing on the Phase II revision. The specification for 
this phase and then detailed writing of it will hopefully be published by the year 2000. 
The central point of Vision 2000 and the future of ISO 9000 standards is to achieve 
total harmony between the ISO 9000 family of standards and to improve them in a 
way that to be easier to understand and easier to apply to all different sizes and types 
of industries (Marquardt, 1995; Tsiakals, 1996; Peach, 1995; Hoyle, 1994; etc.). 
The outcome of the revised standards should be acceptable to world-wide users of the 
standard, as for the 1994 revision. 
Another issue deals with the determination to distinguish between the basic 
requirements of quality assurance systems (ISO 9001, 2 and 3) and the guidance of the 
quality management system (ISO 9004-1). Although the Technical Committee 176 
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received and worked on some proposals in this regard, the issue has not yet been 
finalised. 
Having said that there is a strong need for differentiation of quality assurance and 
quality management systems, continuous improvement would be a key element for 
both. However, the purpose and method of achieving this would be different. Table 
2.3 shows an example of a proposal, submitted to the Committee in this regard . 
Table 2.3: Continuous improvement in quality assurance and quality system 
Quality Assurance Requirements 
(Phase II of ISO 9001) 
A standard of continuous 
improvement and prevention in the 
sense of updating procedures based 
on reviews, etc. in order to improve 
the ability to meet written customer 
requirements. 
Quality Management Guidelines 
(Phase I/ of ISO 9004) 
A standard of continuous 
improvement and prevention in the 
sense of continuously improving all 
functions and processes to achieve 
superior performance and delighted 
customers 
(Source: Tsiakals, 1994, page 879) 
2.4.7. ISO 9001: Quality Assurance and ISO 9004-4: Quality 
Improvement 
There is no perfect quality system, in a rapidly changing world. To overcome this, a 
quality system should be established and maintained based on a dynamic structure, 
pursuing the philosophy of continuous improvement in all aspects of the organisation. 
As a result of discussion of the preceding section on comparison of three quality 
systems, ISO 9000 was chosen as a base for building a computer simulation of a 
quality management system (QMS). 
This selection mainly was based on the following issues: 
• The principles of the ISO 9000 standard have been internationally accepted 
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• The elements of the standard form a generic model, which could be applied to all 
kinds and sizes of industries 
• The standard needs minimum specifications and requirements, providing a 
common sense approach for constructing a platform for achieving further 
improvement, quality awards and TQM process. 
As mentioned before, ISO 9001 is "Quality System- Model for Quality Assurance in 
design, development, production, installation and servicing". This does not contain a 
requirement for a plan for continuous improvement. However, ISO 9004-4 is 
"Guidelines for Quality Improvement", providing a comprehensive guidelines on 
elements of continuous improvement, issued in 1993. 
To obtain the maximum benefit from ISO 9000, these two standards, ISO 9001 and 
ISO 9004-4, were selected and integrated with each other as an Integrated Quality 
Management System (IQMS). 
The main requirements of ISO 9001 and major elements of ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) are 
given in Appendix I and II, respectively. 
2.5. SUMMARY 
This chapter reviewed and discussed the key elements of ISO 9000 standards and the 
concept of quality and TQM principles. In addition, the principles of two major 
quality awards, the Deming Prize and the Baldrige Award, were discussed and then 
compared with the idea of ISO 9000 standards. As a result of this chapter, ISO 9001, a 
model for quality assurance, and ISO 9004-4, guideline for quality improvement, are 
selected as the basis ofiQMS, modelled by this study. 
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Chapter3 
OVERVIEW OF MODELLING TECHNIQUES, 
SIMULATION CONCEPTS, AND 
IDEM METHODOLOGY 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this chapter is to consider the concept, importance and capability 
of computer simulation as a powerful tool, which is widely used in manufacturing, 
service, economic and governmental sectors. The capability and key features of IDEM 
methodology as a multi-view simulation technique will be discussed in more detail. 
To do this an overview of modelling concepts and techniques which are a prerequisite 
and primary stage for formulating computer simulations will be provided. 
3.2. MODELLING CONCEPT AND TECHNIQUES 
Almost without exception, the construction and application of a "model" is one of the 
most important elements required in attacking and solving a problem (Shannon, 
1975). Such models may have different forms, such as physical, mathematical, 
schematic, and simulation models. Simulation modelling is an integral and inevitable 
part of this technique. Pidd (1992) proposed modelling, followed by computing and 
experimentation, as a first phase of computer simulation. 
Elsewhere, Graybeal and Pooch (1980) suggested that a system methodology consists 
of planning, modelling, validation and application, for a problem-solving process. 
They also pointed out that the model should approximate the real system, by selecting 
the minimal set of the system's characteristics to avoid complexity. 
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A selection of interesting perspectives and concepts regarding modelling has been 
provided by Shannon (1975), Tocher (1972), Gordon (1978), Bratly et a1.(1983), 
Krentzer(1986), Maisel, et al. (1972), Mize, et al. (1968), etc. 
3.2.1. Definitions of a Model 
There are a wide variety of definitions for a model in the literature. A number of these 
definitions are given as the following: 
"Model is simplified description of a system used in 
explanations, calculation, etc." (Oxford Dictionary). 
Shannon (1975, Page 4) defined a model as 
" a representation of an object, system or idea in some 
form other than that of the entity itself". 
Also a model has been defined (Gordon, 1978) as the body of information about a 
system gathered for the purpose of studying the system. 
Another definition proposed for a model is "an appropriate representation of 
structures and processes of a mini-world, instantiating some aspects of a theory" 
(Krentzer, 1986, Page 3). Similarly, Bratley, et .al. (1983) defined a model as "a 
description of some system intended to predict what happens if certain actions are 
taken". 
All definitions explicitly and implicitly refer to a model as a substitute for as well as a 
simplification of a system, being studied. To consider all aspects and details of the 
system in a model may sometimes result in constructing a complex model, which is 
not the purpose of many studies. Therefore, to build a simplified model, embracing 
key elements of the system could be one of the major points of the modelling. 
However, if the system is so complex that no substitute model can be constructed, 
techniques such as the problem reduction method or subsystem modelling would be 
alternative approaches (Graybeal and Pooch, 1980). 
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In this approach, the system, being modelled is split into some less complex 
subsystems then these subsystems are modelled and finally they are merged and linked 
properly. 
3.2.2. Functions of Models 
As there are many types of models, it is difficult to precisely classify all functions 
which models perform. However, some common uses of models have been 
recognised by Shannon (1975). Other researchers have proposed and highlighted some 
particular functions of a model. (e.g.: Graybeal and Poach, 1980; and Gordon, 1978 ). 
Five common uses of models include: 
• Aid to thought 
• Facilitate communication 
• For training and instruction purposes 
• Prediction tools 
• Apply for experimentation purposes 
Such functions and benefits of models depend on how appropriately the system or 
entity, being studied, is modelled. In this regard an aid to thought is the minimum 
usefulness of a well constructed model. 
Having said that, perhaps the most important function of a model historically and 
practically, is to predict the behaviour and characteristics of the system or entity, being 
modelled. 
As a result an optimal model should be cost-effective and manageable, embracing the 
key characteristics of the system or the entity being modelled. 
3.2.3. General Classification of Modelling 
Modelling or models used for the purpose of system or entity studies can be classified 
in many ways. 
One type of modelling classification has been proposed (Graybeal and Pooch, 1980) 
as descriptive, physical, mathematical, schematic and computer programs models. 
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Gordon (1978) firstly separated models in to physical and mathematical models. Then 
these two categories have been broken down further to statistic and dynamic models. 
(Furthermore, the mathematical models are classified into numerical and analytical 
methods.) 
Low and Kelton (1991) categorised models as physical and mathematical models. The 
latter is further classified into analytical and simulation models. 
Deterministic and stochastic are another classification of models proposed based on 
probabilistic components and random processes in the system. 
Moreover, modelling could be classified in two broad categories as, single level and 
multi-level modelling. If the system is modelled based on one broad dimension 
without any hierarchical representation, it may be called single-level modelling. In 
contrast, by using multi-level modelling techniques, the concept of top-down 
partitioning can be applied in order to represent different hierarchical levels of the 
system. Queuing network and mathematical programming have been proposed as 
examples for single-level modelling and IDEF (Integrated Computer-Aided 
Manufacturing DEFinition) is a kind of multi-level modelling techniques. 
Simulation based modelling techniques reviewed in the next section can be both 
single-level and multi-level. 
3.3. SIMULATION 
3.3.1 Background 
Computer simulation has developed in order to reduce the risk in the decision-making 
process. In ancient times, fortune tellers, provided insight on the outcome of decisions 
such as a military action. However, today's sophisticated models in manufacturing, 
service and military sectors use powerful computers in order to provide almost the 
same information the ancients sought (McHaney, 1991 ). 
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Simulation as a computer application came of age in the aerospace industry in the late 
1950's. Computers were programmed in machine code, assembly languages, or higher 
level languages such as FORTRAN. GPSS (General Purpose Simulation System), 
introduced by Geoffery Gordon of IDM in 1961, was the first breakthrough toward 
making computer simulation more practical (McHaney, 1991). In the 1960's it was 
put to use in industrial systems as well. In the 1970's, it began to be applied in 
modelling large scale systems ( Gogg and Mott, 1992 ). 
The application of simulation typically fell under the domain of operational research 
(OR) and management science, and was used as a last attempt when a complex system 
could not be studied by any other methods. 
However, the use of simulation in the past required a strong capability in computer 
programming and was very time consuming. By developing systems science, and a 
significant improvement in computer hardware and software capability, simulation 
was increasingly considered as a capable and scientific approach in solving various 
kinds of problems. Moreover, computer simulation has begun to employ artificial 
intelligence, as well as sophisticated computer graphics to enhance the modelling 
process. The actions of intelligent decision-makers within a simulation model have 
been studied by several researchers (Williams, 1996; Frederking, 1991; etc.) 
Figure 3.1 reveals the task time allocation, expressed as a percentage of total time, for 
the process of simulation modelling in the past and today. 
Simulation Modelling in the Past 
Building E • 1 Model xpeumen 
-~:: ':!!!!~,',,,;,. 
Collecting 
Data 
40% 
Simulation Modelling Today 
Building 
Model 
20% 
( Source: Gogg and Mott, 1992) 
Experiment 
lng 
40% 
Figure 3. 1. Task time allocation 
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Today's application areas of computer simulation continue to expand in 
manufacturing, service and governmental sectors such as chemical and food 
processing, distribution systems, transportation, military and computer systems. 
3.3.2. Simulation Definitions 
Simulation has been defined by Shannon (1975, Page 2) as: 
" The process of designing a model of a real system and 
conducting experiments with this model for the purpose either of 
understanding the behaviour of the system or of evaluating 
various strategies (within the limits imposed by a criterion or a 
set of criteria) for operation of the system". 
Another simulation definition, emphasising 'time', has been suggested (Watson and 
Blackstone Jr., 1989, page 2) as: 
" Simulation is a mathematical model that describes the 
behaviour of a system over time". 
Similarly, it has been defined as: " The use of a model to develop conclusions that 
provide insight on the behaviour of any real world elements" ( McHaney, 1991, Page 
2). 
Furthermore, Poole and Szymankiewics (1977, Page 5) proposed a 'trial and error' 
approach for simulation and defined a simulation model as a: 
" simplified representation of real life which allows the 
understanding and solution of problem to be achieved by a trial 
and error approach and asking questions and observing the 
answer". 
In general usage, simulation has been defined as " an act or process that gives the 
appearance or effect of some part of reality- a counterfeit, a feigning " (Maisel and 
Gungnoli, 1972, Page 4). Also these authors provide a very broad purpose for 
simulation as " to attain the essence without the reality". 
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As almost all definitions indicate, a simulation is based on a model, imitating the 
behaviour of a system or entity. Moreover, the definitions are general and regardless 
of the kind of simulation. Therefore, the concept of computer simulation is the same, 
except the modelling phase of simulation is performed through programming a 
computer. 
Apart from the definitions, simulation applications have been typically divided into 
discrete-event simulation, continuous simulation and combined discrete/continuous 
simulation. However, some researchers consider Monte Carlo simulation as an 
independent type rather than as the category with discrete-event simulation (e.g.: 
McHaney, 1991). A distinction between Monte Carlo and discrete-event simulation is 
'time', that plays a significant role in discrete-event and no role in Monte Carlo 
simulation. 
To simulate a battle between two groups until one side is completely wiped out, 
predicting the number of soldiers to survive is an example of the application of Monte 
Carlo simulation (McHaney, 1991) and to simulate a production line in a factory and 
the processes in a refinery are examples for discrete-event and continuous simulation, 
respectively. 
The simulation model, discussed in this report, is discrete-event simulation. In this 
regard Law and Kelton ( 1991, Page 7) proposed that discrete-event simulation 
3.3.3. 
" concerns the modelling of a system as it evolves over time by a 
representation in which the state variables change 
instantaneously at separate points in time". 
Simulation Capabilities 
Computer simulation techniques, developed over 40 years, are recognised as powerful 
tools used to understand and resolve even very complex problems in manufacturing 
and service industries. In the last four decades simulation techniques have made 
available many benefits in manufacturing and service industries, as well as in 
governmental sectors. 
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Simulation is one of a number of tools and methods available to support the analysis 
and design of manufacturing systems. Its relationship with other modelling methods is 
highlighted by Law and Kelton (1991) as depicted in Figure 3.2. 
Physical 
Model 
Analytical 
Solution 
Mathematical 
Model 
Figure 3.2: Modelling systems 
Mathematical models are normally developed in order to represent the behaviour of a 
system with regard to logical and quantitative relationships integral to the system. For 
analytical solutions to be achieved, precise definition of these relationships is needed 
and only responses to precisely defined inputs can be analysed. As the modelled 
system becomes more complex, the complexity of the mathematical model frequently 
renders analytical solution intractable. 
In contrast, although it is clear that the level of accuracy of results from a simulation 
model depends mainly on the level of the detail in the model, accuracy of inputs and 
the assumptions considered for the model (Hatami, 1990; and Gianota, 1988), 
simulation models can function and produce useful results based on less precise or 
detailed definition of relationships and inputs. This approximation, compatible 
particularly with the early stage of system design and analysis (Popplewell and Bell, 
1995), is frequently essential. Simulation is generally well able to overcome a high 
degree of complexity. 
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Moreover, simulation is a model-based experimental technique and thus has many 
benefits in comparison with experimentation on the real system. In simulation the 
modelled system can be examined under controlled and selected conditions- which is 
clearly not practicable with most real systems- and without the risks to the real 
system's viability which such experimentation may pose. 
Some of the benefits are summarised by Pidd (I 992) as: 
• Cost: Though simulation can be time consuming and therefore expensive in terms 
of skilled manpower, real experiments may also turn out to be expensive-
particularly if something goes wrong. 
• Time: Admittedly it takes a significant amount of time to produce working 
computer programs for simulation models. However, once these are written, an 
attractive opportunity presents itself. Namely, it is possible to simulate weeks, 
months or even years in seconds of computer time. Hence a wide range of policies 
may be properly compared. 
Brauer and Cesarone (1991) discussed different applications of simulation modelling, 
concluding that it is rarely possible to accomplish each of the following activities 
without simulation techniques, particularly in complex systems: 
• Explain: When performance of the model is the same as that of real system, it can 
be used to explain the behaviour of the real system 
• Predict: A good simulation model can reliably predict the performance of the 
existing system under different conditions. 
• Design: By analysing the behaviour of the system and considering the goals and 
objectives of the system, it is possible to enhance system design. 
As a result computer simulation has been classified as one of the best problem-
solving tools, permitting experimentation with a model (Gogg and Mott, 1992). It has 
also been pointed out that simulation is an excellent tool for forecasting outcomes, 
analysing entire problems and finding total solutions, economically. 
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3.3.4. Overview of Simulation Languages and Simulators 
Several researchers have provided a comprehensive study and comparison of 
simulation languages and simulators (McHaney, 1991; Law and Kelton, 1991; Banks, 
1991; Frederking, 1991, Gogg and Mott, 1993; Seila, 1995; Hlupic, 1995; etc.). 
In general there are two basic approaches used to develop computer simulation 
models, using simulation languages or simulators (simulation packages). 
A simulation language is defined ( McHaney, 1991, Page 17) as: 
" a versatile, general purpose class of simulation software 
that can be used in a multitude of different modelling 
application". 
These languages are comparable to high level and scientific languages such as 
FORTRAN, or Pascal. Examples of simulation languages ( Kreutzer, 1986; McHaney, 
1991; Davis and O'Keefe, 1989; and Law and Kelton 1991) are: 
• GPSS/H: General Purposed Simulation System, developed by James Henrikson 
in 1977. 
• SLAM//: Simulation Languages for Alternative Modelling, first released in 
1984. 
• SIMAN!Cinema: SIMulation Analysis program, developed by Dennis Pegden in 
1982 and using a graphical interface to Cinema animation system. 
On the other hand, a simulator (or data driven system) has been defmed as: 
" a user friendly software package that will develop a model 
for a particular application [with little or no programming 
effort]" ( McHaney, 1991, Page 1991). 
For instance, AutoMod II, ProModel, SIMFACTORY II.5, WITNESS, and XCELL+ 
have been developed specifically for manufacturing applications, NETWORK 11.5 for 
computer systems and local- area network, and COMNET II.5 for wide- area 
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communication ( Law and Kelton, 1991). A general comparison of simulation 
languages and simulators are given in Table 3 .1. 
Table 3.1: Comparison of Simulation languages with simulators 
Attributes Simulation Languages Simulators 
Flexibility Unlimited Limited 
Modelling time Long Short 
Applications Unlimited Limited 
Detail of system definition Unlimited predefined 
Ability to change the model Unlimited Limited 
Required programming skills High Low 
(Source: McHaney, 1991, page 24, and Law and Kelton, 1991) 
However, there is a third approach to simulation modelling called a Hybrid System or 
Integral Environment, combining the flexibility of simulation languages with the user 
friendliness of simulators. TESS ( The Extended Simulation System) was the first such 
a system, developed in 1985 and Arena the most recent one ( McHaney, 1991, and 
Ball, 1996). 
3.4. IDEM METHODOLOGY 
3.4.1. Background 
The IDEM (Integrated Design and Modelling) methodology was developed in the 
Department of Manufacturing Engineering of Loughborough University in 1992, as a 
response to the need for re-designing existing factories, or developing new plants. 
This is as a consequence of rapidly changing technology and the need for surviving in 
the market. 
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IDEM was developed sitting on the top of LOOPS (Lisp Object Oriented 
Programming System) (Xerox Corporation, 1988), which is based on LISP (Wang et 
al. 1992) 
A comprehensive study covering different aspects of IDEM and presenting some case 
studies, has been provided by Wang et al. (1993), Morrissey and Popplewell (1993), 
Popplewell and Yu (1993), Yu, 1995; Wang and Popplewell (1993) and Popplewell 
and Bell (1995). The main features are summarised below. 
3.4.2. IDEM Facilities 
IDEM is categorised as a multi-view and discrete-event simulation technique 
providing facilities to model and analyse a system step by step through different 
views. These views are named Functional View, Information View and Dynamic 
View. 
The overall structure of IDEM methodology as a multi-view simulation techniques is 
shown in Figure 3.3. 
Function 
View 
Dynamics 
View 
What junctions 
the system 
performs? 
Information View 
What data the junctions 
operate on? 
What the 
operating 
sequences of 
the junctions 
are? 
(Source: Popplewell et. al., 1992) 
Figure 3.3.: The scope of the IDEM methodology 
In a broad sense, IDEM focuses attention on step by step establishment and analysis of 
a model, representing a set of functions inter-related by arrows, as flows of 
information. Figure 3.4 reveals an schematic and simple diagram for a function, 
typically powered by three basic incoming arrows to produce output. 
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Control 
~ 
" .. . .. ' 
Input FUNCTION Output 
·.·'. (IDEM Bo~) •.. 
i 
Mechanism 
Figure 3.4.: The interactions of functions in IDEM methodology 
Functional View 
The functional view of IDEM methodology is associated with the tasks that the 
system being modelled needs to perform. This view has been developed based on 
IDEFO [ICAM (Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing) DEFinition method zero] 
model. This modelling technique, as a functional model, is being increasingly applied, 
representing the functional architecture of a system and developed as software by the 
ICAM task force of the US Air Force (Hu and Levis, 1991 ). 
In fact IDEFO and IDEFl (a model for information view) and IDEF2 (a model for 
dynamic view) are three individual models, embodied in the ICAM Definition 
Languages (IDEF). IDEF requires these three distinct models, functional, information 
and dynamic view, to be built for analysing a single system. This complexity in the 
use of IDEF has been overcome by developing IDEM, as an integrated design 
methodology. 
Graphical representation and hierarchical structure are two key characteristics of 
IDEFO, inherited in IDEM methodology as well (Popplewell and Bell, 1993). 
However, IDEM provides two constructs; the Diverger and Converger, that IDEFO 
does not. These facilitate combination of information paths (arrows) so that the 
number of paths is reduced in each page, resulting in more clarity of the model ( 
Morrissey and Popplewell, 1993) 
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.... 
;-·. 
The .IDEM furictionai view provides·graphical facilities in order to decompose each 
. . . 
function (or IDEM Box) step by step into several sub-functions. Each IDEM function · ·· 
is driven. and represented by three incoming arrows which are processed and then 
transformed .into outputs. In other words inputs are converted into outputs using 
mechanism and under contro!Ied conditions .. 
Tiie. inputs of IDEM Boxes, which caiJ. JJe infOrmation or physical objects, may either. 
· be supplied by.otlier boxes ..yithiri ihemodelor received from outside of the ni.odel. A· 
mechanism may include human re"sotirce and/or equipment and materhu needed to 
- . -- •. . . .. -
carry outthe task. Outputs of IDEM. Boxes could be transferred to other boxes as an 
incoming arrow for that box or considered as one of the overall outputs of the model. 
A control typically initiates.the process for a particular box, which has met the other 
preconditions such as recei~ing ·inputs and availability of resources. 
. . . . . 
As an example, Figure 3.5. shows a layer of. functional view related to the model, 
being studied in this report. 
Figure 3.5. :A decomposed level of the functional view 
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On the whole the result of the functional view is a model, representing the hierarchical 
system through decomposition of some boxes or functions, showing boxes, arrows 
and some graphical labels without providing any information structure and data flows 
for the model. 
Furthermore, in the functional view the boxes with dotted background signify that 
these boxes have been decomposed into one more level. 
Information View 
In general, the information view is applied to describe the various kinds of 
relationships, existing between inputs, mechanisms, controls, and outputs of each 
IDEM Box. IDEM provides facilities which support the modeler or user to enter and 
edit data on the model, hierarchically established in the functional view phase. 
A typical information structure of an IDEM Box, called localData, is given in Figure 
3. 6' 
*SEdit Package: INTERLISP 
((input 1 inputQueue 
(controll contro!Queue) 
(mechnism1 mechnismQueue) 
NILS 
((FLOW output! 
(input2 inputQueue 
('Finished' 'input' 'no. 1 ') 
(mc1 2) 
NIL destination 1))) 
(control2 contro!Queue) 
(mechnism2 mechnismQueue) 
NILS 
((FLOW output2 
( 'Finished' 'input' 'no. I') 
(mcl 2) 
(NIL destination2)))) 
Figure 3.6. : The information structure of IDEM Boxes 
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This 'localData' specifies the data transformation requirement of the function. The 
protocol is as follows: 
flowName flowQueue 
firstConditionalFlow 
secondConditionalFlow 
matchingFn processingTime 
outputFlowClass outputFlowName 
outputFlowlmage 
outputFlowData 
dataHandelingFn outputFlowDestination 
The consistency of flow names (i.e.: input flow names and output flow names) 
throughout the model is fundamental and one of the most important points that should 
be considered in building the model at the information view. 
The actual flow of information, based on the above structure, is carried out by an 
entity, called the IDEM FLOW, while an IDEM arrow, represented in the functional 
view, establishes a communication channel among boxes (Wang et al., 1993). 
It is worth mentioning that all arrows, connected to a decomposed (dotted) box, are 
functionally linked to the boxes on the child page of that box through tags. These tags 
are automatically placed on the child page, and make available all information for 
boxes in that page, so that there is no need to add further information to decomposed 
boxes and IDEM tags. 
Dynamic View 
The dynamic view of IDEM methodology describes and provides facilities for 
establishment of the time dependent relationships between the functions, their inputs 
and outputs. 
A key feature of IDEM is the ability to create, store, maintain and re~use nodes and 
composite nodes. A composite node is a single node composed of other nodes. This 
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aspect of IDEM is used to define lower level boxes and decomposed IDEM boxes by 
using nodes and composite nodes, respectively. 
Time attributes in IDEM methodology deal with the processing time taken for a lower 
level IDEM Box to transform an input flow under the conditional flow(s) to the 
output(s). Further, these attributes control the arrival intervals of main inputs, 
controls, and mechanisms to the model, where flows are generated at IDEM label 
originators (Wang et al. 1993). 
The processing times and the intervals can be either a constant ( e.g.: 5) or the result 
of a set of simple or complex calculations, possibly based on statistical distributions. 
IDEM provide facilities for programming such calculations in LISP (LISt Processing 
language, developed at MIT). This data is entered during the construction of the 
information view. This aspect of IDEM offers enough support to the user and the 
developer of the model to allow study of the dynamic behaviour of the system being 
modelled. 
As a result, since the nature of quality management systems (QMS), based on ISO 
9000, are hierarchical and dynamic like many other manufacturing systems, the 
IDEM methodology as a multi-view, hierarchical and graphical simulation technique 
may be effectively used in order to design, analyse and improve such systems. 
3.5. SUMMARY 
Simulation, has been increasingly used for understanding and predicting the 
characteristics of a system so as to tackle and resolve problems. Furthermore, by 
significant improvement in computer capability and by development of sophisticated 
simulation packages, the use of computer simulations is no longer limited to a 
selected group of scientists and specialists. Rather simulation is rapidly and effectively 
available to even non- professional people. Furthermore, IDEM methodology, as a 
graphical, hierarchical and multi-view simulation technique, providing enough 
facilities to design, analyse and improve a system, may be used to study a quality 
management system such as ISO 9000 series of standards. 
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Chapter4 
THE SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
It is generally accepted that the achievement of consistent product quality is essential 
to competitive presence in any of today's markets, and that this is best achieved by 
implementing a good QMS. On the other hand, modern simulation tools can play a 
significant role in achieving and analysing alternative systems, and contribute to a 
process of system improvement. As a result of undertaking a comprehensive literature 
review, it was apparent that the potential benefits of using simulation in QMS design 
and analysis were as yet unrealised. Therefore this chapter is designed to provide a 
review of the literature in the context, and clearly define the main objectives of the 
research. 
4.2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
Today's competitive pressure and rapidly changing market as well as rising costs have 
led organisations to an increased awareness of quality improvement along with some 
other key issues like innovation, marketing and reliability. In particular, after the 
World War 11, quality improvement has played a unique role for many business. This 
goes even beyond the objective of individual organisations, so that many countries 
place a strong emphasis in this area as well. The economic benefits for performing 
these issues lead to significant increase of profit for the organisations, wealth for the 
countries, and most importantly the improvement of living standards, mainly for 
inhabitants of those countries. 
· The establishment of a quality management system (QMS), to bring together customer 
satisfaction and the organisation's objectives, can effectively provide an appropriate 
basis and environment for achieving quality aims by taking preventive actions and 
carrying out continuous quality improvement. However, design, analysis and 
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improvement of a proper QMS is normally highly dynamic and sometimes very 
complex. Moreover, poorly designed quality systems or the lack of such systems are 
probably one of the most cost intensive problems organisations face. 
At the same time increasing the capabilities of computer hardware and development 
of highly sophisticated software, has made simulation a prominent analysis tool in 
evaluating alternative strategies in different areas of organisations. 
Computer simulation directly deals with a model, rather than the actual system, and 
provides results so that the same system- being modelled- can produce greatly 
different results under different conditions or alternatives, described in the model. 
This cost-effective aspect of simulation can be strongly effective in design and 
implementation of a quality management system. 
Management activities in general and in particular quality management systems based 
on ISO 9000 standards are hierarchical, multi-level systems. The ISO 9000 series of 
standards is composed of different models, mentioned in Chapter 2, and each model 
embodies a number of clauses and sub-clauses. To understand this aspect of quality 
management systems multi-view simulation techniques can be effectively used. 
Moreover, management activities are concerned with a wide variety of functions 
related to the entire organisations. These activities are typically composed of 
organising and planning, measuring, reviewing and controlling processes and 
functions including manufacturing activities. Therefore, such activities are often 
complex as they are related to human and organisational factors. Nevertheless, those 
management activities dealing with quality and improvement could be much more 
complex. Such quality management activities are mainly effected by different factors 
like cultural and social in addition to human, organisational and financial factors. In 
this regard computer simulation also can potentially and effectively analyse a system 
of quality management activities in order to properly determine cause and effect 
relationships of such complex systems. 
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Quality management activities are also highly dynamic as they interact with the 
factors mentioned above. Similarly these activities are sometimes extremely varied, 
affected by different sources of variations such as human, material, product 
manufactured, processes, equipment, tools, etc. Simulation describes the behaviour of 
a system over time and consequently can play a significant role in analysing and 
studying the dynamic behaviour of quality management systems. 
Typical and potential benefits of using simulation in the area of QMS design and 
analysis, that this research intended to show, are revealed in Figure 4.1. 
Outcomes 
Analyse 
Performance 
Simulation 
Capabilities 
• Consistency: ensuring 
the right information 
reaches the right people 
• Prediction: identifying 
bottlenecks where 
improvement is needed 
• Training: everyone in 
the organisation 
Simulation Contributions 
to Improved QMS Design 
Competitiveness 
Continuous 
Improve-
ment 
QMS Benefits 
Figure 4.1: Typical benefits of using simulation in QMS design 
Although much literature appears for each of the subjects of quality management and 
of computer simulation, very little attempts to address the joint issue of using 
simulation to analyse, design or improve QMS (Aghaie and Popplewell, 1997). 
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4.3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
Having considered the importance and key characteristics of quality management 
systems, which can be cost intensive and are hierarchical; complex; and dynamic, 
and highlighted the potential capabilities of computer simulation directed the author 
to the investigation and exploration of potential benefits resulting from the joint issue 
of using simulation and QMS. Therefore the overall objective of this study 
is to investigate and explore the relationships between quality 
management systems (QMS) and computer simulation in order to 
establish the significant benefits of applying simulation in QMS 
design and analysis. 
The QMS investigated in this study was based on integrating the elements of ISO 
9001- A Model for Quality Assurance- and ISO 9004-4 (Part 2)- Guidelines for 
Quality Improvement. Furthermore, the simulation technique, supporting the study 
was IDEM methodology as a multi-view simulation package. 
To achieve this, the major objectives of the research were as follows: 
• Carry out a comprehensive literature survey regarding the modelling of QMS and 
some other quality issues like TQM and quality control, using simulation (Chapter 
4). 
• Investigate the concepts and key features of quality management systems and select 
the appropriate candidate for demonstrating the relevance of simulation (Chapter 
2). 
• Review and demonstrate the concept and capabilities of computer simulation and 
choose one of the available and potentially sophisticated simulation methodologies 
to apply in the area of quality management (Chapter 3). 
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• Explore a functional view of a comprehensive quality management system, 
combining all elements of both ISO 9001 and ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) standards, 
demonstrating the main interactions among all combined elements of the system 
and helping better understanding of the standards (Chapter 5). 
• Expand the constructed model based on two more important and interesting parts 
of the model (Control Design and Quality Improvement activities) through the 
establishment of information flows and assigning processing times to all activities, 
embodied in those two parts (This can be extended to other parts of the model as 
well) (Chapter 6). 
• Apply the developed model in a file cabinet manufacturing example (case study) in 
order to analyse, improve and consolidate the model. Furthermore, demonstrate the 
capabilities of the model by using dynamic view of the IDEM methodology and 
carrying out a significant statistical data analysis study based on running the 
simulation model under different conditions and using relevant statistical 
techniques (Chapter 7). 
4.4. THE DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
(Main Steps in the Simulation Study ofiQMS Model) 
Since a system is generally quite complex and dynamic, a number of steps should be 
undertaken in a simulation study. Several researchers have studied and suggested 
different steps applied in developing a simulation model ( Law and kelton, 1991; 
McHaney, 1991; Gogg and Mott, 1992; Seila, 1995; Musselman, 1993; etc. ). These 
steps could be slightly different depending on the nature of the system being 
modelled, the level of required details, etc. However, there are some common steps in 
most of the prior studies, such as problem formulation and objectives, model building, 
verification, validation, output analysis etc. 
However, in practice these steps are not completely distinct, and do not occur 
consecutively. Each step needs to be conducted in parallel with other relevant steps. 
The following chapters will discuss each of these steps in more details and show how 
the IQMS model was studied and established "through these steps (Figure 4.2). 
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4.5. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
While many researchers consider the application of simulation in quality control, and, 
less extensively, in statistical process control (SPC), very little appears to address the 
application of computer simulation in design or analysis of QMS. 
4.5.1. Simulation and Quality Control 
The history of published research in the area of simulation and modelling in quality 
control, shown in Figure 4.3, is impressive, and the diverse range of benefits, 
exemplified by some of the results discussed below, enlightens discussion of the 
potential applications of simulation in QMS. 
84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
Year 
127 
91 92 93 94 95* 
*Papers reviewed until August 1995 
Figure 4.3: Number of published research papers on simulation in quality control 
Sculli and Woo (1985) developed simulation software to locate economic values of 
control chart parameters. The sample size, the control limits and the sampling interval 
are typically decision variables, involved in the economic design of quality control 
charts. Determination of the values of these variables, minimising the total cost 
function is the overall objective of designing such economic charts. The intent of 
developing· the simulation software has been to locate the optimal values of the 
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parameters. It was claimed that this simulation model, used for up-charts, can be 
simply extended to other kinds of control charts including x-charts, c-charts, u-charts 
etc. 
The use of simulation in evaluation of SPC methods has also been demonstrated by 
Pugh ( 1988). A set of functions has been described for Monte Carlo simulation and 
graphical analysis of various statistical process control methods and measures such as 
sampling plans. MathCAD has been chosen as an environment for the simulation 
package, which transforms the computer screen into a scratch pad, providing facilities 
such as entering text, solving equation and generating plots for the operators. 
Chanadra and Melloy (1989) also described a software program, developed for the 
purpose of illustrating quality control concepts and methods. The software can 
simulate seven different processes and presents the corresponding input variables for 
each process. The user is promoted to enter the means for these variables, and the 
simulation program generates the values of the output variables and plots the control 
charts. According to the authors this program, based on a game structure, has been 
well received by students. 
Welch et al. (1990) examined how computer simulation can generate quality 
characteristics as functions of both control and noise parameters. These generated 
functions used for Taguchi's off.Jine quality control methods in order to improve 
products and processes. These methods emphasise on designing quality 'into' 
products and processes in a way that they are insensitive to sources of variability (or 
noise) rather than achieving quality after the fact by on-line inspection. 
Bruce and Simon (1992) demonstrated how computer simulation, instead of algebraic 
calculations, can be used in some statistical quality control applications such as 
acceptance sampling, comparing two or more processes or products to find out 
whether they are reasonably similar, and determining whether a relationship exists 
among two or more variables. 
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Leon and Miller (1993) developed a simulation program to monitor the costs of 
inspection and defective products in the manufacture of a printed circuit board in a 
laboratory. Using this kind of simulation model can help students to clarify and 
understand the fundamental concepts of SPC charts. It has been proposed that the 
application of simulation techniques in instruction of some concepts such as SPC and 
quality control can overcome the budgetary and motivation problems normally 
associated with some laboratory exercise. 
A simulation game package, named SQC CHART, has been also developed to support 
training in statistical quality control by Freeman (1993). 
Moreover, a simulation technique, named "Card Drop Shop", has been also provided 
as a classroom simulation exercise to illustrate the relationship between variation and 
cost and to show how variation can be reduced with no increase in cost (Alloway Jr., 
1994). Moreover, it has been also suggested that this simulation is effective to 
illustrate some other key quality concepts and statistical tools such as difference 
between attribute and variables data, the construction and use of control charts for that 
data, quality cost concepts, significance tests ( t-tests) and analysis of variance 
(ANOV A), etc. 
4.5.2. Modelling and Quality Systems 
In addition to usage of computer simulation in the quality control area, several 
researchers have studied the application of modelling in quality assurance. Here, most 
attention has been paid to use of ( or development of a model based on) the IDEFO 
model. 
Maull (1987) has carried out a study on the application of IDEFO to design a quality 
control system within a CIM environment. 
In another attempt Tannock (1988) investigated the application of IDEFO in the area 
of quality systems design, and then implemented a system in DuPont Electronics- UK. 
It seems these two authors were early researchers to study quality systems using 
hierarchical modelling such as the IDEFO methodology. 
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Marsh (1989) developed a technique based on IDEFO, named quality improvement 
method analysis (QIMA), used in collecting data on quality costs. 
Crossfield (1989) proposed a method, called quality management activity planning 
(Q-MAP), for mapping quality assurance procedures, information flows and 
responsibilities. This method is based on IDEFO models with some differences in 
construction and terminology. 
Jian et al. (1992) discussed the importance of quality system in CIM environment. 
The authors proposed computer integrated quality control and quality assurance 
systems (CIQS) as one of the subsystems in the CIM systems, along with MIS 
(management information system), CAD/CAM, and FMS (flexible manufacturing 
systems). The CIQS tied together different quality activities under four main 
categories as: quality planning; inspection, test and monitoring; evaluation and 
control; and quality information management. A preliminary design of the CIQS was 
provided, using IDEFO as a functional model and IDEF1X as a information model. 
Hadder (1993) carried put a study on analysing, modelling and designing a production 
management system with regard to quality requirements. A model was then 
developed, supported by a knowledge base 'KB' consisting of a generic model and a 
neural model. The generic model was built as the first level of knowledge, consisted 
mainly of: an architecture for activities, description, a conceptual model of enterprise 
interactive activities that effected product and service quality, a set of checklists, 
associated to each activity, etc. The neural model as the second level of knowledge 
provided the basic activity structure and description of a management system, 
including all the relevant activities, procedures and information, based on the ISO 
9000 quality standards. For graphical modelling, IDEFO and IDEF1X models were 
used for operational and information models, respectively. 
The application of process modelling and measurement into control mechanisms was 
developed by Pengelly et al. (1993). An example of using such ideas in a QMS has 
been discussed and it was considered that in an environment of rapidly changing 
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demands the system should be changed and adapted as early as possible by using 
continuous feedback. For this purpose a formal model of the process was built, and a 
feedback cycle (process-model-measure-process) established in order to ensure that 
the process was managed and optimised. This approach has been adapted in a 
software development context and it has been claimed that the approach could be 
applied to any system and process. 
Furthermore, a model of quality assurance information system has been built for the 
design-to-order manufacturing environment in three phases as pre-production; 
production; and post-production, using IDEFO models (Nookabadi and Middle, 1996). 
4.5.3. Simulation and QMSITQM 
In contrast to the application of simulation and modelling in the area of quality control 
and assurance, the number of studies concerned with the use of simulation in design 
or analysis of QMS is very limited. Current simulation abilities are more concerned 
with the statistical and quantitative processes. In consequence, because of the 
complexity of most management processes and activities, comprising diverse factors 
such as human, organisational and resource considerations, the use of simulation in 
this area is greatly limited (Aghaie and Popplewell, 1996). Closer consideration of the 
literature below confirms this view. 
According to Palaniswami and Zia-Hassan (1985), procedures developed using 
simulation methodology, rather than analytical techniques, for the economic design of 
interrelated manufacturing and quality systems, are limited in scope and application. 
A simulation model in order to analyse a multi-product, multi-component, multi-stage 
(MPMCMS) manufacturing and quality system was described. The output of the 
simulation model was the average total cost of the product, produced by the system, 
and the average outgoing quality of products, based on measuring the lot proportion of 
defectives and number of defects in each lot. However, this study mainly concentrated 
on production rather than management aspects of a quality system. 
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Andrews (1989) presented a project in conjunction with performance evaluation and 
its use in a quality management system, using computer simulation. The overall 
simulation results have been discussed, showed a good degree of understanding of the 
system, uncovered a number of misconceptions, and areas for further investigation. 
In a study, Bachert and Gallaway (1990) briefly proposed a methodology to employ 
and develop the TQM process for today's enterprises. Three major stages have been 
suggested in preparing the enterprise (or system) for applying TQM, as enterprise 
visualisation (system analysis approach), development planning, and then the 
introduction of TQM. To help visualise the enterprise, a methodology, called IDEAL 
(integrated design, engineering and analysis language) has been developed to analyse 
and model the system. This methodology integrated different standardised models, 
mainly IDEFO, and IDEFl. Moreover, the second stage of that study, planning for 
TQM, was carried out by IDEFO models, as graphical tools. It seems the central point 
of that study was to provide methodologies and facilities for better understanding and 
highlighting the relationships between TQM and management, planning and 
development, through some graphical and information models such as IDEFO. 
Hu and Levis (1991) described an approach to quality model, called distributed 
intelligence total quality management systems (DITQMS), in a CIM environment. The 
general goals of the DITQMS were collection of quality data from all activities within 
the enterprise; improvement of production, management, and administration processes 
by using that data; distribution of the data to other parts of the enterprise; and making 
quality activity decisions individually in each process and synergistically across all 
processes. To represent the architecture of the DITQMS, the IDEFO model was used 
for representing the functional model. Some commercial software, named 
design!IDEF and design!CPN, have also considered to automatically convert the built 
IDEFO diagrams into a Coloured Petri Net (CPN) representation for further study on 
performance evaluation. 
The feasibility and effectiveness of using process simulation in Continuous Process 
Improvement (CPI) was briefly discussed by Fiss and Lin (1993). However this study 
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was carried out in the context of simulation of manufacturing processes in a TQM 
environment. The study was followed by addressing three selected case studies 
emphasising the effectiveness and applicability of process simulation in different 
small companies as well as large corporations. 
In one et al. ( 1994) applied modelling methods in software development, and focused 
on management activities rather than manufacturing activities. A simple 
manufacturing process was set as a basis process, and the management activities were 
added into that process. Further, process descriptions were categorised into four 
classes as: the organisational; project; phase; and unit-activity classes. By using this 
approach the ISO 9000-3 standard, as quality management frameworks in software 
development, and capability maturity model (CMM), used for assessment framework 
of software development organisations, were modelled and described. 
Apart from using simulation and modelling techniques in the area of quality, a number 
of studies use IDEM in factory modelling (such as Popplewell et al. 1993 ), to analyse 
manufacturing systems ( such as Huettner and Steudel, 1992; and Hatami, 1990), 
apply mathematical model to investigate the influence of the strategy of the company 
with conjunction with customers and quantify the loss of customer ( such as Fischer, 
1993). Moreover, a number of researchers have carried out different study on the use 
of computer simulation in the field of water quality management. The history of the 
application of modelling and simulation in the quality area is given in Appendix V. 
4.6. SUMMARY 
By the review of the published literature, it was found that although some authors 
report work on the application of simulation in quality assurance, quality control and 
statistical process control, very few report on applications in QMS and TQM. 
Therefore, according to this potential benefit the main objective of this research is to 
use computer simulation to design and analyse of QMS, based on the ISO 9000 
standard. 
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ChapterS 
FUNCTIONAL VIEW OF THE INTEGRATED 
QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (IQMS)-
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the idea of integration of two standards (ISO 
9001 and ISO 9004-4) and to represent the functional view of the IQMS model. 
Moreover, the chapter will look at some key features of the constructed model and 
review some interactions between functions of the model. The full representation of 
the model is given in Appendix VI. 
5.2. THE PURPOSE OF THE QMS INTEGRATION 
(ISO 9001 AND ISO 9004-4) 
ISO 9001, as a quality assurance system, requires effective operation of a periodic 
internal audit (Clauses 4.17), a regular management review (Sub-clause 4.1.3), an 
appropriate corrective and preventive action, etc. A practical benefit of undertaking 
such requirements would implicitly be to assure the ISO 9001 requirements are 
maintained on a continuous basis. 
However, ISO 9001 is generally weak on requirements for continuous improvement of 
the supplier's work process, service and/or product quality. For instance, ISO 9001 
does not include a requirement for a plan for continuous quality improvement. 
In contrast, the ISO 9004-4 standard, as "Guidelines for Quality Improvement", is a 
comprehensive guideline on elements of continuous quality improvement, consisting 
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of organising; planning for; measuring; reviewing; methodology for quality 
improvement and providing a number of supportive tools. However, unlike ISO 9001 
this guideline standard is not a contractual one. 
In order to obtain the maximum benefit from these two standards the requirements of 
ISO 9001 (refer to Appendix D and the elements of ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) (refer to 
Appendix 11) were integrated as an Integrated Quality Management System (IQMS). 
This novel linkage of two standards and the integration of these elements and 
requirements would explore how they can effectively and efficiently complement each 
other and benefit both the organisation and its customers. 
5.3. STARTING WITH SIMPLE MODEL 
Perhaps one of the major issues that should be considered in the early stage of a 
modelling process is to start with a simple model and add complexity as required in 
the later stages. 
Initially constructing a detailed and complex model normally demands significant 
modification and rework. This narrows the freedom of the modeller to make 
modification, because of the efforts involved in the modelling process of the detailed 
model. This philosophy was taken into account not only in building the basic structure 
of the model, as the functional view, but also in performing other modelling 
activities throughout the research. This incremental building of the model helped in 
that the essence of the system was initially captured and understood and then 
decomposed in further detail, as required. 
Fortunately, the multi-level and multi-view features of IDEM methodology facilitates 
such a philosophy for constructing the model step by step in different levels and 
various views. 
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5.4. SOME KEY FEATURES OF THE IQMS MODEL 
(FUNCTIONAL VIEW) 
Some key characteristics of the model and important steps taken to build the model, 
are listed below. 
• It was attempted to include all main requirements of ISO 9001 and major elements 
of ISO 9004-4 in the functional view of the model. 
• For clarity of the model, each non-decomposed box represents a single 
requirement or element of the standards. The total number of IDEM boxes in the 
model are 68, including 15 decomposed boxes). 
• To facilitate the model building different tools (such as flow charts), and tables 
(Appendix VII) were used to identify all important and possible interactions 
among the IDEM boxes as well as interactions of the model with other models 
within the organisation. 
• To avoid complexity all interactions for each IDEM box (of the model) were 
screened and then the most important inputs and outputs were considered in the 
model. 
• The title of each IDEM box was defined so that it would be consistent with the 
original title or description of the relevant requirement or element of the 
standards. 
• To construct a realistic model as far as possible the relevant issues of the ISO 
9000 standard, and several ISO 9000 quality (hand)books and manuals(Hoyle, 
1994; etc.) were reviewed. 
• To prevent confusion as a result of drawing too many arrows, instead of 
distributing an output to many boxes, where required, the output is generated as 
quality reports and records. These reports and records, considered as a main 
output of the model, would be available for all other boxes. 
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5.5. MODEL BUILDING- FUNCTIONAL VIEW 
The major ta k in developing a imulaLion tudy or a y tem i to come up w ith a 
model thaL embodie the main element or the y tcm and capwre the behaviour or 
that y tem. T o de ign the runct..i onal view or the IQMS model, IDEM meLhodology 
raci litate a rorml:ll representation of symbol tructure, including boxes; a1Tow ; tag ; 
etc. (Figure 5.1.) . The rollowing ection will di cu ed and illu u·ate how the 
runctional view of the IQMS model wa de igned. The comprehen ive runcLional 
model of IQMS i given in Appendix VI. 
ISO 9001 
--- - ----------- -------
150 9004-4(Pwt 2) 
Figure 5.1 : The General Structure or the IQMS Model 
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5.5.1. Brief Overview of IDEM Methodology- Structure 
To build a functional model, IDEM methodology provides three types of pages as the 
following (Appendix VI ). 
• Master page (of the model ) consisting of the purpose and view point of the 
modelling process. 
• Top level page (of the model ), including a single box as a supreme IQMS box, 
representing the top level of the model, and indicating all interactions of the model 
(inputs, controls and outputs ) with outside. 
• Detail level page (of box: Ax ) embodies the IDEM boxes and all their interactions 
relating to decomposition of a higher level IDEM box. 
Furthermore, In IDEM methodology 'boxes' represent functions or activities, and 
'arrows' identify flows and interactions. 
5.5.2. Model Assumption 
As showed in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.4), an IDEM box is typically driven by three basic 
incoming arrows (input; control; and mechanism) to produce output. Data and 
information is mainly transferred by input arrows and the process of transforming 
inputs to outputs is basically initiated by control arrows. Mechanisms are actually 
used in this process by providing resources such as equipment, personnel, etc. 
To avoid complexity of the model, composed of 68 boxes with many interactions 
among them, mechanism arrows have not been considered in building the model. 
5.5.3. General Structure of the IQMS Functional View 
After identifying the problem; collecting data and information; and selecting the 
appropriate technique (IDEM methodology) to tackle that problem, the overall 
structure of the model should be determined. To do this, all requirements, elements 
and principles of two standards were closely considered and finally classified on their 
characteristics into five categories as the following: 
• Manage IQMS functions include those elements of both standards relating to 
organising for, planning for, measuring and reviewing all quality activities. 
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• Establish/Maintain a Quality System consisting of the required elements for 
establishment of a quality system within the organisation. 
• Review the Contract and Service Issues is mainly embodied in the requirements 
for contract review and purchasing activities. 
• Control Design and Process function is composed of the main activities needed to 
control, verify and validate the design as well as to control production, installation 
and servicing processes. 
• Improve Quality box represents those elements and activities which are essential 
for improving quality within the organisation. 
The intention of the next sections is to briefly describe the overall structure and all 
elements of each category and show one level of the IDEM diagram, belonging to 
them. The detailed and completed diagrams of the functional model is given in 
Appendix VI. 
Manage IQMS (IDEM Box: AI) 
This function embodies the main activities in the area of quality management. These 
activities were included: 
All Define Quality Policy (ISO 9001) 
A12 Organise the IQMS 
A121 Define Responsibility and Authority(ISO 9001) 
Al22 Identify Resources(ISO 9001) 
Al23 Appoint a Management Representative(ISO 9001) 
Al24 Organise Quality Improvement 
Al241 Establish Quality Improvement (QI) Goals (ISO 9004-4) 
Al242 Extend Communication and Teamwork (ISO 9004-4) 
Al243 Establish Recognition Processes (ISO 9004-4) 
A1244 Train and Educate people (ISO 9001) (ISO 9004-4) 
Al3 Plan for the IQMS (ISO 9004-4) 
A14 Measure QI (ISO 9004-4) 
A15 Review the IQMS (ISO 9001) 
A16 Audit Quality (ISO 9001) 
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Figure 5.2 : Details level of the Manage IQMS (Box: AI) 
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As appears from above, by combining the planning; organising; and measuring 
elements of ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) with management activities (requirements) of ISO 
9001, an attempt has been made to form a complete set of quality management 
responsibilities. By doing this the shortcomings of ISO 9001 with respect to the lack 
of quality improvement planning can be overcome. 
Establish and Maintain a Quality System (IDEM Box: A2) 
This box attempts to include those requirements of the standards which are mostly 
related to the establishment and documentation of the quality system within the 
organisation. 
According to the standard, organisations (suppliers) need to establish, document and 
maintain a quality system as a means of ensuring that product conforms to specified 
requirements. 
The quality system, defined by ISO 9000, emphasises the organisation's output 
(specified requirements) rather than its internal efficiency. However, the quality 
objectives and policy of the organisation should address this issue. Therefore, in the 
functional view of the model the output of quality policy function (IDEM Box: All) 
is transferred to this box (A2) as well in order to consider the organisation's efficiency 
Figure 5.3). 
Activities embedded in the quality system function (A2) are as the following: 
A21 Prepare Quality System Procedures (ISO 9001, Clause 4.2.2.) 
A22 Produce a Quality Plan (ISO 9001, Clause 4.2.3.) 
A23 Control the Documents (ISO 9001, Clause 4.5.) 
A231 Approve and Issue the documents (ISO 9001, Clause 4.5.2.) 
A232 Modify the documents (ISO 9001, Clause 4.5.3.) 
A24 Establish Procedures for Quality Records (ISO 9001, Clause 4.16.) 
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Review the Contract and Perform Service Issues (IDEM Box: A3) 
This function consisted of three sub-categories as: contact review; purchasing 
activities; and handling, etc. 
Contract review deals with contracts placed on the supplier by its customers. Based on 
the standard the supplier requires to establish and maintain documented procedures 
for contact review as well as for co-ordinating contract reviews activities. 
Contract review generally needs team working support. In some cases such as sales 
situations ( sales by catalogue or over-the-counter sales ), the elements of contract 
reviews (e.g.: marketing, tendering, etc.) are limited in number and scope. However, 
many cases such as contracting manufacturing products, several departments of the 
organisation are involved and have inputs to the contract. Therefore specially in such 
situations, the need for teamworking and co-ordination is inevitable to establish and 
maintain contract reviews. To consider this in the IQMS model, the output of 
communication and teamworking activities ( of ISO 9004-4) is supplied to this 
function as well (Figure 5.4). 
Furthermore, this IDEM Box (A3) was decomposed to more levels as: 
A31 Review and Amend the Contract (ISO 9001, Clause: 4.3) 
A32 Organise Purchasing Requirements 
A321 Evaluate and Select Sub-Contractors (ISO 9001, Clause: 4.6.2) 
A322 Prepare Purchasing Data (ISO 9001, Clause: 4.6.3) 
A323 Verify Purchase Product (ISO 9001, Clause: 4.6.4) 
A324 Establish Procedures for Customer-Supplied Products (ISO 9001, 
Clause: 4. 7) 
A33 Perform and Verify Servicing(ISO 9001, Clause: 4.19) 
A34 Establish Procedures for Handling, Storage, Packaging, Preservation, and 
Deliver (ISO 9001, Clause: 4.15) 
A341 Provide Methods and Means for Handling 
A342 Provide Secure Storage Areas and Methods 
A343 Control Packaging 
A344 Apply Methods for Preservation and Segregation 
A345 Arrange Delivery 
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Control Design and Control Process (JDEM Box: A4 J 
Although each individual element and requirement of the standards is important, 
design can be significantly influenced and affected other activities and mostly deals 
with creative and innovative processes. This converts an idea or requirement into 
product and service. 
The design process is a crucial stage within the whole product or service lifecycle. 
Therefore this process, along with Improve Quality (AS), was chosen to be expanded 
through Information and Dynamic views. 
This function was composed of three sub-functions as design activities; production or 
service processes; and inspection and testing procedures. The detailed activities, as a 
consequence of decomposition of this box, are given below. 
A41 Establish Product Identification and Traceability (ISO 900 I, Clause: 4.8) 
A42 Control, Verify and Validate Product; and Service Design (ISO 9001, Clause: 
4.4) 
A421 Prepare Design and Development Plans; and Organisational and 
Technical Interfaces 
A422 Identify and Review Design Input 
A423 Document and Review Design Output 
A424 Verify and Review the Design (Changes) 
A425 Validate the Design (Changes) 
A43 Identify and Plan Product and Service Processes (ISO 9001, Clause: 4.9) 
A44 Establish Inspection and Testing Procedures (ISO 9001, Clause: 4.1 0) 
A441 Inspect and Test Receiving Products and Services 
A442 Inspect and Test In-process Products and Services 
A443 Carry out Final Inspection and Testing 
A444 Establish Records for Inspection and Test 
A445 Inspect, Measure and Test Equipment 
A45 Control Non-conforming Product and Service (ISO 9001, Clause: 4.13) 
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Improve Quality Continuously (IDEM Box: A5) 
Quality improvement has become an integral part of any organisation, seeking creative 
and innovative opportunities, willing to satisfy its customers, aiming for achieving 
better competitiveness, and on the whole planning towards increasing effectiveness 
and efficiency. 
As discussed in Chapter 2 and the early section of this chapter, ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) 
deals with the elements of quality improvement, embodied in the model. 
The elements of quality improvement (QI), defined in the ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) and 
considered in the model, are listed below. 
ASI Reduce Quality Losses 
A52 Pursue QI Project and/or Activities 
A521 Recognise Improvement Opportunities 
A522 Initiate QI Project and/or Activities 
A523 Investigate Possible Causes 
A524 Establish Cause and Effect Relationships 
A525 Take Preventive and Corrective Actions 
A526 Confirm the Improvement 
A53 Sustain the Gains 
A54 Continue the Improvement 
5.6. SUMMARY 
This chapter described the characteristics of the functional view of the model and 
showed how all requirements of ISO 9001 and elements of ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) were 
integrated as the IQMS model. Furthermore, the construction of the functional view 
not only helps better understanding of the standards (and the system being modelled 
as well), but also paves the way for further expanding the model through the 
information and dynamic view. These two important aspects of the research, 
concentrating on Design Control and Quality Improvement processes, will be 
discussed in the following chapters 
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Chapter6 
INFORMATION VIEW OF THE IQMS MODEL OF 
DESIGN & IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITIES 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 5 the functional view of the IQMS model, composed of all requirements of 
ISO 9001 and all main elements of ISO 9004-4 (Part 2), was discussed. To continue 
the study this chapter describes how the model was integrated from the two quality 
standards and expanded through the information view of the IDEM methodology. The 
expanded model has concentrated on two of the most important processes: Design and 
Quality Improvement. To do this, an overview of these two processes will firstly be 
provided and then a number of key activities and elements of the constructed model 
will be discussed in more detail. Further information, diagrams and documents related 
to this chapter are given in Appendix VIII to XI. 
6.2. THE RATIONALE FOR THE SELECTION OF 
DESIGN AND IMPROVEMENT PROCESSES 
6.2.1 The Design Process 
Design is one of the most critical and crucial components in creating and improving 
quality in most industries. It is nowadays a widely accepted view that successful 
organisations should appropriately apply various tools and techniques to perform and 
control the design process. There are close and strong interactions between the design 
process and a wide variety of other processes and issues in any organisation (Figure 
6.1). 
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Figure 6.1: The overall interaction of DESIGN with other issues 
As a way of indicating the importance of the design process, we can contrast the 
effects of the lack of a proper design. A poor service or product design would typically 
results in significantly increasing (quality) cost, complicated manufacturing processes, 
severely damaging health and safety as well as environmental issues, extending 
(prolonging) the lead-time, wasting resources, etc. 
In approaching all these issues, different tools (such as CAD), guidelines and 
standards (Such as ISO 9000, and BS 7000: Guidelines for design management 
systems); and techniques (such as teamworking, quality function deployment) can be 
applied in performing and improving the process of design. 
Design can generally be of hardware, software, a combination of both, or services. 
Further, it could be as simple as designing a coffee table or as complex as the design 
of a space shuttle. 
6.2.1 Continuous Quality Improvement 
At the same time, continuous quality improvement, as a subset of continuous 
improvement, is one of the most important elements of TQM and plays a 
fundamental and key role to success in the global marketplace. 
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The concept of continuous improvement applies to processes, the people who operate 
those processes and to product and services. However, Japanese industries believe that 
the best way to improve a product or service is to continually improve the process. 
The fact is that customer needs and requirements are not static, rather they change 
continually. For instance, a product that was considered innovative and has done very 
well in the past, is considered just regular today, and will be evaluated as obsolete 
tomorrow (such as mobile phones). 
However, the implementation of continuous (quality) improvement is not an easy task. 
In fact, it demands lots of effort, commitment, willingness, investment, etc. as well as 
cultural support. 
Similarly to the design process, a wide variety of tools, techniques, guidelines and 
standards (such as cause-and effect diagrams, brainstorming technique, and the ISO 
9004-4 standards) have been developed to facilitate and support better understanding, 
implementation and performance measurement of this philosophy. 
6.3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE IQMS MODEL-
INFORMATION VIEW 
As previously discussed, the IQMS model was extended in detail based on two main 
processes, the design (IDEM Box: A4) and quality improvement (IDEM Box: AS), 
through the information and dynamic views of the IDEM methodology. The other 
three main processes, including Manage the IQMS: A 1; Establish a Quality System: 
A2; and Review the Contract, etc.: A3 were not decomposed further, and individually 
kept as a single IDEM box (Appendix VIII: Functional view of the model). 
The detailed information view of the model is intended to establish the flows of 
information, exchanged between the elements of the design and quality improvement 
processes. Furthermore, the side effect of these flows on the other processes is 
considered (Appendix IX: Information view of the model). 
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6.3.1. Control Design (IDEM Box: A41) 
According to the ISO 9001 standard the general idea behind 'Design Control' is to 
establish and maintain documented procedures to control and verify the design of the 
product to ensure that the specified requirements are met. 
These control procedures are normally conducted through different steps, identified in 
the standard and considered in the IQMS model. The overall interactions, related to 
design control, are illustrated in Figure 6.2. 
~,: 
'if"'. 
····:']::;, 
Contract 
review 
Design 
Process 
Product 
Product 
in use 
··V< 
,e"v 
Responsibilities 
Interfaces 
Design reviews 
Design change 
Verification 
Validation 
(Source: Revision of ISO 9000, 1994) 
Figure 6.2: A diagram illustrating the design control model 
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The figure broadly reveals the situation of the design elements within a organisation. 
Clearly detailed interactions and procedures should be established and maintained 
based on requirements of each individual organisation. 
The steps, mentioned previously, are listed below and individually discussed in more 
details in the next sections of this chapter. 
A41 Control, Verify and Validate Product; and Service Design (ISO 9001, 
Clause: 4.4.) 
• A411 
• A412 
• A413 
• A414 
• A415 
Prepare Design and Development Plans; and Organisational and 
Technical Interfaces (Sub-clause 4.4.2.; 4.4.3.; and 4.4.6.) 
Identify and Review Design Input (Sub-clause 4.4.4. and 4.4.6.) 
Document and Review Design Output (Sub-clause 4.4.5. and 4.4.6.) 
Verify and Review the Design (Changes) (Sub-clause 4.4.6. and 4.4.7.) 
Validate the Design (Changes) (Sub-clause 4.4.8. and 4.4.9.) 
Figure 6.3. describes the interactions among all elements of design as well as those 
between design elements and other activities and elements outside of the design 
process. 
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6.3.2. Pursue Quality Improvement Projects(IDEM Box: A52) 
The ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) is intended to provide a number of guidelines for 
highlighting the important elements of quality improvement (QI) (given in details in 
Appendix 11) and to facilitate QI implementation. 
One of the most important and useful sections of this standard is Methodology for 
Quality Improvement, embodying the main steps for pursuing quality improvement 
projects. The elements of this methodology are listed as the following. 
A52 Pursue Quality Improvement Projects/ Activities (ISO 9004·4, Part 2, Element: 6) 
• A521 Recognise Improvement Opportunities (Element: 6.1) 
• A522 
• A523 
• A524 
• A525 
• A526 
• A527 
• A528 
Initiate Quality Improvement Projects/Activities (Element: 6.2) 
Investigate Possible Causes (Element: 6.3) 
Establish Cause-and-Effect Relationships (Element: 6.4) 
Take Preventive or Corrective Actions (Element: 6.5) 
Confirm the Improvement (Element: 6.6) 
Sustain the Gains(Element: 6. 7) 
Continue the Improvement(Element: 6.8) 
Figure 6.4 reveals the main steps in implementing a quality improvement project. The 
flows of information and interactions of these elements with each other and with 
design process activities as well as the rest of the model are discussed in more detail 
in Appendix X and Appendix XI. However, the key steps of the quality improvement 
methodology are reviewed in the next sections. 
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Figure 6.4: Typical steps to pursue Quality Improvements projects 
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6.4. DETAILED DEMONSTRATION OF THE MODEL 
INFORMATION VIEW 
This section examines the information view of the IQMS model in more detail. To do 
this all design activities (IDEM boxes) as well as the quality-improvement elements 
will be individually discussed in a consistent format. This will mainly include: 
• a diagram of the functional view; 
• key elements of the information view, accommodated by data handling items; and 
• a brief explanation and discussion of information flows related to that box. 
Furthermore as mentioned in Chapter 2. the structure of the information view is based 
on Interlisp, where ' ( ) ' plays a significant role. 
Moreover, the appendices, including the detailed information related to this chapter, 
are listed blow. 
Appendix VIII 
Appendix IX 
Appendix X 
Appendix XI 
Diagrams of the Functional view of the model (based on Design 
and Improvement) 
Information View and Data Handling of the developed model 
Flow Diagrams for design and QI processes 
Detailed Documents explaining the information view of the 
model 
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@-teamwork 
Extend Communication/ 
Teamwork 
@-feedback 
Verify the Design 
plan 
Prepare DID Plans; 1----' 
and Org.ffech. 
Interfaces A4111----, 
dsgnplan -~ 
qr/r ~(~J 
A412 
A413 
A414 
Quality Rep./Rec. 
Activity Title: Prepare Design and Development Plans; and Organisational and Technical 
~ ~~ ! 
,Cross Reference:Design and Development Planning (ISO 9001, Clause 4.4.2); Organisational and j 
' Technical Interfaces (ISO 9001, Clause 4.4.3); and Design Review (ISO 9001, Clausej 
4.4.6). i 
...................................................... . ................................................. ··························· .......................... . ................................ ... ! 
,----····-··--'"1~r~;;:;;~!i~;i7vi~;-l------·---·--··-------------··-------··-·--·--·--------------------·--------·----------··----··-------·-----··-----------·---·-·; 
iiNPU;/CONTRo~ o~~PUT DATA HANDLING DESTINATION l 
!(FLOW NAME) (FLOW NAME) ! 
[teamwork & plan* dsgnplan (Responsibilities Resources Interfaces) A412,A413 & A414 [ 
! dsgnplanl (Responsibilities Resources Interfaces Requirements) Quality Rep./Rec. ! 
r : 
: l 
1 
! revwdsgn-plan 
: 
i 
! 
i 
[ testdsgn-plan 
: 
i 
i 
dsgnplanB 
dsgnplanBB 
dsgnplanD 
dsgnplanDD 
(RevsdResponsibilities RevsdResources Revsdinterfaces) A412, ... 
(Revised (Responsibilities Resources Interfaces Requirements)) Quality Rep./Rec. 
(RevsdResponsibilities RevsdResources Revsdinterfaces) A412, ... 
(Revised (Responsibilities Resources Interfaces Requirements)) Quality RepJRec. 
l_ _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
At the commencement of every design process, a detailed plan needs to be drawn up. According to the ISO 
9001 standard; "the plans should describe or reference design and development activities, and define 
responsibilities for their implementation". Furthermore, "organisational and technical interfaces between 
different groups which input into the design process should be defined, documented and reviewed". 
The plans, considered in the model, include responsibilities and resources for the design process as well as 
interfaces, required by the standard. These plans were defined based on the (IQMS) master plan and take into 
account the importance of teamworking, generated by the management box. 
Moreover, the design and development plans and interfaces are recorded for use by other functions within the 
model. 
As planning for all design steps at once can be generally difficult, these plans and interfaces were further 
reviewed (revwdsgn-plan) after initial information. Also in consequence of a failing design prototype 
(testdsgn-plan) the plans and interfaces may be reviewed and modified as well. 
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1
. -----{f:~~~,!Mi;;aiYi~~}- -- ----- --~~-~-~- --(~-f- ------"(~:1,- -~~~~ ---- ----- -- -------- -- --------- ----------] 
! dplan InputReview I 
i • • i 
.
.. 1. @-criteria Id;~~iz~~;~~12 osgntnp ~ ~!:! .1.· 
Review the Contract 
-·-···-·-·-·-·····-···-·-·-·-·····-·-·-·-·-·-···-···················-·-·-·-·-···-···-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-···-···-·-·-···-·-·-·-·-·-·········-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·····-·-·-·-·-·-·-···-·-·-·-·-·-·····-·-·-·-···-·-·-·-l 
......................... ·································· ............................... ··························· ............................. : 
'Activity Title: Identify and Review the Design Input ; 
:cross Reference:Design Input (ISO 9001, Clause 4.4.4) and Design Review (ISO 9001, Clause 4.4.6). : 
r··-------------r:··~r~r~~;ti~ri:Y~,~~]--------------------------~~······-----·-·----~-~~~~--·--····----·--------~~~-~~~---·---·--------~~~~----~---·---·--·---------·, 
!INPUT/CONTROL OUTPUT DATA HANDLING DESTINATION 
j(FLOW NAME) (FLOW NAME) 
j dplan dsgninput (DesignlnputRequirement) A413 & A414 
l 
contractrevw 
dsgnrevw-inp 
& dsgnplan-B 
dsgninputA 
dsgninputB 
(ContractRevw DesignlnputRevw) 
(Reviews-Input DesignlnputRevw) 
testdsgn-inp dsgninputD (Reviews-Input DesignlnputRevw) 
.. 
& dsgnplan-D l 
! dsgnchange-inp dsgninputC (Changes-Input NewlnpuputChange) I 
! & dsgnplan-C j 
'-----------·-------------~---~-----~----------------·····------------------~----··············-----------·-····-·····--------------------···-----------~~---~·-------·-····-···-····' 
According to the standard the "design input requirements relating to the product shall be identified 
and documented", This could be identified after defining the design plan and interfaces (dplan). 
Furthermore, since "design input should take into consideration the result of any contract review 
activities", the output of Review the Contract (IDEM box: A3) (contractrevw) should be reflected in 
the design input as well. As part of verification and validation process, the design input is further 
reviewed ( dsgninputB and dsgninputC, respectively). This review may also be needed as a result of a 
failing design prototype test (dsgninputD). 
The standard also requires that the design input requirements include applicable statutory and 
regulatory requirements. These requirements, considered in the data handling items, apply in the 
countries to which the product or service is going to be supplied. Health, safety and environment 
issues can be linked to these requirement. 
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i 
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Dsgnln OutputReview \ 
• + i ~~--~~ ! 
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; 
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1Cross Reference:Design Input (ISO 9001, Clause 4.4.5) and Design Review (ISO 9001, Clause 4.4.6). ; 
' 
·········································· ····································· .................• ,.; 
:··------------rri~f~lfu;tiliri:[VT;;i!Jj----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
iiNPU;/C~~TR~~ ~~TPUT DATA HANDLING DESTINATION 
!(FLOW NAME) 
dsgninput 
& dsgnplan 
dsgninputA 
dsgnrevw-out & dsgninputB 
&dsgnplanB 
testdsgn-out & dsgninputB 
&dsgnplanB 
(FLOW NAME) 
dsgnoutput (AcceptanceCriteria Safety/CruciaiFactors) 
dsgnoutputA (ContractRevw AcceptanceCriteria Safety/CruciaiFactors) 
dsgnoutputB (DsgnOutputChanges) 
dsgnoutputD (DsgnOutputChanges) 
A414 
A414 
A414 
A414 
dsgnchange-out & dsgninputB dsgnoutputC (Changes AcceptanceCriteria Safety/CruciaiFactors) A414 
& dsgnplanB ; l 
·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J 
The standard requires that the design output meet the design input requirements. To do this the IQMS 
model transfers all outputs of the design input box (such as dsgninput, dsgninputA, etc.) into this 
function in order to initiate the process of design output identification. 
Moreover, according to the standard "the design output should contain or make reference to acceptance 
criteria"(such as characteristics to be checked, tolerances, etc.) and "identify those characteristics of the 
design that are crucial to the safe and proper functioning of the product". These issues were considered 
in the model as data handling. 
Similarly to the proceeding boxes, design reviews are required in this stage to ensure that the design 
remains in accordance with the design input requirements (dsgnoutputB). Further, the report of the 
failing design prototype test (tesdsgn-out) as well the results of design validation (dsgnchange-out) were 
reflected into this box as well. 
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!Activity Title: Verify and Review the Design (Changes) 
Contract 
Review 
Quality 
Rep./Rec. 
Inspection 
& Test 
!Cross Reference:Design Verification (ISO 9001, Clause 4.4.7); Design Review (ISO 9001, Clause 4.4.6); and i 
L .. ················ . !?.~~i~".:~~a.~ges (1~?.?.~1. Clause 4.4.9). m • mm omo•••i 
r··-----------[i~0;;~;:;~;vi~~}--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
!INPUT/CONTROL OUTPUT DATA HANDLING DESTINATION i if FLOW NAME) (FLOW NAME) \ 
l i ! dsgnoutput & desgnrevw-inp (Dsgn(lnterfaces!Plan Input Output)) A412 ! 
! dsgninput & dsgnplan desgnrevw-out " A413 ' 
i · desgnrevw-plan " A411 i i desgnrevwBBB (Dsgn(lnterfaces!Plan Input Output) Report) Quality Rep./Rec. 
i 
i 
\ dsgnoutputB & dsgnprtype (DsgnPrototype (RvsdDsgnlnput DsgnOutput (Changes Inspectionffest 
\ dsgninputB & dsgnplanB AccptanceCriteria Safty/Crucia!Factors) Report) 
i 
testresultP 
testresultN 
testdsgn 
testdsgn-inp 
testdsgn-out 
testdsgn-plan 
testdsgn-DDD 
(VerifiedDsgn (Desgn AltemativeCalculatns 
Comparisons Reviews) TestReport) 
Design Validation 
(Review-lop (FailedDsgn (Measures Weaknesses Strengths))) A412 
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fhe current revision of the standard (ISO 9001, 1994) has distinguished between design verification (Clause 4.4.7) 
md design validation (Clause 4.4.8 ). Those verification activities fulfilled during the design process in order for 
:omponent parts to conform to the required specification, are considered "design verification". On the other hand, 
:hose verification activities mainly performed on the complete design and product/services to verify performance, are 
:ategorised as "design validation". 
Based on the standard requirement, at appropriate stages of design, verification shall be performed to ensure that the 
iesign stage output meets the design stage input requirements. 
In addition to performing design review ( Clause 4.4.6 ), the standard recommends some other activities, including 
Jerforming alternative calculations, undertaking tests and demonstrations. These issues were considered in the model 
:data handling items, and information flows) related to this box. 
'or instance, to undertake a design test (dsgnprtype), the result of a design prototype test is reflected into verification box (A414). 
J the test result is positive (testresultP) the design, including all calculations, design comparisons, reviews and test reports, is 
Jassed to the next stage. Otherwise (testresultN) the information is returned back to proceeding steps for further review and 
nodification. 90 
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At this stage the ISO 9001 standard requires that the design validation be performed to ensure 
that product conforms to define user needs and/or requirements, This covers further areas than 
design verification do. It could be expressed that verification deals with design efficiency while 
validation is concerned with design effectiveness. 
In the constructed model, design validation mostly interacts with the activities outside the design 
process and reflects and passes all relevant information to design (verification) for further 
processing. This is a key link between the design and the quality-improvement process. 
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For instance, if some comments (processcomnt) regarding a particular design are passed to 
design validation it is referred to design verification (dsgnchange) for performing further 
reviews. However, in a critical case that a number of comments, received by validation box 
and related to the same design, are generated by different sources of information (such as 
'Customer Feedback' and 'Control Non-conforming PIS' box) a design project is defined 
(dsgnprojectl). This project, including relevant explanation as well as target values, is 
transferred to the quality improvement box for further investigation. The initial output and 
alternative proposal of quality improvement activities (discussed later) is delivered to the 
design process (alterproposalA) in order to be taken into account. 
Depending on the data collection, undertaken after considering such a proposal, the overall 
result either confirms the improvement (sustaingains) or rejects it, followed by further study 
(discussed in the next sections). 
The complete flow diagram, illustrating the whole design process, is given in Appendix X. 
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By this step of quality-improvement methodology, the need, scope, and importance of the 
quality-improvement project should be clearly defined. Moreover, according to the standard 
to properly undertake a Ql project, the definition should include the relevant background, 
associated quality losses, the current status, team members, schedule and resources. These 
items were included and showed in the data handling function. The extent of information 
regarding each item largely depends on the nature and purpose of the defined project 
Furthermore, these items should be updated for any redefined project (redefinedproject), 
returned by IDEM box: A526. 
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After initiating the project and devoting adequate resources to that project (IDEM box: 
A522), further understanding the project by collection; validation; and analysis of data 
(IDEM box: A523), and formulating possible cause and effect relationships (IDEM box: 
A524) alternative proposals for preventive and corrective actions should be developed 
(IDEM box: A525). Based on the standard, these proposals should be further evaluated by 
examining advantages and disadvantages for each proposal. The appropriate proposal(s) is 
then selected and returned to the design validation for performing preventive and corrective 
actions. 
If data collection and analysis reveals (improvdata) an improvement in consequence of 
implementation those actions, the proposal will be confirmed and passed to the next step for 
further actions. Otherwise (negresult), the project should be redefined and returned back to 
the initiation step. 
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The confirmation of quality improvement follows by sustaining the gains. This was typically 
carried out by changing specifications, operating and administrative procedures, and/or 
necessary education and training. 
Nevertheless, the quality improvement cycle is not stopped at this stage. Subsequently, if the 
desired improvement is achieved, a new quality-improvement project based on setting a new 
target is formulated and pursued again through quality improvement steps. This would be the 
salient point of a continuous quality improvement concept and could make significant 
benefits for organisations which adequately performed such activities. 
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6.5. MODEL VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION 
The verification and validation processes are of critical importance to every simulation 
model, checking the behaviour of the model under specified conditions in order to ascertain 
that the real system is accurately depicted by the simulation model. Clearly without such 
assurance the simulation output analysis and conclusions are worthless. 
Several researchers have discussed these two issues. However, the main purpose of 
performing these processes in any simulation study remains almost the same as a testing stage 
of the simulation model (Sargent, 1996; Bennett, 1995; Seila, 1995; Gogg and Mott, 1993; 
McHaney, 1991; etc.). Figure 6.5. shows the situation of verification and validation processes 
in an overall simulation study. 
/~ .. - ................................................................ - .... "'! 
' Formulation 
+ ~ Programming 
( Development ) 
• 
. ~ 
~--+---~-------------------' 
' 
' 
• 
............................................................... ,
'---Verification 
' 
[ Testing , ) 
..__..............,_ 
Validation \ ~ ~---------------------------' 
:' .............. 'E:~~~i~~~t;;ti~~ ................................... --·, 
: ' : Data Analysis 
' 
Implementation 
( Exploitation ) 
. 
\ ~ ~---------------------------' (Source: Bennet, 1995) 
Figure 6.5.: Typical stages of a simulation study 
Both verification and validation processes do not begin with the completion of the model, but 
start at the very beginning stages of a simulation project. 
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Verification of the Simulation Program 
This is the process of making sure that the simulation program faithfully represents the 
intended model (Seila, 1995). In a sense, this is basically a 'debugging' process, but it can be 
used to confirm a model's ability to generate intended outputs. 
Validation of the Model 
Model validation is the process of making sure that the constructed model approximates the 
behaviour ofthe intended real system (Seila, 1995). This process is basically carried out when 
the real system exists or a proposed system is defined. 
Validation Techniques 
There are a wide variety of techniques (and tests) used in model verification and validation 
(Sargent, 1996; Bennett, 1995; Seila, 1995; Gogg and Mott; 1993; McHaney, 1991; etc.). For 
the purpose of this study a combination of these techniques was used concentrating on the 
model validation process. These techniques were applied mainly in the early stages of the 
simulation and remained an on-going task throughout the process. 
As discussed through preceding chapters, based on multi-view and multi-level features of the 
IDEM methodology the IQMS model was constructed in a segment-by segment and piece-by-
piece manner like many other simulation projects. For instance the author started with 
formulation of the functional view for all elements of both ISO 9001 and ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) 
standards and then detailed it through information and dynamic views for design and quality 
improvement processes step by step. 
Each segment of the model was tested for validity prior to starting another. Once all segments 
of the model were identified and constructed, it was essential and important to validate the 
aggregate behaviour of the overall model when all segments were working together. This 
process was mostly fulfilled through using the following techniques (Seila, 1995; Kelton, 
1996; Musselman, 1995; etc.). 
Animation. As the IDEM methodology (software) provides animation facilities, the 
operational behaviour of the model was graphically displayed and then the model checked as 
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it moved through time. Moreover, where there is inconsistency among elements of the model, 
the software detects errors and the simulation model can no longer be run. 
Sensitivity Analysis. This was mainly applied by changing the value of some processing times 
and intervals in order to study and check the effects upon the behaviour of the model and the 
relevant outputs. 
Face Validity. This technique was typically used to discuss the model with knowledgeable 
people to confirm that the general structure and the behaviour of the model are reasonable. 
Traces. This was mostly carried out for the information view of the model to determine and 
test how appropriately each piece of information flows throughout the model, by drawing 
flow charts and flow diagrams for major processes. 
In addition to all these techniques, the statistical data analysis employed to analyse the 
output of multiple simulation runs, discussed in Chapter 7, can be considered as the main part 
of the validation process regarding the constructed IQMS model. Furthermore, common sense 
was used as a mechanism for design of the model. 
6.6. SUMMARY 
This chapter investigated the importance of design and quality improvement processes and 
then described in more detailed the information view of the IQMS model. As a result it has 
been illustrated how effectively all elements of these two processes can be integrated through 
the functional, information and data handling facilities of IDEM methodology. Furthermore, 
this detailed information view was used as a fundamental base to carry out the simulation 
study, discussed in the next chapter. 
The last part of this chapter provided an overview on the importance of verification and 
validation of the constructed model and reviewed some techniques normally used for carrying 
out for these two processes. 
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Chapter 7 
DYNAMIC VIEW OF THE IQMS MODEL AND 
THE ANALYSIS OF DATA- Case Study 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
Up to this point, the principles of the developed model with respect to the functional 
and Information views, were discussed and the feasibility and some benefits of 
constructing such a generic QMS model demonstrated. 
This chapter demonstrates the effective use and implementation of the constructed 
simulation model and define and establish a data analysis methodology to study the 
simulation outputs and consequently improve the model, as required. 
As the dynamic view (processing times) of the model varies from one product or 
service to another it was unrealistic to extend the generic aspect of the model to this 
view. Therefore the production of filing cabinets was selected as a base for devoting 
meaningful processing times to all processes embodied in the model, carrying out a 
number of simulation runs and finally analysing the data statistically and demonstrate 
the significant findings and results by using statistical data analysis techniques. 
Furthermore, the benefit of the case study was to test and establish the data analysis 
methodology and to validate to some extend the constructed simulation model with 
respect to all three functional, information and dynamic views. 
To do this, the case study will be firstly described and then input data analysis and out 
put data analysis design defined. This is followed by step-by-step analysis of the 
simulation outputs through multiple runs and demonstrations of the results. 
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7.2. THE CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION 
7.2.1. The Company Description 
The filing cabinet company being studied produces a wide rang of office equipment, 
such as filing cabinet; trays; office and student desks; as well as kitchen cabinets. 
Although the factory only produces those items using metal sheets, the sale office 
offers a wide variety of similar products, such as office chairs and equipment in 
addition to wooden made filing cabinet as well as office equipment, brought from 
other companies. 
The company works in only one day-shift with a total employment of about 30 
persons. However, in some seasons with high demands, such as the new year, either 
extra working hours are offered or another shift is organised. 
The company used to be very profitable with high sale turnover and high local market 
shares. Nevertheless, in the recent years it has started to lose the competitive edge, as 
discussed in the next sections. 
7.2.2. Problem Description 
As mentioned previously, the company had started to lose local market share in recent 
years. At the same time the company management was planning to overcome this 
problem by producing new products, expanding the factory plant, adding new 
working shift and buying new machines and equipment. But this new plan was at real 
risk considering the situation of the company in the market. 
Apart from the new plan, the management has realised and been convinced that the 
main root cause for losing competitive edge and market share comes from neglecting 
the importance of quality and not establishing an adequate QMS. Therefore, they 
began to be knowledgeable enough about quality and quality systems and then 
introduced them to the factory management as well as other employees, in particular 
skilled and semi-skilled workers. 
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Consequently, the lack of proper quality has resulted in increasing production cost, 
stemming from high rework and scrap. In addition to all these problems, the period of 
introducing new or improved features for both the process and products has been too 
long. 
In approaching and tackling all (or part of ) these demands, the constructed IQMS 
model, based on the ISO 9000 standard as an international framework for quality 
systems, can be applied in such industry (the product of filing cabinet). The aim was 
to examine the model, analyse data and then demonstrate how effective this 
application could be and extend it to other products and services. 
7.2.3. Production System 
The production line consists of some traditional machines such as metal cutters, spot 
welding, etc., arranging in almost 'U' shape layout. The production and assembly line, 
using to produce the filing cabinet, is shown in Figure 7.1. 
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INTO THE SIZE 
FORMING 
PROCESS PUNCHING 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
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~-·············· ························--.... 
:PACKING AND STORING! 
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AND TESTING 
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(DECORA T!NG) 
SECOND ASSEMBLY 
(ATTACH ACCESSORIES) 
Figure 7.1: The manufacturing process of the filing cabinet 
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7.3. DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 
The idea was to optimise the overall performance of the developed model, based on 
Design and Quality Improvement activities. To do this it was planned and designed to 
minimise the total queue length for all key IDEM boxes throughout the model, to 
control and decreased fluctuations over all the queue lengths and then as a 
consequence let the IQMS model work smoother in a steady state. 
This can be achieved through accurately assigning and modifying, where needed, 
processing times for all processes, undertaking multiple simulation runs, and then 
performing a well defined statistical data analysis. Clearly, the fundamental structure 
of the model (the functional and information views) should be carefully developed 
prior to this stage. Figure 7.2 displays the overall stages fulfilled to follow the 
analysis of data. 
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Figure 7.2.: The major stages for performing statistical data analysis 
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7.3.1. Input Data Analysis 
Basically 'input data analysis' refers to technologies in order to estimate parameters of 
the populations associated with input variables in the model, as well as to fit 
distributions to collected data. However, most simulation software embodies various 
distributions, accommodated with description of parameter estimation, and 
distribution fitting methods (Seila, 1995). There are several standard probability 
distributions, frequently used with simulation. They include: Exponential, Nonnal, 
Poisson, Unifonn, Beta, Binomial, Geometric, Weibull, etc. 
Each of these distributions is normally applied for particular purposes. Of them, 
Exponential distribution typically is useful for generating random time between 
independent events, such as arrivals at a service centre, Poisson is used to represent 
the number of events independently occurring in an interval of time, and Normal 
distributions are often used for samples from natural distributions (e.g.: height, 
weight, etc.). 
Having applied such facilities in fitting or designing the best distribution to collected 
data, the modeller often needs to have a fundamental knowledge of various statistical 
analysis and their purpose. 
For the purpose of this research, the Exponential distribution was selected as a 
random number distribution for main input variables to the model. These inputs, 
named originator nodes, are generated by Board of Management, Customer Feedback, 
Supplier Strategy, and Benchmarking Data. The only parameter for this distribution is 
~.where Mean= f3 and Variance= {3 2 • 
Processing time 
The processing time is defined as the time taken to process the arriving data and 
transform it to proposed outputs. To establish a statistical methodology for data 
analysis of the model and avoid making the dynamic view of the model too complex, 
the processing time for each activity was represented by constant numbers. 
Nevertheless, this does not mean that the model is a deterministic simulation model, 
where no random variables exits. As mentioned previously, the intervals or the 
generation rate of originator nodes of the IQMS model are based on random number 
distributions. 
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The initial processing time, assigned to each individual activity within the model, is 
based on the authors knowledge and experience of the quality system associated with 
the design and production of filing cabinets, as discussed as the case study. Similarly, 
the changes and improvements made to the processing times for the different 
simulation runs, are strongly consistent with practice with the real system at the filing 
cabinet company. Because design and improvement processes are largely manual at 
this company, processing times can be effectively reduced by increasing human 
resources. 
Time Unit 
The IDEM software provides a wide range of time units, including year; month; week; 
day; hour; minute; second and millisecond, for a simulation model. Apparently 
selecting the unit time is mainly influenced by the nature of constructed simulation 
model. For the purpose of the filing cabinet study 'day' was selected as a time unit for 
dynamic view and data analysis of the model. 
7.3.2. Output Data Analysis Design 
Once the different aspects of the model, including the functional and information 
views, were implemented a number of criteria should be identified in order to 
adequately use the model and properly analyse the data and ultimately achieve some 
valuable results. 
With respect to "output data analysis design" one of the important factors is what data 
is going to be calculated from simulation runs. It was decided to collect data regarding 
'Queue Length' which is a key parameter in analysis of most simulation models. In 
this study queue length is defined as a measurement figure indicating the number of 
entities (inputs and controls) exists in an IDEM box at a particular time. This included 
all entities even though they were being processed on. Therefore, statistical data 
analysis has concentrated on analysing this parameter and attempted to minimise it. 
Information about 'Waiting-time' for main inputs of each IDEM box were also 
collected, however, this information was mainly used to verify the model's outputs 
and helped to test and analyse data collected for queue length. 
All this information, generated by running the simulation model, was individually 
stored in files for every proposed IDEM box and then retrieve for further analysis. To 
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store the files, IDEM provides facilities to open different windows for showing and 
recording all events happened for a particular IDEM box, being studied. These records 
then can be saved in individual files. 
To prepare data for statistical data analysis, by undertaking further procedures, the 
information stored in data files was sorted and arranged in a number of columns, using 
Word Processing and Excel abilities. 
SPSS as the Statistical Software 
At this stage it was also required to choose a proper and available statistical tool to 
perform statistical data analysis. Thus SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Science) 
was selected. This package has been known as a comprehensive and flexible statistical 
analysis and data management system. SPSS has the ability to generate various kinds 
of tabulate reports, charts, plot distributions and trends, correlation matrices, 
descriptive statistic as well as facilitating complex statistical analysis. These facilities, 
provided by SPSS, were applied in performing the analysis of data, which is discussed 
in the following sections. 
7.3.3. Experimental Design 
Further to output data analysis design, which emphasised on identification of key 
parameters for data collection as well as statistical procedures, we needed to identify 
the important criteria for simulation runs. In particular, the number of simulation runs 
required for the data analysis and the length (duration) for the simulation runs were 
essential. Although the ideal is to achieve the best results by undertaking minimum 
simulation runs with shortest run-time, it can be practically very difficult. 
The number of simulation runs required for the data analysis are significantly 
influenced by achieving desirable results from each simulation run. Therefore, as the 
idea was to minimise the total queue length for key IDEM boxes and to achieve a 
steady state for the IQMS model, multiple replications were performed. 
With respect to the run-time it was desirable to run the model and collect the data as 
long as possible. However, bearing in mind the variety of items stored in the data files 
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for each IDEM box and shortage of memory as well as to avoid complexity, the model 
was firstly run for a period of 120 days (4 months) and then increased to 205 days 
(about 6 months). 
As will be discussed in the following sections, although a period of 6 months seems 
good enough for analysing the model, by applying some statistical hypothesis the 
behaviour of the proposed parameter (e.g.: queue length) can be analysed and tested 
for a longer period of time without running the model further. 
Furthermore, starting conditions for running a simulation model have, generally, 
impacts on the outputs. A simulation run is typically commenced with one empty 
model and idle servers. However, this problem can be overcome by introducing some 
starting conditions for the simulation model or alternatively running the model for a 
longer period of time to reach steady-state conditions. The time period required for a 
simulation model to reach a steady-state is called a warm-up period. Clearly in cases 
that the real system is started from cold, we do not need to define the starting 
conditions. 
To perform and optimise data analysis for the model, it was attempted to carefully 
study and analyse the collected data of each simulation run in order to spot the critical 
points and bottlenecks of the model and consequently modify the model before 
undertaking further simulation runs. Moreover, the idea was to continue the number of 
simulation runs as long as desirable results and improvement of the model was 
achieved. 
7.4. STATISTICAL DATA ANALYSIS 
After collecting data from independent model replications, this data requires to be 
analysed by using the principles of statistical techniques. It is important here not only 
to figure out the trend of the total queue length for each proposed IDEM box, but also 
to compute the Mean and Standard Deviation parameters of queue lengths in each 
simulation run. Furthermore, by analysing these issues it would be apparent how 
changes in the processing times can affect and improve the general performance of the 
IQMS. 
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This process will be discussed in detail through analysing the results of different 
simulation runs by computing some statistical parameters, doing graphical comparison 
of data and applying hypothesis tests. 
The detailed information for all processes of the model, which are about 76 processes, 
and changes in processing times for each individual run are given in Appendix XII. 
Prior to assigning the meaningful processing times to all processes and carrying out 
multiple simulation runs, it was useful to review the functional and information views 
of the IQMS model as well as the process of filing cabinet production. 
Furthermore, although all individual activities (IDEM Boxes) within the design and 
improvement processes were important, the priority of improvement was mainly 
oriented towards three IDEM boxes including Verify the Design (A414), Validate the 
Design (A415) and Confirm the improvement (A526) (Figures 6.3 and 6.4 in 
Chapter 6. or Appendix VIII and IX). 
It may be worth noting that the design validation box produces the highest number of 
outputs ( 17 outputs), which are transferred to other boxes ( plus the same amount of 
outputs generated as quality reports/records). 
Finally it was important to analyse the output of all simulation runs one by one, 
concentrating on the most important findings and results. In addition at the end of this 
section different summary graphs will be given presented and discussed. 
7.4.1. Data Analysis: RUN 1 (120 days) 
To carry out the first run, an approximate processing time was devoted to each 
individual process. The simulation model was then run for a period of 120 days. 
After storing, filtering and sorting all data files, the data was analysed and the required 
graphs and calculations were generated. 
For analysing the output of this run a number of charts for all design and quality 
improvement activities were produced and some statistical parameters such as Mean, 
Standard Deviation (Std. Dev.) and Maximum (Max.) computed. 
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Figure 7.4 displays the trend and behaviour of the total queue length (TQL) for 
verification box (A414). As the figure reveals the TQL was significantly increased 
after about 90 days passed in the simulation run. Moreover the Mean (TQL) and 
Max.(TQL) were quite high at 27 and 53, respectively. Almost the same problem was 
observed for design validation box(A415). 
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Figure 7.4. 
Furthermore, Figure 7.5 shows a Bimodal pattern for the frequency of the queue 
length in run I. However, the distribution pattern for the typical parameter (e.g.: queue 
length) in a stable system should be Normal distribution. 
Verify/Review the Design 
IDEM Box: A414 
RUN 1 
Queue Length 
Figure 7.5. 
Histogram 
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After analysing the output data files for other IDEM boxes, it was identified that the 
rate of producing outputs by Confinn the Improvement box (A526), sent to the design 
validation box (A4I5) was very high. These outputs ultimately reached the design 
verification box (A4I4). The same problem was noticed in Manage the IQMS box 
(AI), where the rate of generation of master plans [plan*: input flow name to IDEM 
box: A4II (Appendix IX)] transferred to design activities was high. To explore and 
find out the root cause, a set of correlation matrices showing the correlation between 
the TQL of each pair of IDEM boxes was produced. 
The analysis of these matrices and other relevant charts illustrated a negative 
correlation between A4I4 with AI and A526, while it was positively correlated with 
validation box (A4I5). Therefore it was required to modify the processing times for 
these two processes (AI and A526). 
By doing this modification and making some improvement in processing times for 
both design and quality improvement activities, the simulation model was prepared 
for the next run. In the real world this can be achieved by allocating more resources to 
those activities and/or improving the ability of personnel involved. 
7.4.2. Data Analysis: RUN 2 (150 days) 
After changing some processing times, briefly mentioned before and detailed in 
Appendix XII, the simulation model was run for a period of I50 days (about 5 
months). 
• Improvement Made 
With respect to all design activities, the TQL for each individual design box (A4II to 
A4I5) was considerably reduced. 
In particular not only Mean (TQL) but also Std.Dev. (TQL) and Max(TQL) were 
decreased for both design verification and validation boxes (Figure 7.6 and Figure 
7.7). 
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• Problems Arising 
Although significant improvement was made for activities involved in design process, 
the TQL for both Confirm the Improvement box(A526) and Take PlC Actions box 
(A525) were slightly increased from 13 to 14 and 10 to 13, respectively (Figure 7.8). 
To trace the root causes, the actual data files for these two boxes were considered, the 
TQL for all other boxes reviewed and relevant correlation computed. 
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The main impacts were derived from IDEM box: A522 (Initiate QI Projects) as well 
as IDEM box: A526 itself. By controlling processing times in A522, which generated 
too many projects, and making slight modifications to the information view of A526 
plus minor changes in other processing times, the model was prepared for carrying out 
further run. 
Practically control of the processing times in A522 can be reached by defining a 
proper plan and schedule for those activities involved in generating and defining 
quality improvement projects. 
7.4.3. Data Analysis: RUN 3 (150 days) 
By running the simulation model based on the changes suggested above, some 
improvement was achieved, however, new problems appeared. 
• Improvement Made 
As it was expected, in this run the TQLs for both IDEM boxes: A525 and A526 
dropped significantly(Figure 7.8.). 
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Figure 7.8. 
Moreover, Mean (TQL) as well as Std.Dev.(TQL) and Max.(TQL) for IDEM box: 
A415 (design validation) continued to decline (Figure 7.9.). 
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Comparison of Different Runs 
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Figure 7.9. 
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• Problems Arising 
In contrast with design validation box, the Mean (TQL), Std.Dev.(TQL) and 
Max.(TQL) of design verification are raised in comparison with run 2 as Figure 7.10 .. 
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However, there was no significant increase in TQL after 126 days of simulation run 
(Figure 7.11.). 
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Figure 7.11. 
Despite the progress observed regarding TQL for validation box, Figure 7.12. reveals 
an increase in TQL in the last part of the graph (after day 148). This problem was also 
presented in run 2. 
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Figure 7.12. 
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7.4.4. Data Analysis: RUN 4 (162 days) 
Similar to the previous run, after data analysis was conducted and some changes in 
processing times and minor modifications in the information view of IDEM box A42 
(Process Control) and A415 were carried out, the simulation model was run for a 
period of 162 days. 
• Improvement Made 
By performing suggested modification and changes the problems mentioned in run 3 
were tackled. 
Firstly, the TQL of verification box was decreased in respect of all three statistical 
parameters (Figure 7.13.) 
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Secondly, in comparison with the previous run the fluctuation and trend of TQL for 
validation box become more stable over the run-time period (Figure 7.14). 
In addition to this improvement, the Mean(TQL) for this box decreased from§. (in run 
3) to about Z in this run. The situation of other design boxes mainly remained 
unchanged. 
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Figure 7.14. 
• Problems Arising 
The only significant problem observed at this run was slight increase in the TQL for 
both IDEM boxes: A525 and A526 (Figure 7.15.). 
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Figure 7.15. 
This indicated a need for further changes and improvement in some processing times 
(detailed in Appendix XII). The improvement may practically be reached by defining 
a better plan and schedule for those activities involved in confirming the improvement 
and other quality activities. It is also possible to improve the procedures for 
collecting, analysing and distributing data. 
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7.4.5. Data Analysis: RUN 5 (206 days) and Comparison of All Runs 
The results of output data analysis for run 5 indicated a significant improvement in 
alrno t all de ign and quality improvement IDEM boxes within the IQMS model. The 
important results are b riefly given and d iscu sed as the following. 
• Improvement Made 
Quality Improvement Activities 
Figure 7.16. hows a considerable improvement for the TQL of al l quality 
improvement boxes in run 5. 
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Figure 7.16. 
Further, although there are some increases in the TQL of A525 and A526 in runs 2 
and 4 , it can be deduced from the figures that the results of run 3, 4 and 5 were 
generally improved. 
Design Activities 
Figure 7.17. summarises and shows the changes of Mean TQL for all design boxes 
over five progressive simulation runs. 
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Comparison of Diffe rent Runs 
Design Activities 
Multiple Line Chart 
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Figure 7.17. 
AILhough the queue lengths increa ed in ome simulation run , the overall re ult 
indicate a progre si ve improvement, even though the run -time period were expanded 
run by run. 
1 evertheless, there i a slight increa e in the TQL for de ign val idaLion box (A4l5) in 
run 5 in comparison with run 4, which is clo ely inve tigated and di. cu. sed in the next 
eclion. 
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Design Verification (A414) 
In particular, with regard to design verification, not only a significant reduction in the 
TQL was achieved through different runs (Figure 7.18.), the TQL trend reached 
almost a steady-state with no considerable changes (Figure 7.19.), unlike what 
happened in initial runs (e.g.: Figure 7.4.) 
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Figure 7.19. 
Figure 7 .20. shows how the distribution pattern for the frequency of the queue length 
has improved from the Bimodal distribution (in run 1) to an approximately Normal 
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distribution (in run 5). In other words this reveals that the fluctuations and changes of 
the queue length for the verification activities are more smooth and stable in run 5. N 
(in Figure 7 .20) represents the total number of changes (observations) recorded for the 
queue length of the verification box in each particular run. 
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Design Validation CA415) 
At the same time, the overall results of design validation box indicated a progressive 
improvement through run 1 to run 5. As Figure 7.21. displays, there has been a 
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significant improvement in run 5 in comparison with the initial run so that the Mean 
and Std.Dev. of the TQL were reduced to almost half. 
As discussed for the verification box, the queue length changes for the validation box 
in run 5 indicates an approximate Normal distribution in comparison with the skewed 
pattern recorded for run 1. This Normal distribution of queue facilitates carrying out 
the hypothesis test, as discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 7.22. compares the result of individual runs with regard to different aspects of 
the TQL and shows a continuous improvement run by run. 
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• Problems Arising 
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However, the Mean TQL increased by approximately one unit in run 5 (206 days) in 
comparison with run 4 (162 days). This increase led the author to undertake further 
research in order for the TQL of the validation box to be investigated, and establish 
what will be the likely behaviour of this parameter if the run became longer. How this 
minor increase will effect the overall results is also discussed. 
7.4.6. Tests of Hypothesis 
Hypothesis tests can typically be applied in comparing parameters and distributions of 
the output data of a model or system for each set of experimental conditions. This can 
result in determining the acceptable range and accuracy of the model's and system's 
output behaviour. 
Batch Means Technique 
To study the behaviour of the TQL for design validation box (A415) in run 5, the 
batch means technique was used as a base for the establishment of the further analysis. 
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In this technique one long simulation run (or output process) is split into several 
shorter segments (batches) whose sample means are computed and then treated as a 
collection of mutually independent observations (Kelton, 1996; Seila, 1995; and Low 
and Kelton, 1991 ). 
To apply batch means technique on the output of run 5, the first part of the run was 
assumed as a warm-up period and the rest was divided into J segments of 45 days. 
The warm-up period is the amount of time required for the simulation model to reach 
a steady-state condition. 
One-Way Analysis of Variances (The Significant Level Approach to Comparing Several Means) 
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IDEM Box: A415 
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Figure 7.23. 
5 
To test the null hypothesis that the mean queue length is the same for all three 
segments in 5th simulation run (for Validate the Design box), one-way analysis of 
variances was applied. 
The assumptions for this test are: 
1. The value in each population follow a Normal distribution; and 
2. All three of these Normal distribution have the same variance,. 
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Let 11 1 , 11 2 and 113 denote the population mean for segment 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
Therefore the null hypothesis that these means are all equal is: 
The calculations needed for the analysis of this test are outlined in Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1.: Analysis of Variance 
Standard Standard 
Group Count Mean Deviation Error 
Grp I (70-115) 49 7.7959 1.2073 .1725 
Grp 2(115-160) 108 7.9259 1.2730 .1225 
Grp 3(160-1206) 221 8.1176 2.4559 .1652 
Total 378 8.0212 2.0445 .1052 
Sum of Mean F (Test statistic) 
Source D.F. Squares Squares Ratio 
Between Groups 2 5.5229 2 s p=2.7615 2 2 spls,=.6595 
Within Groups 375 1570.3078 2 s' =4.1875 
Total N-k=375 1575.8307 
Where s; , called residual mean square or within-groups mean square, is calculated as follows: 
k ., 
I,I,Cl~j-f,)2 
s 2 = i=l j=l 
' N-K 
Here, Y;j denotes the observation on experiment unitj in sample i, Y, denotes the sample mean, n; 
the size of the sample i, and k the number of samples. 
2 Also s p called between-groups mean square or mean square between and calculated as: 
k 
L,n;(Y, -Yl 
s ; _c;="''-=----=---
" k-1 
Where Y is the average of all N observations in combined samples (SPSS, 1993, Page 272; and 
Rasmussen, 1992, Page 404). 
1. F denotes a random variable having the F(k-l, N-k) distribution. 
2. c is found from F distribution table so that P(F.::; c) = 1- a. 
3. The acceptance region is the interval [ 0, c). 
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According to the calculations above, in the case of Design Validation box, the P-
value is: 
• P(F <c)= 1-0.05 (95% confidence interval )from F(2 375) distribution table 
(TableD, Rasmussen, 1992, Page 650) => c =3.07 
• c = 3.07 => Acceptance Region= [ 0, 3.07) 
As test statistic< 3.07, the result is consistent with the null hypothesis. Therefore, 
there is no reason to doubt that three means for different segments are equal. 
The output of SPSS is also given as the following which is consistent with the above 
result. 
12 Mar 97 SPSS for MS WINDOWS Release 6.0 
----- ONEWA Y -----
Variable Q415Sl23 
By Variable SEG123 
Grp I 
Grp2 
Grp 3 
GROUP 
Grp I 
Grp 2 
Grp 3 
Segment I 
Segment 2 
Segment 3 
MINIMUM 
5.0000 
4.0000 
2.0000 
70 to 115 (Day) 
!55 to 160 
!60 to 206 
MAXIMUM 
10.0000 
10.0000 
13.0000 
TOTAL 2.0000 13.0000 
----- ONEWAY -----
Variable Q415S123 
By Variable SEG123 
Multiple Range Tests: LSD test with significance level .05 
The difference between two means is significant if 
MEAN(J)-MEAN(I) >= 1.4470 *RANGE* SQRT(l/N(I) + 1/N(J)) 
with the following value(s) for RANGE: 2.78 
-No two groups are significantly different at the .050 level 
Equality of Several Distributions- Multiple Comparisons Procedures 
At this stage the hypothesis was that the samples of each two segments come from 
populations with the same distributions. 
By reviewing different literature (SPSS, 1993; Rasmussen, 1992; Kanji, 1993; 
Glenberg, 1996; Miller and Miller, 1995; Oakland, 1996; Kleijuen and Groenedaal, 
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1992; etc.) on statistical tests and procedures the Mann-Whitney test, also known as 
the Wilcoxon test, was selected to establish the procedures for carrying out the output 
analysis for typical QMS models. Furthermore, this test is classified as a non-
parametric procedure (or distribution-free test), and the assumptions do not specify a 
particular type of distribution for the observations (Rasmussen, 1992). 
The output from the Mann-Whitney test, produced by SPSS, in order for segment 1 
and 2 to testify the equality of their distributions, is shown in Figure 7.24. 
**************************************************** 
Test between the segment I and segment 2 
**************************************************** 
17 Mar 97 SPSS for MS WINDOWS Release 6.0 
-----------Mann-Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Summ W Test 
A415SG12 (70-155) 
by A415CD12 (115-160) 
Mean Rank Cases 
75.20 
80.72 
49 
108 
A415CD12=1 
A415CD12=2 
157 Total 
u 
2460.0 
w 
3685.0 
Corrected for ties 
Z 2-Tailed P 
-.7247 .4687 
Figure 7 .24. 
The detailed information about this test and associated procedures and definitions 
(such as Ranking the Data) is given in Appendix XIII. 
For each segment (group) the mean rank and number of cases is given. The mean rank 
is the sum of the ranks divided by the number of cases (SPSS, 1993). The number 
(3685) displayed under W is the sum of the ranks for group with the smaller number 
of observations. 
The number identified in the output (Figure 7.24.) as U represents the smaller number 
of times a value in one group precedes a value in the other group (refer to Appendix 
XIII for details). By transforming the score to a standard deviate (Z), the significance 
levels associated U and W can be obtained. 
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From Figure 20.24. the observed significance level, for comparing the distributions of 
segment 1 and 2, is .4687. Since the significance level is large, the hypothesis that 
both segments have the same distribution is not rejected. 
The output represents in Figure 7.25 (segment 2 and 3) and Figure 7.26. [segment 
(1&2) and 3] indicate the same results. 
**************************************************** 
Test between the segment 1&2 and segment 3 
**************************************************** 
-----------Mann-Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Summ W Test 
TOTAL123 
by A415CD13 (160-206) 
Mean Rank Cases 
184.44 
193.09 
157 
221 
A415C13=1 
A415C13=3 
378 Total 
u 
16554.5 
w 
28957.5 
Corrected for ties 
Z 2-Tailed P 
-.7680 .4425 
Figure 7.25. 
**************************************************** 
Test between the segment 2 and segment 3 
**************************************************** 
-----------Mann-Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Summ W Test 
A415SG23 
by A415CD23 
Mean Rank Cases 
161.28 108 A415SG23=2 
166.82 221 A415SG23=3 
329 Total 
Corrected for ties 
u w z 2-Tailed P 
11532.5 17418.5 -.5010 .6163 
Figure 7 .26. 
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The early parts of this section analysed the output of each run and progressive 
improvement made for the IQMS model. The only increase of the queue length 
appeared in the design validation box in the last run. 
From the preceding tests, the analysis of variance for equality of queue length means 
of three segments, and the Mann-Whitney test for equality of their distributions, it 
illustrated there is no reason to doubt that the queue length mean of the design 
validation box (A415) for even more segments (a longer period of run-time) are equal. 
Moreover, although the most critical box was selected for carrying out the hypothesis 
tests, the same procedures and tests of hypothesis can be employed for other activities 
(IDEM boxes) within the model as well. 
7.5. SUMMARY 
This chapter examined and demonstrated the feasibility and benefits of applying the 
constructed simulation model in design and quality improvement of a typical 
industrial case study, the filing cabinet product. 
To show this, a statistical data analysis was designed and then a number of 
independent simulation runs was carried out. Based on the designed data analysis and 
simulation outputs for each run, a step by step statistical data analysis was employed 
in order to modify and improve the overall performance of the model. 
Comparison of the results of the five runs would indicated a significant reduction in 
almost all queue lengths of key activities, involved in the model, in addition to 
improving the behaviour of these queue lengths to a much smoother trend with 
reduced fluctuations over the run-time periods. 
It was also demonstrated that the constructed model and data analysis methodology 
can be used for both a quick study and detail analysis. This would be achieved by 
(partly or completely) doing some graphical comparisons, computing some key 
statistical parameters for the queue lengths ( such as Mean, Std. Dev. and Max.) and 
undertaking required tests of hypothesis through multiple simulation runs. 
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ChapterS 
EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 
8.1. INTRODUCTION 
Having set out the objectives of this research in the scope of the research (Section 4.2. 
and 4.3 of Chapter 4), it is important to discuss the detail contributions of the research 
in the context of those objectives. 
The preceding chapter demonstrated some results of the application of the simulation 
(IQMS) model based on the case study. It discussed steps that can be taken to 
minimise queue lengths and their fluctuations over run-time periods and consequently 
to improve the overall performance of the model. Based on the established 
methodology and findings, achieved by analysing the simulation outputs, the real 
system can be improved as well. 
The purpose of this chapter is to step through all chapters in order to discuss the 
contributions of each individual chapter to overall benefits of using computer 
simulation in quality management system design and analysis. At the same time the 
limitations of the research will be identified. 
By assessing the research work presented in this thesis, the major issues are brought 
together to draw conclusion and to recommend further work, in the next chapter. 
8.2. THE RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENTS 
As outlined and discussed in the scope of the research (Chapter 4.)the overall 
objective of the study was to investigate, explore and establish the significant benefits 
of applying computer simulation in quality management system design and analysis. 
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Contributory objectives were also identified in that chapter. The main achievements of 
each chapter are reviewed as follows. 
• Chapter 2 reviewed the concept and key issues of quality management systems and 
standards in addition to the philosophy of quality and total quality. Three major 
quality systems, including ISO 9000, the Deming Prize and the Baldrige Award, 
were discussed and compared with each other. Based on that study, ISO 9000 in 
general and ISO 9001 and ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) in particular were chosen as the 
basis of further study. 
• The concept and capabilities of computer simulation in general were briefly 
described in Chapter 3. Moreover, the chapter identified IDEM methodology as 
one of the sophisticated and available simulation techniques to employ for the 
QMS study. Different aspects of the IDEM methodology were also highlighted, 
including its graphical facilities, multi-view approach and hierarchical capabilities. 
• The literature surveyed in (section 4.5 of) Chapter 4 showed, while many 
researchers have considered the application of simulation in quality control and 
other similar areas, very little appeared to address the application of computer 
simulation in design and analysis of quality management systems (QMS). 
• By completion of Chapter 2, 3, and 4, the impetus and foundation for the research 
into the application of simulation in QMS was formed. Subsequently, the 
functional view of the IQMS model was constructed, embodying and integrating 
all elements of ISO 9001 and ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) standards (refer to Chapter 5). 
This demonstrated the first stage of the feasibility and benefits of using the IDEM 
methodology as a simulation technique in QMS. The functional view of the model 
hierarchically classified and represented all elements of the two standards and 
figured out the interactions among them. This basically helps better understanding 
of and insight into the standards and provide a clear and generic structure and 
framework for a typical QMS. 
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• The establishment of the functional view of the model (refer to Chapter 5) paved 
the way for further expansion of the QMS model through information and 
dynamic views. The information view of the model, detailed in Chapter 6 and 
Appendix Vill to XI, demonstrated how effectively the model can embody all 
elements and flows of information of different processes within a QMS or 
standard. This also illustrated how the information view, established for the 
purpose of the QMS, would link to other systems within the organisation, by 
receiving periodical information from management, customer, etc., and then 
generating new information as quality records and reports and so on. Furthermore, 
the information view of the model was concentrated on two most important 
processes within the QMS model consisting of Design and Quality Improvement. 
• The statistical data analysis, employed based on the dynamic view of the model, 
demonstrated a novel approach to the application of computer simulation in design 
and analysis of QMS (refer to Chapter 7). The results of data analysis illustrated 
how simulation in general and the IDEM methodology in particular can be used to 
establish a data analysis methodology and improve the overall performance of 
such quality systems. The significant findings were achieved through carrying out 
a number of independent simulation runs, and employing some statistical 
procedures, and tests of hypothesis to analyse the simulation outputs and 
consequently modify and improve the modelled QMS. The dynamic view and 
statistical data analysis were carried out based on a case study (file cabinet) in 
order to illustrate the objectives of the study and consolidate the model. 
• Finally the practical benefits and achievements of this research in general and the 
constructed model data analysis in particular is that for a company wishing to 
implement ISO 9001 and ISO 9004-4 the functional, and information views of the 
model indicate how each individual requirement and element of those standards 
should interact with each other and how they can be linked to other relevant 
activities outside the model. Furthermore, the dynamic view indicates activities 
which are critical to the efficient performance of the QMS, and facilitate the 
process of improving QMS performance. 
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8.3. THE RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 
The major achievements of the research were discussed in the preceding section and 
will be highlighted in Chapter 9. However, it is important to identify the limitations of 
the research in order to properly justify the research findings and work, as well as 
establish and indicate the potential benefits and needs for undertaking further work. 
Therefore this research is also subject to a number of limitations, given below. 
8.3.1. The Assumptions of the IQMS model 
• As discussed in Chapter 3, and revealed in Figure 3.4., an IDEM box can typically 
powered by three basic incoming arrows, including control, input and mechanism, 
to produce output. However, to avoid complexity in the model the outputs of the 
IDEM boxes were only generated based on information receiving through control 
and input arrows. 
• The statistical analysis of multiple simulation runs has concentrated on the study 
and improvement of the queue length and its fluctuation over run-times for each 
individual IDEM box. By overcoming some software constraints, discussed in the 
next part, the waiting-time for entities within each IDEM box can also be 
analysed. Nevertheless, IDEM has been designed to record and store the waiting-
times in data files for IDEM boxes in any simulation run. 
• As mentioned previously, the expansion of the model through information and 
dynamic views has been based on the elements of two most important processes 
within the model: Control Design (IDEM box: A41) and Improve Quality (IDEM 
box: AS). The elements (IDEM boxes) of these two processes, where needed, 
interacted with only top level boxes of other three main processes including, 
Manage the IQMS (Al), Establish a Quality System (A2) and Review the contract 
and etc. (A3). 
• To establish a methodology for statistical data analysis of the IQMS model it was 
required to assign a processing time to each individual process and activities 
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throughout the model. As discussed in Chapter 7, the processing time can be 
constant or generated by probability distributions. To carry out multiple simulation 
runs and data analysis and avoid complexity the processing times within the body 
of the model were represented by constant numbers. Otherwise, with the large 
number of information flows and the shortage of memory, it was too difficult to 
run the simulation model for acceptable run-time period. Nevertheless, it is 
necessary to point out that this assumption had limited effect on the deterministic 
aspect of the simulation model, since the intervals of the originators nodes were 
based on random number distributions. 
8.3.2. Software Constrains 
Although the IDEM methodology software is a modem and sophisticated simulation 
technique, it has a number of limitations in respect of this study. 
• Currently IDEM package does not provide facilities to directly figure out the 
outputs of simulation runs. However, as a flexible software, it can be improved so 
that all simulation outputs would be stored into data files. The data files can be 
then studied and analysed by employing some statistical software such as SPSS. 
• At the moment, the software records and stores the information regarding the 
waiting-time only for a main input flow to each process (refer to Figure 3.6 of 
Chapter 6 and Appendix IX), yet it has less functionality in recording information 
on conditional flows. As a result information recorded and stored for the waiting-
times for each IDEM box is not complete and accurate enough for data analysis. 
8.4. SUMMARY 
This chapter briefly described and illustrated how effectively and efficiently IDEM 
methodology as a hierarchical and multi-view computer simulation can significantly 
be used for development and improvement of QMS. Moreover, although computer 
simulation is widely practised throughout business and industry, and less in the quality 
management area, this study demonstrated the feasibility and great usage of 
simulation in this area. 
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Chapter 9 
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 
9.1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter summarises and addresses the major research findings, based on the partial 
findings and contributions, discussed and demonstrated in each individual chapter. 
Consequently, the original and overall contribution of this research, which is the 
cumulative result of all findings, will be pointed out. Furthermore, based on the 
achievement of this research and the limitations, discussed previously, some further 
research work will be recommended. 
9.2. THE SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH RESULTS 
Integrating the requirements and elements of two standards [ISO 9001 and ISO 9004-4 
(Part 2)] as an integrated quality management system is in substantial agreement with the 
idea of improving the contractual standards such as ISO 9001 towards continuous quality 
improvement. 
The usage of hierarchical modelling methods such as IDEM methodology has proved as a 
valuable technique to develop and represent a clear structure and functional view for QMS. 
The work performed in this research on the information view and data handling has 
resulted in the design and development of a hierarchical QMS, embodying major 
information flows needed to properly fulfil and accomplish the design and quality 
improvement processes. 
Developing the model to include the dynamic and simulation view has demonstrated a 
novel approach for using computer simulation in development and improvement of quality 
management systems. The statistical data analysis, carried out based on the output of 
several simulation runs and employing some statistical procedures and techniques, has 
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substantially demonstrated how effectively and efficiently computer simulation, along with 
statistical techniques, can design and improve quality systems. 
The contribution of a simulation model and establishment of data analysis methodology 
have been demonstrated to be of use for both a quick study, by using animation facilities 
and drawing some graphs, and detail investigation and analysis, by carrying out multiple 
simulation runs and employing different tests of hypothesis. 
The case study, in particular, has demonstrated the feasibility of use of the simulation 
model and illustrated the applicability of statistical data analysis to improve QMS. 
7.3. THE ORIGINAL AND OVERALL CONTRffiUTION 
The novelty of this research is concerned with the development and improvement of 
a generic and integrated quality management system using the capabilities of 
computer simulation, which demonstrated the feasibility and significant benefits of 
doing so by employing statistical data analysis techniques. 
7.4. FURTHER WORK 
This section recommends some further work, arising from the achievements and 
limitations of this research work (Chapter 8) and based on conclusion drawn in the 
previous section. 
• Expansion of the model 
As discussed in Chapter 6 and 7, the information and dynamic views of the model were 
developed based on two main functions of the model, including design and quality 
improvement activities. However, other functions within the model (detailed in Chapter 5) 
such as management activities can be further developed through those two views in the 
same way as with design and quality improvement. 
• Integration of Environmental Issues 
As broadly discussed in Chapter 6, there is a close relationship between design process and 
safety and environmental issues. Having considered the importance of design and its 
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direct effect on environment, the IQMS model which is based on ISO 9001 and ISO 9004-
4 (Part 2) can be further integrated with the elements of standards embodying 
environmental issues and guidelines [such as ISO 14001 (Environment Management 
System Specification Standards)]. 
• Analysing Waiting-Time 
To analyse the waiting-time for critical activities within the simulation model, the IDEM 
software needs to be improved so that the relevant information for all inputs, including 
conditional inputs, to any process would be computed and stored in the data files. As 
mentioned previously, at this time IDEM only records the waiting-time information for the 
main input to each process, rather those of conditional ones. 
• Improvement in Computing Environment 
Memory capacity needs to be improved, in particular when a complex model such as the 
comprehensive IQMS model is going to be analysed with respect to different parameters, 
including the queue length, waiting-time, etc. However, the memory capacity and 
computer power did not greatly effect the design and analysis of this research. 
• Link With Available Software 
As described in Chapter 7, currently the IDEM package is able to process information and 
then store it in data files without taking any further data analysis. To do this IDEM has 
potential capability and well defined structure to be linked with other simulation software, 
which provides facilities for producing different graphs, diagrams, etc. 
• Link With Other Models 
The constructed IQMS model can be linked with other developed models and systems, 
such as manufacturing models, within an organisation. This will ensure the accuracy of 
generated data and improve the overall performance of the organisation by making all 
models and systems work concurrently together. Furthermore, this could be a potential 
development of CIM systems, by including quality management systems. Note that this is 
already the subject of related research at the Department of Manufacturing Engineering of 
Loughborough University. 
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Appendix I 
Quality System: ISO 9001 Standards Requirements 
A endixl 
APPENDIX/ 
QUALITY SYSTEM 
BS EN ISO 9001: 
(BS 5750) Model for design/development, production, installation and 
servicing 
4. QUALITY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Management responsibility 
4.1.1 Quality policy 
4.1.2 Organisation 
4.1.2.1 Responsibility and authority 
4.1.2.2 Resources 
4.1.2.3 Management representative 
4.1.3 Management review 
4.2 Quality system 
4.2.1 General 
4.2.2. Quality system procedures 
4.2.3. Quality planning 
4.3 Contract review 
4.3.1. General 
4.3.2. Review 
4.3.3. Amendment to a contract 
4.3.4. Records 
4.4 Design control 
4.4.1 General 
4.4.2. Design and development planning 
4.4.3. Organisational and technical interfaces 
4.4.4. Design input 
4.4.5. Design output 
4.4.5 Design verification 
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4.4.6. Design review 
4.4. 7. Design verification 
4.4.8. Design Validation 
4.4.9. Design changes 
4.5 Document control 
4.5.1. General 
4.5.2. Document and data approval and issue 
4.5.3. Document and data changes 
4.6 Purchasing 
4.6.1 General 
4.6.2 Evaluation of subcontractors 
4.6.3 Purchasing data 
4.6.4 Verification of purchased product 
4.7. Control of customer-supplied product 
4.8 Product identification and tractability 
4.9 Process control 
4.10 Inspection and testing 
4.1 0.1. General 
4.1 0.2. Receiving inspection and testing 
4.10.3. In-process inspection and testing 
4.1 0.4. Final inspection and testing 
4.10.5. Inspection and test record 
4.11 Control of inspection, measuring and test equipment 
4.11.1. General 
4.11.2. Control procedures 
4.12 Inspection and test status 
4.13 Control of nonconforming product 
4.13.1. General 
4.13.2. Review and disposition of nonconforming product 
4.14. Corrective and preventive action 
4.14.1. General 
4.14.2. Corrective action 
4.14.3. Preventive action 
A endix I 
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4.15 Handling, storage, packing, preservation and delivery 
4.15.1. General 
4.15.2. Handling 
4.15.3. Storage 
4.15.4. Packaging 
4.15.5. Preservation 
4.15.6. Delivery 
4.16 Control of quality records 
4.17 Internal quality audits 
4.18. Training 
4.19. Servicing 
4.20. Statistical techniques 
4.20.1. Identification of need 
4.20.2. Procedures 
A endixl 
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Appendix 11 
Quality Improvement standards: ISO 9004-4 (Part 2) 
Elements 
Appendix 11 
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT STANDARDS 
BS EN ISO 9004: 
(BS 7850) Quality management and quality system elements 
Total Quality Management (TQM) 
Part 2.: Guidelines for Quality Improvement 
4. Fundamental Concepts 
4.1. Principles of quality improvement 
4.2. Environment for quality improvement 
4.2.1. Management responsibilities and leadership 
4.2.2. Values, attitudes and behaviour 
4.2.3. Quality-improvement goals 
4.2.4. Communications and teamwork 
4.2.5. Recognition 
4.2.6. Education and training 
4.3. Quality losses 
5. Managing for quality improvement 
5.1. Organising for quality improvement 
5.2. Planning for quality improvement 
5.3. Measuring for quality improvement 
5.4. Reviewing quality-improvement activities 
6. Methodology for quality improvement 
6.I. Involving the whole organisation 
6.2. Initiating quality-improvement projects or activities 
6.3. Investigating possible causes 
6.4. Establishing cause-and-effect relationships 
6.5. Taking preventive and corrective actions 
6.6. Confirming the improvement 
6. 7. Sustaining the gains 
6.8. Continuing the improvement 
7. Supporting tools and techniques 
7 .I. Tools for numerical data 
7.2. Tools for non-numerical data 
7.3. Training in applying tools and techniques 
A endix Il 
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Appendix Ill 
Deming Prize Criteria 
A endix Ill 
APPENDIX Ill The Deming Prize Criteria 
The Deming Prize for Applications- Evaluation Checkpoints 
1. Policy 
• Policy Towards Product Quality, Business in General 
• Content of Policy 
• Communication of Policy Throughout Company 
• Short Term, Long term Planning and Their Relationships 
• Method for Establishing Policy 
• Utilisation Of Statistical Methods 
• Monitoring of Policy Achievement 
2. Management of Organisation 
• Clarity of boundaries of Responsibility 
• contact and communication Between Departments 
• Utilisation of Staff 
• Monitoring and Auditing of Quality Control 
• Appropriate of Functional Boundaries 
• Personnel Activities as a Whole 
• QC Circle Activities 
3. Education 
• Plan and Actual Education Activities 
• Level of Consciousness Toward Quality, Management, and Quality 
Control 
• Propagation of Education About Statistical Concepts and Methods 
• Results/ Achievement 
• Education Sources for Outside the Company 
• QC circle Activities 
4. Information Gathering 
• Information Gathering from outside the Company 
• Speed of Information Communication 
• Communication of Information Between Departments 
• Processing oflnformation (Statistical Analysis) 
5. Analysis 
• Selection of Major Problem Themes 
• Utilisation and Application of Statistics 
• Analysis of Quality and Process 
• Analysis Method 
• Specialised Techniques 
• Application of Analytical Results 
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6. Standardisation 
• Standardisation System 
• Actual Rate of Adherence to Establish Standards 
• Application of Statistics 
• Application of Standards 
• Stabilisation and Revision of Standards 
• Content of Standards 
• Effects Upon Technology 
7. Control 
• System for Cost and Quality Control of Products 
• Application and Utilisation of Statistical Methods 
• Actual Achievement of Control Activities 
• Aggressive Submittal of Improvement Proposals 
• Control Points and Items 
• QC Circle Activities 
• Control Conditions 
8. Quality Assurance 
• New Product Development Method 
• Improvement of Control Process 
• Inspection 
• Monitoring and Auditing Quality Assurance System 
• Product Quality Evaluation and Auditing 
• Analysis of Product Development/Reliability/Design 
• Product Safety 
• Capacity of Process 
• Control of Equipment Ordering/Procurement/Service 
• Application and Utilisation of Statistical Methods 
• Condition of Quality Assurance 
• Inspection 
9. Result 
• Projection of Result 
• Results Not Quantitatively Measurable 
• Actual Achievement of Results verses Projection 
• Quantitative Results for: 
. Product Quality . Cost 
. Profit . Safety 
. General Working Environment 
10. Future Planning 
• Clarity and Understanding of Current Status 
• Planning for Future operations 
• Measure for Solving Problem Areas 
• Long Term Planning 
[(Tenner and DeToro, 1995, PP 238-239) (Main Source: Guidebook to the Deming Prize and Nippon 
Quality Control Prize, Translation: Fuji-Xerox, Ltd. (Tokyo: Fuji-Xerox, Ltd., 1982), PP 48-53)] 
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Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award Criteria 
A endix IV 
APPENDIX/V 
1997 Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award 
EXAMINATION CRITERIA -ITEM LISTING 
1997 Examination Categories/Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Leadership 
1.1 Leadership Systems 
1.2 Company Responsibility and Citizenship 
Strategic Planning 
3.1 Strategic Development Process 
3.2 Company Strategy 
Customer and Market Focus 
3.1. Customer and Market Knowledge 
7 .2. Customer Satisfaction and Relationship Enhancement 
Information and Analysis 
4.1. Selection and Use of Information and Data 
4.2. Selection and Use of Comparative Information and Data 
2.3. Analysis and Review of Company Performance 
Human Resource Development and Management 
5 .1. Work Systems 
5.2. Employee Education, Training and Development 
5.3. Employee Well- Being and Satisfaction 
Process Management 
6.1. Management of Product and Service Processes 
6.2. Management of Support Processes 
6.3. Management of Supplier and Partnering Processes 
Business Results 
7 .1. Customer Satisfaction Results 
7 .2. Financial and Market Results 
7 .3. Human Resource Results 
7 .4. Supplier and Partner Results 
7.5. Company-Specific Results 
TOTAL POINTS 
(Source: MBNQA Criteria, 1997) 
Point Values 
110 
85 
30 
80 
40 
40 
80 
40 
40 
80 
25 
15 
40 
100 
40 
30 
30 
100 
60 
20 
20 
450 
130 
130 
35 
25 
130 
1000 
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Appendix V 
HISTORY OF PUBLISHED RESEARCH ON: 
Simulation/Modelling and Quality Control 
*Papers reviewed until August 1995 
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Simulation/Modelling and Water Quality 
YEAR COMPE INSPECT CURRENT AB I/ APPLIED Sub- Overlaps* TOTAL 
NDEX TCH. INFORM SClENCE Total 
IND. &TEC. 
1995 65 
- - -
2 67 
-
67 
1994 81 1 1 
-
4 87 1 86 
1993 105 8 2 - - 115 5 110 
1992 58 9 2 - 5 74 6 68 
1991 65 7 - - 1 73 4 69 
1990 25 16 - - 1 42 1 41 
1989 34 7 3 - 1 45 1 44 
1988 34 1 3 - 1 39 - 39 
1987 66 - 3 - 1 70 - 70 
1986 42 - 1 - 1 44 2 42 
1985 60 - - - 1 61 1 60 
1984 52 
- - - -
52 
-
52 
'IUI'AL 687 49 15 
-
18 769 21 748 
* This column reveals overlaps among different data-bases used in the table. 
Simulation/Modelling and Water Quality Management 
YEAR COMPEN INSPECf CURRENT AB I/ APPLIED TOTAL 
-DEX TCH.IND. INFORM SCIENCE& 
TEC. 
1995 - - - - -
-
1994 6 - - - I 7 
1993 6 - - - - 6 
1992 1 - 1 - - 2 
1991 3 - - - - 3 
1990 - 1 2 - - 3 
1989 3 2 - - - 5 
1988 4 - 2 - - 6 
1987 3 - - - - 3 
1986 4 - - - - 4 
1985 3 - - - - 3 
1984 6 - - - - 6 
TOTAL 39 3 5 
-
1 48 
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-
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20 
0 
1995 
1994 
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1991 
.... 1990 
"' ~ 1989 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1985 
1984 
0 
Clacification of Papers regarding 
Simulation/Modelling and Water Quality 
88 89 90 91 92 
Year 
Using Simulation/Modelling techniques in 
Water Quality and Water Quality Management 
7 
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Appendix VII 
Samples of Tables Used to Build the Functional View 
of the Model 
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-
Date: .96 
Node No. l>c.~cription l~~tle No. (ISO) 
GENERAL 
LOCAL DATA 
PUNCriON 
-
INPUT CONTROl OUTPUT DESTINATION 
Node Description Flow Name Input Conditional Flow Output Flow Output Flow Description Node Output Data 
No. Name Name Image No. Flow Handling 
Data Fn 
-
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Node No. CnJl' No.(ISOJ 
GENERAL 
LOCAL DATA 
fUNCfiON ---+ - INPUT CONTROL OUTPUT 
---
DESTINATION 
Node Description Flow Name Input Conditional Flow Output Flow Output Flow Description 
No. 
6u.rr"u 
-f7 0\t(l..-feA. V 
ASS (j,l\h'l\\10\kS t~(" (,_. \1-a'V. 
1\~\ (o_,.• -~ 
-- Rtt<l!chl ~
Name Name 
B11~ rot 0/J, -¥ 
J\AitWtff. 
- (0. s"'"'""tJ ') t 
·- QJ ao(tf~ 
.6 .. ~ ly 'jfnvd ~lr-( <_, 
Image 
filii'\ r-ov 
IWMS 
(\'"t?.k/7 
f{Pfrr(-
Ptcp"-l-f' 
v ') . ((.s. Pt:::(0...., 
-
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Node Output Data 
No. Flow Handling 
Data Fn 
A/3 
. - (;;> 
t\21 
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. 96 
Code Na.(/SO) 
GENERAL 
LOCAL DATA 
I'UNCI'ION ---+ +--- INPUT CONTROl ·~·-- OUTPUT 
__ ., 
DESTINATION 
' 
Node Description Flow Name Input Conditional Flow Output Flow Output Flow Description Node Output Data 
No. Name Name Image No. Flow Handling 
Data Fn 
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Node No. 
GENERAL 
LOCALUATA 
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Appendix IX 
Information View of the Developed Model 
control Queue 
{(FLOW ~:~l•n• 
(•ro•s· "Pl.an") 
(•.nterPlan Re1ources Pereonnel Opl"tunt1es) 
NIL 
("phn")) 
(FLOW planA 
("IQIIS" "Plan•) 
(.l.nterPlan Reaour-cu Per"sonnel Oortunties) 
NIL 
("ql"/r")) 
(FLOW teuwork ("Tee•vork" "9u1dlines") (6uide11nes) NIL ("1dee")) 
(FLOW tu.vorkA ("Tea.vork" "9uidl1nes") (SU1Cle11nes) NIL ("QI"/r")))) 
(cust•rfedbk inputOueue NU. NIL NIL 5 
((FLOW aeaeureeent 
( "Perforeenee • "lllea•ureaent •) 
(Ql.OSIIIUUr"IIS 
(CsuerSatsrn Procenfrr1cncy Soc1etaQLosses) 
I•Dr-vantOprtunty) 
NIL 
( •ruults")) 
(FLOW ••••ure•entA 
( "Perforeance• •neesureeent. •) 
(Cst11ersau.rn ProceuErricncy soc1etaQLosses I•prventOprtunty) 
NIL 
("qr/r")))) 
(continuous111p 1noutQueue 
(supstrategy ;nputQue1.1e) 
NIL NIL lfl 
( (f'LOW qpa11cy 
( • IltoP"oYed" "Qua 1 1 ty• "Po Hey• ) 
(Qu•11tyPol1cy QJIIoals) 
NIL 
("qP"/P""))))) 
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eontrolQueue· NIL NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW proeedureA 
(•Improved• •Procedures•) 
(QSysProdures Qplanning) 
NIL 
("qr/r")) 
(FLOW procedure 
("Improved" "Procedures") 
(QSysProcdures Qplanning) 
NIL 
("qa"))))) 
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A endix!X 
SEdit Package: IHTERLISP AI 
·:: ( (custmrfedbk inputQueue 
(manage•ent controlQueue) 
NIL NIL 20 
((FLOW contractrevw 
("Revie~s· "Amendments'') 
(Review Amendment) 
CntrctDH 
("criteria")) 
(FLOW contractrevwA 
("Reviews• "Amendments'') 
(Review Amendment) 
CntrctDH 
("qr/r")))) 
(revwdsgnA controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW revwreport 
("Design'' "Review" "Report") 
(Review Amendment Report) 
NIL 
("qr/r")))) 
(ch~ng/revwdsgnl controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW revwreportA 
("Tested" "Design• "Cntract Revw Rept") 
(TestedDsgn Report) 
NIL 
("qr/r")))) 
(improvdsgnl controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW improvfedbk 
("Improved" "Design" "Cntract Revw Rept") 
(lmprovedDsgn Report) 
NIL 
("qr/r")) 
(FLOW psQualitY 
("Product/" "Service" ''Quality'') 
(P/SQultyRprt) 
NIL 
("p/sq"))))) 
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control Queue 
(te~mworK inputQueue) 
NIL NIL 5 
(( FLO~ dsgnp 1 an 
("0/0 Plans" "Org.&Tech." "Interfaces") 
(OsgnPlan (Resposibilities Resources Interfaces)) 
NIL 
("dplan")) 
(FLOW dsgnplan1 
( "0/0 Planning" "&Interfaces") 
R411 
(OsgnPlan (Resposibilities Resources Interfaces) Rqurmnts) 
NIL 
("qr/r")))) 
(revwdsgn-plan inputQueue NIL NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW dsgnplan6 
(MRevised• •oto Plans• "& Interfaces'') 
(RvsdPlan (RvsdRsponsblties RvsdResources Rvsdinterfaces)) 
NIL 
("dplan")) 
(FLOW dsgnplan68 
("Revised" "0/0 Plans" "& Interfaces'') 
(RvsdPlan 
(RvsdRsponsblties RvsdResources Rvsdinterfaces) 
RvsdRqurmnts) 
NIL 
("qr/r")))) 
(testdsgn-plan inputQueue NIL NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW dsgnplanO 
("Revised" "0/0 Plans" "& Interfaces") 
(RvsdPlan (RvsdRsponsblties RvsdResources Rvsdlnterfaces)) 
NIL 
("dplan")) 
(FLOW dsgnplanOO 
("Revised" "0/0 Plans" "& Interfaces") 
(RvsdPlan 
(RvsdRsponsblties RvsdResources Rvsdinterfaces) 
RvsdRqurmnts) 
NIL 
( "qr/r")))) 
(dsgnchange-plan inputQueue NIL NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW dsgnplanC 
("0/0 Plans" "& Interfaces" "(changes)") 
(OsgnPlanChanges Changedlnterfaces) 
NIL 
("dplan")) 
(FLOW dsgnplanCC 
("0/0 Plans" "I Interfaces" "(changes)") 
(DsgnPlanChanges Changedlnterfaces Rqurmnts) 
NIL 
("qr/r"))))) 
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con~rolQueue NIL NIL NIL 5 
((FLOW dsgninpu~ 
('Design' 'Inpu~· 'Requ1re•en~s') 
(Osgninpu~Requrm~s) 
NIL 
('Osgninp')))) 
(contractrev~ inputQueue NIL NIL NIL 5 
((FLOW dsgninpu~A 
('Design" "Input" "Changes") 
(CntrctRevw OsgninputRevw) 
NIL 
("Osgnlnp")))) 
(dsgnrevw-inp controlQueue 
(dsgnplanS controlQueue) 
NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW dsgninpu~S 
("Design" "Input" ''Reviews") 
(Revws-Inp DsgninpRevws) 
NIL 
("Dsgnlnp")))) 
(testdsgn-inp controlQueue 
(dsgnplanO controlQueue) 
NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW dsgninpu~D 
("Design• "Input" "Reviews") 
(Revws-Inp DsgnlnpRevw~) 
NIL 
( "Dsgnlnp")))) 
(dsgnchange-inp controlQueue 
(dsgnplanC controlQueue) 
NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW dsgninputC 
("Design" "Input" "Changes") 
(Changes-lnp NewlnpChanges) 
NIL 
("Dsgnlnp"))))) 
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controlQ~~aue 
{CIIsqnolan ino~o~tQueue) 
Nil. MU. !i 
( (t'I.O'W as;noutput 
("Des 19n" "'Ouc;ut •) 
(DtQnOutDUt (AceptnceCrtria srey/CruclFactors)) 
NIL 
("'OeqnOut"')))) 
(as;n1nl)ut.A controlQve~o~e Nil Nil. NIL S 
((FlOW os;noutpwtA 
("Os on Cutout • • ( Cntrct ~evw)"') 
(DsonOutout (CntrctReYv AccotnceCrtr1a Sft','ICruclFactor-11)) 
NIL 
("'~sonOut")))l 
(as;nre~~-out controlQueue 
( ds;n1nput& contro lQueue) 
(ds;nplane 1noutQueue) 
NIL 2 
((FLOW ds;noutput8 
("Oee1Qtl"' "'Output~ "Changes•) 
( Ds;nOutChen;e11) 
NIL 
("'Ds;nOut"')))l 
(testasgn-out controlQueue 
( u;n'in~WtD contra lQueue) 
(osonolenO 1noutQueue) 
NIL Z 
((FLOW c:ISQnoutplnO 
("'Des 1;n"' "Out out· "'Chan;es"' l 
{0sQn0utChanoes) 
NIL 
("'OsQnOut")))) 
(as..,ncl'lanoe•out controlQueue 
( e~s;n1nou~C con~ro 1 Queue) 
( a:sgnp lane 1nnutQueue) 
HIL 2 
((FLD~ aeqnoutnutC 
( •oes ,qn• "Outout • "Chanqlt$ 8 ) 
((Ch•1'19U•Inp) 
(DsonOv~Dut (ChanQn Aceo~neeCrtr1a Sfty/Cruc1Factor:s))) 
NIL 
("Dsonout•:JJ)J 
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con~ro 1Queue 
(as~;~n1nput. 1nput.Queue) 
(ds;nplan 1nput.Queue) 
NIL 3 
((FLO" dsgnre~w-inp 
("Dn1;n• "Draft") 
(OSCJn ( lntel"faces/Plan Input Output)) 
NIL 
( • JnputRev1 1111")) 
(FLOW ds;ru·evw-out 
("Oeaign• "Draft") 
(Ds;n (Jnur-facn/P1•n Input Output)) 
NIL 
("OutputRI!IV11!1Y")) 
(FLOW revwasgn-plan 
("Dea1;n• •orart") 
(Ds;n (Jnurfeces/Plan Input Output)) 
NIL 
("feedback")) 
(FLOW dSQnr-evw&~& 
("Du1on• •orart .. ") 
(Ds;n (Interfaces/Plan Input Output) Report) 
NIL 
("Qrotr•)) )) 
(dsgnoutput8 controlQueue 
( ds~;,n 1npuU 1nputQueue) 
(dsqnplana 1nputQueue) 
NIL 2 
((FLOW dlgnprtypd 
( "Desivn • "Prototype •) 
(DsgnPrtype 
(RvsdOa:Qnlnput DeQnOutput 
NIL 
( "prototype•)) 
(l'l.OV dsgnprtype2 
(ChanQI$ AeeptnceCrtr1a Sfty/Crue1Factors) 
Report)) 
( ·oes1on • •prototype•) 
(DsonPrtype 
(RYtdDsonlnput DsonOutput 
NIL 
( •prototype•)) 
(FLOW CISQnprt.ype8 
(Chanves AccptnceCrtri~ SftyfCruc1F~ctors) 
Report)) 
( • Des1on • •Prototype • • Report • ) 
(DsonPrtype 
(RYsdOsonlnput D•onOutput 
(Chenges ~cc~tnceCrtria Sft.y/Cruc1F~ctors) 
Report)) 
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(Osonoutpuu controlQu.ue 
(llsvn1npuU 1noutQueuo) 
NIL NIL 3 
((!fLOW ver-fdt:Qft 
("\le,., f 1ed" "Dos 19nZ" J 
(YorfDson 
(Du;n DsoninpRe¥v DeqnOutput 
(~ccptncecrcr1t Sfty/CruclFectors))) 
NIL 
, • ..,.,.1f1eo• ·a .. 1qn")) 
(FLOW r"O¥¥Ge9nA 
( •Fua.,eck") 
(VerfOs;n 
(Dtqnln~:~ftevt,~ OsQnOutput 
NIL 
("hedtlk")) 
(FLO" ver-f11a9n1 
(AccotnccCrtr1t SrtytCruclFectorsj 
RCI!Or"t)) 
("Ver1f1ed" "'es1qnZ"l 
(DsonlnpRcY"' DsonOutput 
NIL 
(AccptncoCrtr1e Sfty/CruclFectors) 
Reoort) 
( "ql"'/r"" )) ) ) 
(tsstrnwltN controlQuowe NIL NIL NU. 1 
( (1"!.0'11' testdSQft•1ftP 
("Tuted Des1;n• "Input") 
(Revve•lno (FeiloOtQn <•eesures Veekneesee Stren9thes))) 
NIL 
("InoutRev1ow")) 
(FLOW tostason-out 
("lutea Des1;n• "Output") 
(RoYvs-Out (Fo111eDtqn <•usures Weekneue.s Stren;tnet))) 
NIL 
( ·outDutRevlew·)) 
(FLOV t.est.da;n-plan 
(•Tnt.ecl Dn1gn• "Interfaces/Plan•) 
(Revws-lnp (Fa1leOs;n (leesures Veaknesses Stren;tnes))) 
NIL 
c·t .. dbeck")) 
(FLOV t.estdeqnDDO 
(•rested De11gn• ·~eport•) 
(Rev1ewa (f a11eDsgn (loosur-es Veakne:nes Stl"en9tt1es)) .~aur•nt.:) 
NIL 
("arll"")))) 
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m 
( •ver"1f1ed' 'design')) 
(FlOW testedsgnA 
("Tested" "Dee1qn• 'RIIDOr"t") 
(Yer"fDsgn (DIItt;ln .AltCelcutns COIIPIII";eons Re<twl) TeatRepor"t) 
NIL 
('qr-/r-") ))) 
(dsgnco••ents conti"OlQueue NI~ NIL NIL 1 
((FLOW dsanrevweaa 
( "DIIIi!j!n" "OI"aft") 
(Oaon (Interfaces/Plan Input Output) REPORT) 
NIL 
("qrt.-")))) 
(dsgnoutputC contl"olQueue 
(dSQninPutC inputQueue) 
(dsgnplanc inputQueue) 
NIL. 1 
((FLOW chanotr"evwdeQn 
('DESIGN" "chenqe&re¥w') 
((Vel"fDsvn (Dnqn AltCelcutns Coeper1sons lteYws) Report)) 
NIL 
( 'VIII"'1 r1ed" • det,on•)) 
(FLOW chan;/revwGsgn1 
( "OES18N" ' ( flledbacl!.)") 
(verf'Dsqn Dsgnfteport) 
m 
("feedbk")) 
(FLOW chang/revwdsQn2 
( 'DES19N" "test&r"evv') 
(Yel"fOson 
(Oesvn AltCelcutns Coepel"isons ReY"'I) 
TestRepor"t Cntrct.RvwRepor-t) 
NIL 
("qr-Jr•)))) 
(dsonoutput.D eontr-o1Queue 
(dsgnlnPutO 1nput.Queue) 
( ds;np lanD 1nputQueue) 
NIL. 1 
( (F'LOW ver-fcls;n 
( "DESIGN• "test&l"evw") 
((Ver-fDsgfl (018gn Alt.Calcut.ns Coeparisons Revws) Report)) 
NIL 
( •ver1fied" •a .. iqn")) 
(f'I.OW telt./revvdsgn2 
( ·o~SI6N" 'test&l"evv"} 
(YerfDsgn 
(Oesgn A1tCalcutns Co•par-tsons Revws) 
TeetReport CntrctRvwReport) 
NIL 
( 
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(daQnc:JI~o• cont.r-olQueue NU. NIL 
((I'LOW Cl19f'Cft8n1Je-1np 
( • Dea1;n• "Changes• • (Input.)") 
( cnen;ea-lnr~uu) 
NIL 
(" Tnout.Revi-")) 
( FLOit c:IIQfiCI'IInQI•OUt. 
("01119n" ~chenges• "(Output)") 
(Chonon-Out.puu) 
NIL 
("0Ut.PUtRIYliW")) 
(FLOW oaqru::t'lolnliJI•P lan 
("D1119n" "Chenqea• "(Plen)"~ 
( Cl'lengea-"la.n/ Intl"f .tCII) 
NIL 
("hiCitiiCk")) 
(FLOW CIIQncnenoeAA 
("Des ion Cn•noea• 'Pl en/tnput/Out. ') 
(Os;nChanqe• (Plenllntr-hcea lnout Outout.) Reoort) 
NIL 
c·~r-tl"'"l)}ll 
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cont.rolQueue NIL NU. trtJL 2 
( (REFERENCEFLOW YO ldS9ft 
("DE8UIN1") 
(FLOW YtldtqnA 
(VerfOa;n (Dl~!n Revn) Report.) 
NIL 
("volds9n")) 
( "DESI9ft" • Report!") 
(YerfQagn (Dsgn ROY\oll) ReOOI"'t.) 
NIL 
("(lr/r•")))) 
(chon;lrevwason controlQueue Hll NIL NIL 1 
({FLOW YJildsgn-cllan; 
("0ESIQN2") 
(verfOegn (Oegn Revvs) Re~ort.) 
NIL 
("valdson•)) 
(FLOW veldsgnA-ehan; 
("DESIGN" "Repol"t.1") 
(VerfDson (Dson Revws) Report) 
NIL 
(•qrlr"")))) 
(tlUI"proponl~ 1nput.Q~o~oue NIL tilL NIL 2 
((fLOW dsqncnonoe 
("Ou1on• "Changes") 
(Oa9nChanvea (Input Output Phn/Intrfacea)) 
NIL 
("chon9ea")) 
(fLOW dsonchanooA 
("Des1gn• "CI'Ianoes" "Report") 
(Ds;nChanoes (Input OutDUt Plan/Intrfaces) Report) 
NIL 
("qr/1"'")))) 
(coeeont.AA contl"'o1Quel.le 
(cuat.erfodbk 1nputQueue) 
NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW asonproject1 
("Os;n ProjectP "(&tile Tar;et)") 
(D•9nProject (Expl~nn1on TarQet)) 
YaldDH 
( "Oe;nProj ect •)) 
(fLOW dSQnprojectA 
( "Dsgn Pf'Oject1 • • (Report) •) 
(OsQnProject (Explanat10n Tar9et) Reoort) 
Y.eldDH 
("qrtr•)))) 
(co••entA contro1Queve NIL NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW asonco••ents 
("Dea1;n• "Coeunu") 
(DsQnCo•nnt.s (Input Output Plen/Jntrhces) Repor-t) 
NIL 
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NIL HIL NIL Z 
111Drv't1:1qn 
( •t•DMI'f'•ll" "Oee1on• ~ 
(lePNt¥eOI!Jrl (Deqn New&oecfc:~n• HewPrc:CI'urs Tr'a1n1n9)) 
"" c·valoson•)) (FLOW 1eoroY019n1 
("Ieoro¥ell• "De•ton• • (Feedbeck) ") 
( Jnro¥e0eqn ReJ~ot"t) 
"" ( •reecttlk"}) 
(FLOW 111Dr"OVCISQnA 
( • J•Dro'<'eo• ·ou ton• • ( llteDort J • J 
(llor-oveOson (Ds9n H•wSoecfctns NewPreCiurs Tr-atntno) Re~:~ort) 
m 
c·ortr")))) 
(tnteasqn contr-olQueue NIL NIL NIL. Z 
( (fLOW test.Vtldsqn 
("OESJSN'" '(Tuted/lf41d,)") 
(Ye1D1;n (Deon Te1tRn•ort)) 
m 
("velCIIQn"}) 
(f!.OW tUtvtldSt,ln~ 
( "OfSIBN'" "Tested/Vola, • • ( Reoor-t) •) 
(VelDeon (D$C;In Test.«toort.) Reoor-t) 
m 
( "or"lr"}))) l 
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A endix IX 
SEdit l"~ckoge: IIJTEI'!LISP ; .A.I 
conerolQueue NIL NIL NIL 5 
((FLO~ psprocess 
("Produce/" "Service" "PROCESS") 
(Process (Sendrds/Codes KeyP~r~meeers)) 
NIL 
("process")) 
(FLOW psprocessA 
("P/S PROCESS" "Report") 
(Commenes Repore) 
NIL 
("qr/r")) 
(FLOW processcomne 
( • Process" "'Comment.s '') 
(Commenes to Valid~tion) 
NIL 
("qr/r")))) 
(valdsgn-chang controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 7 
((FLOW imprvdata 
("Data for" "the QI Project") 
(Data (Design Qlprojece) History) 
NIL 
("data")) 
(FLOW changprocessA 
(•Produc~/· "Service• ''Qual1tyd) 
(Process (Stndrds/Codes KeyParameters) Qlproject) 
NIL 
("process")) 
(FLOW changprocessB 
("PIS PROCESS" "Report") 
(Data (Design Qlprojece) Hiseory (Stndrds/Codes KeyParameters)) 
NIL 
('qr/r")))) 
(improvdsgn controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 3 
((FLOW improvdprocess 
("I oproved" "Process" ) 
(ImprvdProcess (Stndrds/Codes KeyParameters QIReport)) 
NIL 
(''process")) 
(FLOW improvdprocessB 
("Product/" "Service" "Quality") 
(OriginalProcess ImprvdProcess Comparisons Q!Repore) 
NIL 
("p/sq")) 
(FLOW improvdprocessA 
("Inproved• •Process• •Report•) 
(lmprvdProcess (Stndrds/Codes KeyParaoeters QIReport)) 
NIL 
("qr/r")))) 
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controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 2 
((FLOW testedprocess 
("Tested" "Process•) 
(Process (Stndrds/Codes KeyP~r~meters TestReport)) 
NIL 
("process")) 
(FLOW testprocossA 
("Tested" "Process• "Report") 
(Process (Stndrds/Codes KeyP~rameters TestReport) Report) 
NIL 
("qr/r")) 
(FLOW testprocessB 
("Product/" "Service• "Quality•) 
(ImprvdProcess) 
NIL 
("p/sq"))))) 
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contro1Queue NIL NIL NIL 5 
((FLOW testresultP 
("Prototype• "OK") 
(PasseOsgn (Measures Strengthes Weaknesses)) 
NIL 
("test" "result")) 
(FLOW testresultP1 
("Prototype" "OK" " (Report) •) 
(PasseOsgn (Measures Strengthes Weaknesses) Report) 
NIL 
("qr/r")))) 
(dsgnprtype2 controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 20 
((FLOW testresultN 
("Prototype" "Failed") 
(FaileOsgn (Measures Weaknesses Strengthes)) 
NIL 
("test" "result")) 
(FLOW testresultN1 
("Prototy10e•• HFai1ed"' "(Repor-t.)") 
(FaileOsgn (Measures Weaknesses Strengthes) Report) 
NIL 
("qr/r"))))) 
---- - ----···-- ---- -----------·· ----------,------ -------------
A endix IX 
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A endix/X 
A44 
((psprocess controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 5 
((FLO~ coomentA ("Notifications') (Notifications) NIL ('notification')) 
(FLOW cooment& 
('Notifications• '(Report)") 
(Notifications Report) 
NIL 
('qr/r')))) 
(testedprocess controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 10 
((FLOW coooentAA 
('NOTIFICATIONS') 
(Notifications) 
NIL 
('notification")) 
(FLOW comoent&& 
('NOTIFICATIONS' '(Re~ort)") 
(Notifications Report) 
NIL 
('qr/r")))) 
(changprocessA controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 20 
((FLOW negresult 
('Negative• "Results") 
(NegativeResults Qiproject) 
NIL 
("data")) 
(FLOW negresultA 
(DNegativeu "Resu1ts" "(Report)N) 
(NegativeResults Qiproject Report) 
NIL 
("qr/r")))) 
(improvdprocess controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 5 
((FLOW commentC ("Report') (mc1 2) NIL ("qr/r"))))) 
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conci"'lQueue 
(eanao•••r~t controlQueue) 
NIL Nil.. 15 
((FLOW C11Pr"OPOI.IIl 
( "Que11ty • • teprov•t • "Propotel") 
(QJOprtunty) 
QultylosOH2 
( •projecu•)) 
(FL.OII ut111ution 
( "ll!eaource• "Ut 111zat ion") 
(Eeti•etion) 
NIL 
("ru"))))) 
A endix IX 
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NIL NIL NIL 5 
((FLOW Pr"'OOOa•lA 
("P'P"ooo .. l" "(1, The T•,.t•t)") 
(OJP,.ooo ... l (PI"OI»>Ul hr"9et QL.ossRepo.-t)) 
NIC 
( "proooosal")))) 
(bencnurk' 1ncutQueue NIL HIL. NIL 11 
((FLOW Pf"VIIO .. U 
("P,.ooo ... l" "(6 The T.,.9•t)") 
(QIP,.ooo••l (P,.opoul r..-vet &enchurou)) 
NJC 
( "proooul"))))) 
A endix!X 
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controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 4 
((fLOW def1nldPI"OJICt1 
("Defined" •Pr-oject • • (Report) •) 
(OetndPI"Oject 
(H'IItQI")I AIDC1tedQLOIII CurntStatUI Tlr"91t Schld'-lle 
fteeowrcea) 
Report) 
NIL 
("Qr"/r")) 
(fLOW def1nldPI"'OjiCt 
("Def1ned" "Pr"oject1• "(6 Ta1"91t)") 
(Defnc:IPF"oject 
(History Asoc1tedQLoses CurntStatus Taroet. Schedule 
RIIOUr'C .. )) 
NIL 
("scep2")))) 
(propoulA controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 4 
((fLOW def1nedprojectA 
( "Def1ned" "Project • • (Repor"t )") 
(OefndProject 
(Hbtory boc;tedQLoees CurntStetue hi"Oet Schedule 
ftiiOUr'CIS) 
Report) 
m 
("Qrlr")))) 
(proposalB controlQueue NIL NIL NIL 6 
((FLOW definedpl"oject& 
("Defined" "Project • • (Repor"t) •) 
(DefndPr-oject 
(History Aeoc1tedQLoeee curntStatus Teroet Schedule 
Resources l 
Report) 
m 
( •qr-tr-•)))) 
(1epr-ovedpr-oject contr-olQueuo NJL NJL NJL 18 
((fLOW aer1noaproJectl 
( "Def1nell" "Project • • (Report)") 
(DefnciProject 
(H;atory A•oc;udQLotel Cur-ntStatul 
ROSOUF"CII:) 
Repor-t) 
NIL 
(•qi"/F"")) 
(fLOW def1nedpr"oject 
("Der;ned" "Project4" •(& TarQet)") 
(OefndPF"oject 
(H1stol"y Aa:oc1tedQLosea Cur"ntStatue 
,_IIIOUI"CIII)) 
A 
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NIL 8 
def1neciPI"'OjectR 
( •oet1necl'" "Proj"t • • (ltepOf"'t} •) 
(DefnciProjec't 
(H1atar~ At:OC1UdQlollll CurnUUtUI Taroet 
Schedule Resourc .. ) 
ll:spol"t) 
NIL 
("qr/r")} 
(I"LDW aet1nedOt"OJect 
("0ef1ned" "ProjectS" "(& Tar;at") 
(DefndProject 
(History Asoc1tedQLoaee CUI"ntSUtus Tarqet 
Scrtedule Resources)) 
NIL 
("steo2"))))) 
A endix IX 
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contro 1Queue 
((FLOII aauco11ecp1an 
{"Data• •eo llect ion• •p lan •) 
(DnaColect.nPln) 
NIL 
("qr/r")) 
(fLOW enalysedprojeet 
("Analysed" "Project •) 
(AnalyndProject 
(UpdeteH1story Tar~et Schedule Resources) 
Report) 
NIL 
("step!"))))) 
A endix IX 
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( "!l'o.-.u1a1:•G" •cauaa.&Effect. • "Relat 1onsn 1pa") 
(ForfiUlatedPI"oJect 
(UOdat.eH1at.o,-y Tar;at. Schedule Raaou,.ces) 
NewD.-t41ColectnP1n) 
NIL 
(":s:te~")) 
(FlOW neve~ac.callecplo~n 
("New Data• "Coll"t;on• "Plan") 
(Nawonaco lectnPln) 
m 
("qr/r"))))) 
A edix!X 
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Co.tlt.P'O 1Quew Nf l 
({fl.OV e1t.~JIOtllA 
(• A 1ter"'ntt.1ve" "Propo •• 1 •) 
(Alt.PP'OpoUlS UpCieUH11t.Ory) 
NIL 
("Pr-eCor")) 
(~lOW alterp,.opoaal 
( "Alterftat·h·e" "Pr"''Potal•) 
(Alt.Pr-opoaals OIP,.oJeet 
NIL 
(•stepS"))))) 
(Updat.eH11tory Tar"'gat Scftadule Resoureel) 
(NewDateColectnPln)) 
A endix IX 
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(altUtt'O~M~Ul contralQueue) 
NIL NIL 1 
((!"LOW conf1r••c.1on 
(•Conftr•1n9 the" "Jepr'O¥eeent") 
(Confredleprem: 
(QIPr"oject (UpdneHtstory Tarqee}) 
ltUSUr'U) 
H!L 
("st.ep6")))) 
(neqresult controlQueue NIL NIL Nit. 5 
((FLOW redeftnedproJecc 
("ftedeftnea• "Pr-oJect") 
(RedeftndProject (UpdauHhtory Musures)) 
HlL 
( "redef1n1nq • "t.hes:~roject •))) ) ) 
A endix !X 
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conc.ro1Que~o~e NIL NJL NIL !i 
((FL.OW s~o~ne1n1J<~~1ns 
(•New Tre1n1n;r "SDeC1f1eet1ona/" "Droceoure:") 
(Confr•di•crent NewSpcfcetns NewProceoures) 
NIL 
("Lossus•)) 
(FLOV sust•1n;e1nsl 
( "CNn;es• "Proceaures•) 
(C:onfredlepl"ent Chetlges (Spcfcetns Proceoures)) 
NIL 
("chen;n")) 
(FLOW IUit.1ftQI1ftiC 
c•;e,ns•) 
(QIP,.oject 
(Up~teH1st.ory T•r9et Scneoule ResOloii"'Ces) 
Conrreulecrent leesures) 
NIL 
c•nep7")) 
(FLOW 1Uitl1nqe1ns~ 
("AI..L." "liiUHS") 
(QIPf"OJICt 
(Upa.tett1st.ory T•roet SctleOule Resources) 
Confredleprent leuures CMnves 
(lpefcet.ns PI"OCidUI"II Tl"l1n\nQ)) 
NIL 
("qrlr")}))} 
A endix IX 
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((FlOW 
( •P,.ojecc.• •a. Hew r .... gec") 
{laprvec.P,.ojec~ (UpdeteH1st:ory NewT.erQet)) 
NIL 
( "1eproveCI" •project •)) 
(R!F!R!NCEI"'I..OV continuoua1ep 
( •cone 1nuoue" •t eproYeeent •) 
(9u1de11nee {Qieprv~c Resourcee)) 
NIL 
c·contiiip")) 
(FLOW cont 1nUOUS11PA 
("Cone inuous" • lllpl"ovee•nt •) 
(Cireport) 
NIL 
("c1"))))) 
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IDEM 
Integrated DEsign & Modelling 
(bUO<I on ID dO motbodolou a. stE!.I poa~<&co) 
•customer feedback •• 
(EXPONENTIAL 10)) 
; enaa 
A endix IX 
212 
•eenchmarking data" 
(EXPONENTIAL 28)) 
A endix lX 
; Edited 11-NOY-98 12:02 by 
; keith 
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A endix IX 
IDEM 
Integnted DEsign & Modelling 
(basod on IDofO methodolog- & stEM pac~ca,o) 
:=:.Edit Cntt·ctDH Pack8o•~1e: IHTERLI=:P ..f.. I 
(LANUBDA (self localOutputFlowData oldFlowData) 
•contr~ct reviews and amendments to design• 
(LET ((req (CAR oldFlowData)) 
(co~nt (CADR oldFlowData)) 
(ide (CADDR oldFlowData)) 
(rev (CAR localOutputFlowData)) 
(ame (CADR localOutputFlowData)) 
newOutputFlowData) 
(If req 
then (SETQ newOutputFlowData (APPEND req ame)) 
elscif (comnt (SETQ comnt (APPEND comnt rev))) 
elseif (ide (SETQ ide (APPEND ide rev)))) 
newOutputFlowData)) 
; Edited 11-Nov-9611:52 by keith 
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IDEM 
Integrated DEsign & Modelling 
(ba.so4 <Ill IDGO mothodalou & stEM padcaco) 
oldflowData) 
; Edited 11-Nov-9612:02 by 
; keith 
•oefining a design project after recieving almost the same comments• 
" for a pr"'oduct/service .. 
(LET ((cmnt (CAOR oldflowOata)) 
newOutputflo~Oata) 
(SETQ newOutputFlowOata (LIST cmnt localOutputflowOata)) 
newOutputFlowOata)) 
A endix IX 
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A endix IX 
IDEM 
Integrated DE:oign & Modelling 
(baso4 ... moiO mothodolog> a. <tl:l.l J*'k&c•) 
(~ (self localOutputFlowCata oldFlowCata) 
; Edited 11-Nov-9611:~~ by keith 
"Reduce Quality Losses-Opportunities regarding design• 
(LET ((cmnt (CACR oldFlowCota)) 
newOutputFlowCata) 
(SETQ newOutputFlowCata (APPEND cmnt localOutputFlowOata)) 
newOutputFlowCata)) 
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A endix lX 
"-·~ \.. IDEM ~ Integrated DE sip & Modelling (bt.U4 m !DolO mothodoloa a. st:nl pad<&co) 
(LAMBDA (self loc~lOutputFlowO~t~ oldflowO~t~) 
; Edited 11-Nov-96 11:57 by keith 
•oefine quality improveaent proposal• 
(LET ((ide (COOR oldflowOata)) 
newOutputFlowD~ta) 
(SETQ newDutputflowOata (APPEND ide localOutputFlowOata)) 
newOutputflowOata)) 
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Flow Diagrams for Design and Improvement 
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Appendix XI 
Detailed Documents Explaining the Information View 
of the Model 
Part 1: 
Part 2: 
Inputs and outputs to each IDEM box (Page 220-242) 
Description of information flows (Page 243-323) 
General Data 
INFORMATION VIEW 
~o:/' ~e$ D D \ . 
M 
,.,_ ~ ~t~Jy ~ 
... 
~~~IC 
' j 
I 
I 
I' 
D Attttt0- t 
'~. "• I !t 
.... 
!QMS ~ 
ftl (7 {)~/!I'" Cl /1', c.... •tV 
-
, . ! 
G11~-,,+, ,;..,f rn~."-S~._w.-e·: 
' ! IC~,., ., ..... ,~:5~ 
• Activity/Function: .~ . .L(p.A-1_6 ............................................ . 
-..\, • IDEV'\Node No.: A i 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
_:,_e ..• 
Clause: .. :lLLUt~..e...........: ... ,.V./-a".l.'.!-_,_:1/.:._~,...t:;. .......... (ISO 900' ) ~ -r-· , 
Clause No.: L[-. I 1 f3YI"'(C'A'"'-<-.:;::J 1 , 
.~I ... U' lA ~- :-/0 A . 1 ·+- I -· ' ,-/• • l»"'-"7'-: ;v,l\)/1.. (} .vLJ.= ror '+!fJ..."-1,(1 ~··p-r?"r.~ ... -c,_, ,J::·C°C~ ":"-6 . ..: 
CL AAi (.NO.: 5 J-v...t( 'T. 2. 
Flow oflnfonnation (Interactions) .v -·."('\~~\:.!2-lt:t,U 'lla•e_t; · ·.,Jp,.u it.JC!\) 1!\DAt .\"" ·'v:-·"' 
' I I v·r 
"' !o.f?; h'I\.Ji-1 'I ~ '("-~w,~ , :;:> e {Cl. V'\ .=: ' lt!,_ 'F 
Te .:U.rv\ w' c ·( !( 
(:;~udk~t'~ 
(cn ';t;NAn)i'Mf 0 '1\!~~~j- --*<+-"r·rc:,._-;;;.;. :~~ fCJ ~\Cl 
9 fctpfncd---::j J 
' VYlCI..lft.(f....,f,vovT~-----~ ('i-(A,SWCP'>-cJ ;:: Pe,f~('/1\J..'II(f ~ 1f)r ~.1-eC~.)wf()MU'-/ 
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INFORMATION VIEW 
General Data 
D D ~r ~1,{./0J, 
D ~.''"-'{!JI.J..CJ;...<:W.{i.u< (.:;_/ _ __,~ 
D 
D 
3~-/ M.f>.t. ·VI t; 
IA~t~f"?f7. 
~ 
• Activity/Function: ..G&kh1Is.h.£;,.MN.~!P...il'I .. ~ .. QJ.I.0.J!-.f.. . .5.YS;~ ...... I I 
• IDEN Node No.: A: 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
S) lii/ •' Clause: :'·.U-N .. ; ... ::::.>.:!.S.tG!.v.' ......................................... nso 900' ) 
Cl N " 0 ause1 o.: l.j..._ 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
s :~.sT::til.~tn.S~----7> prcc.ckcrc 
·J 
,,,.. ,, ((' L/ 
. . \I •. / -
' I 
, :tY1(/'fdlC.Ci. 
- f({je&{i,L(~:_, 
D 
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General Data 
D 
D 
A endixXI 
11 
(t'VW'~pof-t(!>, 
f()IW'I'C.p t d-
i~pfov(dlo k L...-._-bo!-
PSCf.uM.ify 
• Activity/Function: f?eM'CPJ.the .. .GJ.tA.Iia.d: .. w .. ~ef.·I.LC-e .. l.%Lte.S 
• IDEN Node No.: A I 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: .GYJ.f'J.qc{t.BWI.:CW/fL!(c.h~~~~d~~vl(.i{j.{JSO 900 J ) 
Clause No.: 4.\3 / Lf. b / Lf.f q 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
R.f.JJI {),' J 
:== A r'rt'/\ A 1<'-£ vt fs 
A endix XI 
INFORMATION VIEW 
General Data 
D 
D 
~r-----------~ 
~ }I C, 
~ l·t~ c--
i'IJJv~c¥-PJc.:, 
lPltAM) §] 
pi~ 
I 
prepM~D~ D 
p14JJI$ i) oru 
4.4.3 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
D 
' 
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General Data 
D 
D 
INFORMATION VIEW 
D 
iftr'GVW-IV1f 
au~- it~f 
I dtvvk Fy j R-e-'JI'&.w 
De?tffl't l"'p-d 
A endixXI 
• Activity /Function: .J.c&.a~.fy. .Aa.L .. JSe.v.\W. .... .Da;,tflt.l .. .l Y+ptuT 
• IDEN Node No.: Attl 2. 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: ... De-,~cr-····\11\.rJ ................................... (ISO 900 l ) 
Clause No.: 4. 4. 4 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
_l,. ·ifr. ... ).,p( Row "'~.~e-e :)~.fthifr f V\1\J,Jv,~ \~ 
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A endixXI 
INFORMATION VIEW 
General Data ~~-" I "-1 VUl+-t o/ vv~ jAM ~-Y'-" 
I 
D D 
D 
• Activity/Function: DoUU~e.J.:.~ .. Re..i\'f:AJ ... D.es..~ .. ClJ:pti 
• IDEN Node No.: A'f\3 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: ..... OeS:~.~ .. O..~ft.\.,t ......................... (ISO 9001 ) 
Clause No.: q. Lf.:, 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
,~J/Ozr.Jol f&w ~AA--" CiJ{l;rfntwre -- \v:-xt<M..-
. olid"f/ds, b ,~,,.,.fl# "dsd"o.ipvJ-"" ~ 
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A endixXl 
General Data 
D 
INFORMATION VIEW 
ol.-">1'-'~~·"P vetfrl-'>ff't> 
~t'-'C~-4.1 oLl}'Pft.rP<' 
ci-sr4"rwt~ ~~""'~_,(JI. 4!::~--e 
11 c- ~~ t;rUve-11 'L-------P-1 
• Activity/Function: Vu,f.y. .. ~ ... f?b.Jfb..J .. ~e. .. ~f.4.(G~ 
• !DEN Node No.: A 4/ t 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: .. De.?gu. .. R.e.>~iw.J./.~~-·v.'u&cit.Zc~ .. (ISO 9001 ) 
ClauseNo.: Cf,,lfo 6 / Lf,Lt. 7 
Flow of Information anteractions) 
... 
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/-v 
. . I : I • ~ • ..,. 
''. 
," . .1 
' ,, 
'I . ' If'-
_.,- '' 
A endixXl 
_/ 
A endixXI 
INFORMATION VIEW 
~If:! 
General Data 1\.l«A.- ($-... 
~~-----.>! 
~---§) 
i 
• Cross Functional Reference: , 
Clause: ... 0f!.~·(/"'.,; .... V.&Li.da.h1Jj .. ~f)c:1;h-: ... d,w:-::-:.:'(ISO 900 ( ) J ,j ~· 
Clause No.: 4-- Lf. i) / 4: 4- q 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
_,_ 
\'M ~.-4-c.. 
--tJ--------
~· 
~~?r ~\ --pp--k.;,rr;u..Jc0ffv' 
~ ~ "iPl"f(efl<irf) cvvr 
h7tveJc0~A-
A endixXI 
{.7 ----· 
~}e 
~x~ 
:=:::= d~S 
_L.p-roV~ 
-== Des-tg-11 
~ I ""fiPVe.d 
De si '}'V' 
f'eeAbOLk 
~ De-SI&N 
~)t Vtv!c{. 
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A endixXI 
INFORMATION VIEW 
General Data 1/t.f.,.dJ! tt.< &;rtr\' D D 
D 
D 
D 
• Activity/Function: fti.LJ:tf:y..:AAJA.P.I~ ... P.\tdm..i/.~Y.1CL: .. P!c.Ct5>~e5 
• IDEN Node No.: A q-:z 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: ..... Ro.ct:.71S. ... Cnnftii.L ............................. (ISO 900 I ) 
Clause No.: 4. q 
Flow of Information anteractions) 
iMfdvJ.?; =----vr""pq.,JrroCefJ _ /VYlprove.d 
£rQCt'5S 
,·..._['f,..M.fr'C05B = F}11ol«..cf/ 
S-avicf' 
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A endix XI 
-kiv al~ f"' .....,.--~t:>k?1diproce;.,) ;;;::=.. \V\'\ p wvet·( ~VJ( . P. 
~ /0f-{'4rtt(&7JI3 -fPC£/Y) 
3- ProaM-d/ 
7::JeNrCt 
Qi,ttvlfr 
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A endixXI 
:0 -~ -·~- ---
INFORMATION VIEW 
General Data 
D D 
D 
G=Shubt,:,h 
D ln?pedra V\ I T~-t- +t:?tie).Jrj' 
fQ?(ed-v<J~ ft't3 
D 
• Activity/Function: eslJh.5h .... ln~YJ/lkJ1JoJ.Pro.cedu.r.e:6 ..... (f 
• IDEN Node No.: Alt-3 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: {Vl.~Jf.l .. M_at .. J?..;;,.u·v.~ ..................... (ISO 9001 ) 
Clause No.: L.f: !0 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
D 
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General Data 
D 
D 
D 
~f(Q-
NPrt-UVI PrH"' I "'rf 
PfttW/beNIL 
(' 
• Activity/Function: .. ~.k\}:(v.{ ... Y.\O!tl,. .~n.fd.~\~ .. f.tocl«.dj.Se.<:i.'U 
• IDEN Node No.: A .t.t<f 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: .. ~o.L. . .er/...I'Ja.ta.UrAfai.~~t~ .. .f?cg.d<.LLT .. (ISO 900 ( ) 
Clause No.: 4.13 
Flow of Information anteractions) 
\,~ 
improvdproced) \ . •r<l< 1/C'DW'>~B Ndh·A&Jzol[) 
=== (J<.~t~' 
- i ' ....... ~ 1,.·>· /) .1 • . 1 
.. ·---·-
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INFORMATION VIEW 
General Data 
&~of 
m 
+ 
D 
D 
R-cdM.-c.-e 
~·ljloS5e5 ~~~~------~ t5 
ASI 
vtJ.ci.J 
~ ... D-1 
D '---------1~s;+AS11 
~ 
~ti>t:p.t; 
' Q. fi. : I . il' j C.,'.o~ • Activity/Function: .. ~ .... ' .. L!..CJ.t. 1./ ... W .• .'::J.'..-.tt ............ .. 
• IDEN Node No.: AS I 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
clause: .... Q.wt-1:-ry. ... La.S.St:.S ........................ aso 9ooy 
Clause No.: 4.3 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
un.·~uJtoV\ -===- Resauc-e 
UhJ~ 234 
A endixXI 
. V"'. -
INFORMATION VIEW 
General Data 
D D 
D 
1-
D 
• Activity/Function: KeCoJIJ)l.Z.:': .. O..Vl.IW~~~eN::c...;. .. ~ ..... Of.p.~thV\11 
• !DEN Node No.: A'S 2_ 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: .:k.vabL~J---~e .. .W.ht.k ... O~~~rso 9oo7: lfJ 
Clause No.: 6. \ 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
~J¥ f>/cw;, L--
Q_r f(~ po scJ --~ Pw ~.,__\ R 
..., 
. J'f'!'· t<-J-.e.. 
V 
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D 
INFORMATION VIEW 
General Data ~' cL?~~v 
4\S ~l ~-
D 
D 
D 
• Activity/Function: l~,·.tiJ-.e ... QI.ff.Q'J:tti;.jJ1&k.ifdz~ ............. . 
• IDEN Node No.: A:5.2..::L 
V 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
' 
Clause: hi\.~J:ude ... q1<J.k·.W7 .-c:Ju.JJ:fdeJ..f.i?.L·:::,JG .... (lSO 900 '!: ~ I • 
Clause No.: 0. [).__ or C'·d{VtriV; 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
-. , •. . t j ___c 
~·~--
-
-
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D 
~ 
\ ""'~"") 
~~'"' (A.Me 
A endixXI 
-~-----
INFORMATION VIEW 
'"~~ 
Genernl Data O ~~1 A<~ O 
! 
0 o.efrn !'PJ·at 
D 
D 
\V\ v' C)~ -t' 
f~·bl~ 
UU<.5 U;, fl) z 
I r. ' p I /'~. 
• Activity/Function: ~.'(1.:/.e.s.~t:.,.,L.OY.-~b .. £ ..... ~,!-~~S. ......... . 
• IDEN Node No.: A 51- :S 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: .. kll: Shc.a..h.·7.1C .. & .. laJ.c.Cru.~es ... (ISO 900<9-p 
Clause No.: C'. ~ 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
cLtkh ~(m~ ccf\----,j>~ty?dpi~jC<.-7' 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\. 
\)f olt~ 11 « #A»~ 
D 
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A endixXl 
INFORMATION VIEW 
General Data 
D D 
D D 
D 
D ~~ 
te.--e 
• Activity/Function: .G.?.~.~b.fis.h ... ~.e.$;e~-~-ll.~~fs kpr, 
• IDEN Node No.: A~ 2..4 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: .. &.S.b..b),~1J~.wt.${.n~,.,..e.~ .. /(t{dy~ISO 9004· fj 
Clause No.: tJ · Lf 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
~er( g NtMM -e (),JpJ f. M-No~ -F 
~su{ Po/l-it P ~e 0 effa1 rof lfvl v--\td-~ ~e0eW 
Re [Jzov-.5 kt f6 
~ul/{(_fl% = New~ 
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General Data 
D 
D 
D 
lctk-c 
Prc.v!Jf'!/CctfecJ, ~ 
PrckiJ~A) P62. 
• Activity!Function:ltLkt..Heut~ .. J:wJijui(edza~ ... Aclrcv:..~ ....... . 
• IDEN Node No.: A 52. S 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: Tal<ltf .. ~i~hV.e..c.r. .. Ca((C:t.-&lie.!.kW.w.f, ... (ISO 900tt-~ 
Clause No.: f:J . '0 
: Corrakve~ revev.frve ~P..t\ll (ISO Wl) 
·. !Jt-ILf. Flow oflnformabon anteractions) 
r"' , ~trtJ l N~--e lJ,hf],Jf.&~ _j_y~v-e 
J;;.0r!e{kd -v-a./0-propt~>A./ft _ !tlkrn~vnil-f' 
\ P-rc p,s~l 
\ / cJkrprofO) J 
D 
" Lo 
&w"" 
t1hekpf 
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General Data 
D 
D 
INFORMATION VIEW 
Take Rev. 
Uu(t .. 
~ 
! 
I 
D 
A endixXI 
• Activity/Function: .. ~Vl.~{!Clf.the.~.V.o.roeJ ................. . 
• IDEN Node No.: A6:J.6 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
/"" ::: . . -:-f. -, T 
Clause: .... .:....::_ }:\;-:l(f..'_lY.\.~.J.Y!.e.J...:lt\'{'~£0..: ...... (ISO 9004--0 
' ' {) 
Clause No.: C.tJ 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
- rtd~~WD{ftjref ~ ((ede/I~d 
.f®·ecr 240 
D 
\ ""'~~ 
~.r 
\'rCjCC 
A endixX! 
- ~---- -----
:1-- .. 
INFORMATION VIEW 
Tttke Rev. 
General Data CMrt . . 
D 
D 
D 
• Activity/Function: .. ~l'l-~lro.e..J.he.~.V.6.me;± ................. . 
• IDEN Node No.: A 0;l6 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: ..... w.v.dlV.I')l(~i.f1.e.I\M.fl~-(ISO 9004--'t) 
Clause No.: 6.(:} 
Flow of Information anteractions) 
~ttt ~-'f'JJ~JpJ f!aoJ.""' 
--Fr'P'~f\Rf~~-
0( 
- r&~~KWAprj-0 ~ ((ed.ehV! -ed 
~ee) 240 
D 
A endix XI 
INFORMATION VIEW 
Q,~ ~( ,...,.,. 
General Data K-.e~!'t 
D 111516 1 D 
D 
"'"'+" 
D 
D .. (~ 
• Activity/Function: .. i::.ll:":.k.<.ik1.:.The..&.0.-l)('...S ................................... . 
• IDEN Node No.: AS 3 
• Cross Functional Reference: 
,..-,.,. r • . .:...P 1': • 
Clause: ..... ':::::J.~-~·~;.~,.'...L .. :Y.'.!.' ... ~u.~!.~ ............... (ISO 900 ) / u /~ u 
Clause No.: D, / 
Flow of Information (Interactions) 
r 
V\ fio i CiovJ "b.!/:,__1' .:7;:__ _ 
?\'\fttY'r'l\..~·c"' ~---?"'" 'S'A/7 \o...it-.~v...s 
-==:!;J lo ,, k 
._, 
f'.k_.,,; :?"'.1 ;t' ;r'tf 
S pe c..tft c~h o<r·\-' · 
,-.._, I 
..t1 0 ( (.£/ <. IJ ~:) 
ALL 
/'_ 
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INFORMATION VIEW 
General Data 
D D 
D --------.,~ \-,~ 
~~~ 
D 
D 
• Activity/Function: .~.\'\.h~~-e .. ~e.T~~ei.M.~ ....... . 
• IDEN Node No.: A ?Lf-
• Cross Functional Reference: 
Clause: ... (a.ll\..rr.itl.tA.t.(J··~-~--~~ffat.~eJaso 900 ) 
Clause No.:!). 8 
Flow of Infonnation anteractions) 
(a,AW fuur MaMA ..f? 
p\0)tcti~M C 
A endix XI 
Flow of Infonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: ./Y1U'l~me.'('..."t .............. . 
Full Name: -~~ .............................................................. . 
IDEM Source: liJE;'M. Or'r~r~{ 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .~ 
Full Name: .. 8C?J-rcL..;;;f. .. ))~w:'..t:/-T 
Explanation: .. ~i.G-~o>..e.J: .. .p.~ .. a. ... !!.LW. .. !J)}c .... Jin. .•• ~h\.alw.!utJ 
~ .. f~J~ ... CilA-~ •. M::.~ .. m~tk.l.:t'lb'N>..Ah.i1.Ltl 
~il.Gol .. ~ ... :MJ,~ .. eo:u.tuL.k .. d.i..f~t 
{b{.~!_Zf~;}: .. Q..e}iv.r20LMXC?) •. .tz:(.iv:.;.~L-e .. .!..~ ..... 
CffitJtl 1£ Ctu1 Ord..¥1 COIY\Tf'&:J) arh'Cil~.Y''' ;cJ.a~....-; :tppiOVJ 
f/AVl JJ-i";( ~ 0'~1. 
~ f{;WUI·~"J : 
( (Dtle.dL'o \{l) (ft Ff(OVCl/J (I kct..) ( c~~""OA-b (51A.(CJif')) 
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A endixXl 
Flow of Information (J)etails) 
Flow Name: .:~U.f-.15-~g.y ................ . 
Full Name: ~J!fpllf£..6../:TtM'tJ-[························································ 
IDEM Source: 40eM Of~tM-W f 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .. ;.~ .... 
Full Name: .. .f.~VJ~.L.U .. ~cdcgy-············· 
Explanation: ... ~ .. J.f; ... O~te ... a-:J..!t.e..~~.fa.L..~ .. e.v . .'a.l.\.'f.\,~ .. ro 
.. :1c.teTCV.M.~.--:rU0 .. &liM:q:y ... L~ .. ~J.i.7.~~JJ:-:r:.~y .. ,:lfct _ 
-~--~.r. .. fbtWJ.~~--a.w1.JJ1t.r.lz,~,0 .. .Q.~~L~Jz . .fhbcy 
2Jfl.1.\. LL \ \J .. o.tKu .. l?.l CM~:-. s .. l:'!\. :11.-e. .. ::_" f->~ •.•....•......•...... u ,. ;-
DJv_~: 
((!A(tffe&y) lB.6lv6SJ'/tlVI)) 
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A endixXI 
-· ···--··---
Flow of Information illetails) 
Flow Name: LlM."#n(.-&d.b.lc ............. . 
Full Name: .. 6J.5.\a~£l"feed.b~.k; ..................................................... . 
IDEM Source: f-Dz;M Ofr~t'nflo{ 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: ... .c{.?. 
Full Name: ... ~.\o."tn-:ei. .. fedh~ ........ . 
Explanation: ... 0.o!a~---~~k.) ... ia.al.'flo .. i1YJ.e.~ .. fhe.!r.c'e~:l­
····!mpd.t~ ..  .. {bf..~~:pf-·CL.··CVVVS ...... 
. . . )v:. .. bf.ar.J.u. . .S61!.CJ··~h:7 .'r:':.e.C. .. ~ .k. .. 'fM:8A .. 
... ink:(v-.J .. ~.uklv.-..J ........................................... . 
01M\ot"£f petabdll< 
DJ-oJ{~~: 
llcom---<rt)(_ eo~pi~V~)({on{ifM_~)(pfW)) 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .he.ncw<ko .................. . 
Full Name: be&P.t;h~kliJ .. c&Ja, ....................................................... .. 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: . .bd .. 
Full Name: ... berll.hfXl.e-iku.~.~ ........ 
Explanation: Jn .. tJ.C ... vrg .. ~hV.e. .. (})!.{/d. .. ,.fa .. hMe. .. £JM.~ 
./IJ.~(~ .. ~ ... rk .. eo.mp.cim.r.s .. .p.\'t>' .. -CJ.c ... 
. ~.i~·~ftt:Mt..Iai.£ ... ,¥:J .. ,~.01J1···arJ···b~ .•. 
Th et. -cf ( f:.7 .'J~.l0. eut..'t:o. .. f.? cb.Ve ... ·CLf¥'-f'!ok .. ~·r-.f?arw­
ftoV\ &UiiV! ref"t r-o cc; ~y ~t~+ rk 
#o[tl\ -t& ~-rv ( _s 
Wa. tfdkJ/~ty : 
( ~c~vMLikS) 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Infonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: .f1AAJ .................................. . 
Full Name: .f?.laAl.J ................................................................................. . 
IDEM Source:~ /'1:iJAI.S -lt1 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .f.lo.l'1 .. 
Full Name: .. . j?ltl.N'l ••••••.• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Explanation: ii~ ... <J¥l .• ;M.p.lt:e..t: .. ~/:(~ .. a.v:-d. .. Q..tu.../;;f . .RzllC. y 
a..c:,~t?.~ .... 6-Wd. . ..Be ... df,ue&f({;£L.,?a:c. .. 
j1.. ~ •. QM. sy s.~Gw.-.... IU.1t eN a~·. 1£W:5. .. f.L:\.Y.l. .. ;s t.~.L J A. k 
fr.d~~Ji-dt ... aJqud.e. ... rer~ .. .atr .. l.uyW"lt f.d. ... pa~ '('r-e/ 
n {cc a,!{ ~ef c0i,vr~ '?!At~ ~ [)e-s-~_·1 '11. 
Befcre tel~~-o,._2J 'lf1f' fl~ fer '""P/e,.,c.vbh~, !1-sl>.v!J) 
~ pt'PVC¥1 1 rn~. 
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------------
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: -~.#JI'Lk. ....................... . 
Full Name: .:r~v.kl{k._ .. ~u~ ................................................... . 
IDEM Source:~ !~MC,- /11 COil~~~ ~ce: eoxJe.nd..~""\..UA.Cll-~"/kc--wt~(!<- A 1 ) 
~=e~~ru::: q . .;2...Lf. eoi'<I~WI\\WlOVI ~ ~ WO(k Oso~~-4) 
Abbreviation: .jc/..e.4 
Full Name: ... ,J...e.u.. ................................... . 
Explanation: .f.5 ... J.7&Ji. . .f£at.e.~.S ... is .. a...kivJ..d.'*-··~-~f.k.7~ 
~(_,U;I(j{.L21,··(~{~...ff~·a.J..&J(l:lL~:-·~-f. 
f}wl~.f{} .. pf. .. ~.al.~ .. .are .. fl,rm~ .. cw.1.l.. 
=e.J.: .. to. .. w.fft:.ce..J.::.~~---·LZk:~ .... ce.~c!L1· 
~ttMJ1v~\ 
( ((:nudu'!~&.J)) _ . 
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Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .t;1f.O.kt.y. ............................ . 
I"" p11Y #{ 
Full Name: ~-~--~k0.f·································································· 
p~ ~IA.fU: 4.1.1._(\l~hf f.?u~c__y -tSOWI) 
IDEM Source:~ I'QM5 -Ill 
(D~wl I [)eM S?wte : De ~h1f @~, 0 ky- A r l) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: ?af/1... 
Full Name: ?l,UJti.ibf .. te~l.tS!fcwds ...... . 
Explanation: .fi:Jf. .. /mpti'-r.!I~.CL;4..~~l~ . .t:&J.:l ... t':--~ . 
. ~ .. LU-01/.I!QL:o ... /IJ,.tfuirJ.Ji-e. .. o~~\V.n .. ~JAld 
-~--~~~wz~.IJ-1···-tffUra .. ty .. :JmPf'.V~t:~ ... 
id.t.Lb ..... ! Y.; •• &.1/:) ... (~ .. ~-t).d11J.fr1- /;.:r:.-.y ... t6;z. 
OVle of Ktt: IJY'0{;t ~~fln'+-a,..::t r!l'5feZ/.s refktle, 
fo k r"f11(TW\If d. ~JO!l t'v1 (le_.vJ 1~lt10; :, 'rr cJ.errc 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .Ma-)U~e.JrAud:. ............. . 
Full Name: .qJUJ.lify .. J~piO.I/&«-.J. .. ~~\Me.wnex;T. ... 2L .. fb.-&tf!'ft" (f' Y'f\{l'?v-fe 
h~SI1~C ·. 5.3 -#. (tt)~!Jt?:J ~-~ !'WI{Jf!terr-d 
IDEM Source:~ I~MS -At) 
~f1'9J·vv-i IV~ ~IM'Ce :M~ QJ -Ptt---) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: :leG~Js 
Full Name: -~-fivi~.(,&Yt: .. re~tJ):; 
Explanation: .ifuptdi~1·· U.. fi/Mv.~r--~~}{;,u... .. W.h~J.ltMSjt:>. !L ....... . 
. m.~t~t-~-~~ .. .shcv..!A .. k ... ~~-h"&b ... !m. . 
Of#.>~. ... ta. -~~·f:J''·' , ...reo v..A Is.~. ·OC!_· .. jO':\fX'C.'It.'r..t.T o.chifr 7 /fgt( 
6 .. u:e.IL1b .. .!:0 .. ~:~ -~-~+. ... app.a~ .. fet. !~{h:'~ ve.:l. 
A) M-t•Jro"w{ IV\ i't.<" .,~~ 1 'Kc ""-e,M'tA'~ s~\i{ k 
in itkJi.iJ,, /o cpv.-tf (~ CUCcY'Aktf e-u1 t0 tf~f£f rv"~Ml-\ 
~ 0<0 u.ntoM<A~5ft~) pi'N0') e fh~ctt.C.~') ~ 
V 7 o c., e 1tt1 (e. )5{{). 
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-···-----·- -
Flow of Information <Details) 
Flow Name: .~.e ........... . 
Full Name: .. ."IJ!JpfP.Y:~d..f,fa Lt.tiM.I.t;;;. ...........•...•............................... : ...... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
--~'---Q~vJy ... ~y.s~ .... -.l.)O..W.!... 
IDEM Source: f37hlj ~VIt t\. <Q~ty' Sy).- fl2 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .q.'/j.C.7 q IJ.,_ 
Full Name: 3u .... kJ'f-f{f.O.ft~/1e.&.td..s.:./.qu#..lify ct-,5Stdd.VI(t" 
Explanation: ......................................................................................... . 
. .After. .. r.ees.o.t't)···~-ftit:.O< .. cJvl~ ... ~ ... '! .. SJA?htu 
~~-~-~· .... ~ .. ~.-~ .. e{fv.th.~ 
5p.u.tfl.W7i:r. .. j·~~-~.e~ .. ~i4 .. )J:f.a/.1:; 
rroce.iufUJ. /I') C$vt5efttt-t1~ 1~! ¥ ~ p-to{ak 
Ltb eve!( M ~l fttW~ swt<U b-e ~L 
~.{t~d.t {} )J. 
Jo_~~~ 
( ~) pitC~)@. P tU\>\•~ )) 
---··---
------
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A endixXl 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .c.o.nHU.W.W ....... . 
Full Name: ... CtJvJro.l. t. (dif»J. .(fe;l.t eM!~/ CJ.Jro(.JAt.tV(I e..J). ............ . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
.. 4.<9-0·-···Ce.Vlif£I4t: .. reM.tw.(.I.S.O..f,U/) 
t. 4. 4-_ D~ ~ ~-~~w.t ... u.sa .. W.lJ. ....................................... . 
IDEM Source: tfev1bJ "!ft( CbiJ..Irad ~ 6-efrlrCf I-?$U.C~ -IT 3 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation:~Utvl'(p./ 
Full Name: ·-········································· 
Explanation: -~(f-fo .. :ffl:e .. s~Jt,..d .. ~if)fbf.JM-.. inp.a: .. ~Y.wll 
.. i;P.k.e ... JU\kl .. ta..s..:c~M. .. :t{;~ .. {e.>uvlls .. o.f..~ 
.~!.<...f-r.Ut.[W.lf.M/ .. .4,t,IL"utizt{)!! ... D.udttf.t .hy. .. £e.esWICJ 
J'edM.l.k .. &"tlrn.l\t:AU&~!iYld ... a.v.). ... <fo.L!\U?.I~e{ 
. hK-1~ ~-cM, 1!1~ r~ Is ~ ho v..W l&e ~ lo 
".r.~ D~ '' ~·C!J. MMeoveJ, f~ C'f. ~n¥cu::J-
revrtw5 ~b-.i'/ltu.(\1\ bu pr~d.«L'i:J fele~ rpw..t~r <epoil'o(_ 
(Coll\lil-<dfWw A). 
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A endixXl 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: (CJJ.vJ.(t:.p.aff:: ....... . 
Full Name: ltt.10U..d6Ji.VJ .. .{epDff .................................................. . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
.~ .. Cm.'rr?YI.JeditAJJ. .. ~~b4-~i) ........... . 
4-.lf.b. ~ re.v,.w. ... u.~ .. w.u ... fbAf.l....~ .. l-:f-7~~:P"-Jklr~~05P fA 
IDEM Source: Rwev; lf.e CcVllft~.eJ-aM 'xfv,ce_ \SSI-\e~t-113 
(Original ID EM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .qi{f.. 
Full Name: .qJiJ.U:fy..f.qJI.fsj.(~ ....... . 
Explanation: ~-~~-&JI ... S4(&v.eJ··~"tv-.J.·n~.': .. 6hc.Wd. . .c,J.o\~o{u' 
lfi:e..f~fs.~ .. oJ.{ .. ~fu<.d:.[e.\ltfu.l.. ~hV:t ika • .ta.lf0 
r.~ .. :~.~: ... :s.en.A~---~k ... ID ... 'r;,.~ 
!J . L . -!- · ' "Tf. .;. f?. _ I (t.N!I.MJ ....• ~ ... f~lY.I4. .. ~T. (.6lt£MJ. •... iW-I..,t.et:A. M.f.k 
cttv--LY6e by ~(.B,J-~t fg(»J • AA.P( f~f t'11 pt'Oo/.M.CA~ 
{ep-Ht fh Cl-0 ~ CUJVt C)-f-t..er t" vw'dv~ ol d.cpM Jn.e~. 
ihJ repnt w oH er r-erolk r:xtJc;kLu(j b,Y ·wvo.rPJ.f rev·,c.w· 
utJA r~l(.v}.Q U£~5-t.iv'f'l a,.~ c~ cJ·tA-~~ ~{ 
, 
f._J/fM ~ ,.lMrv-i~er----r-. 
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A endix XI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: :(eNullq?lll.f.::.JL ..... . 
Full Name: . k t;. kd. ~tv'J-. t.1 v.-. f:ict/X. (er/.L M. ..[e p.c.d:· ................. . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
LJ.<S. CD"'IrMt-rev,-ew o;,c {1111) 
'Li'.'ij.''&::~tf'{6;j'fi.N't.i~'(ltM1)"''''''''''''''''' 
Lf.lf. 6. o~,... of£1,fc~£f5tt-1;14t) ............................. _. .............. .. 
IDEM Source: R-evil(,.v.J Hte Ch.ll£0:- -- _ ff3 . 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .q.--1/.i. 
Full Name: .. C!yw,&:fj..f.epal.r~flet~ui.~ ....... 
Explanation: .. /.1f.kt, .. ~.la.IH.'!f· tkx.~ .. :l!ea.fs .. ~&J:td ll~ .. /~ 
p~ve..l.e~!Jts., .. 4iJ~dtW.!L~ ... fe.Lr~ .. ~ baO{ 
~--~r-····Tki-~.k ... ,.~--~t .. .aw~.. 
ittt:M .. a.. .. ft.(J#f.: .. f.IJoiL .. be..(lRJ.dt..ue .. ./.(() . .ar.du.. h1.. 115-f J c !"11 l«vvJ/eKIU M) cw, lt::> 1\'1~ • 
DJttlfWti·~: n.; (~rt ~ OM'e4 1-l.e o.v~l Jt'},;,r a.vv(. CL. pt~"'f"M r~ ~{ 1-l...t CJ;-'::i""~ 
((T~ml~Vl )({ic.pcrr)) 
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A endixXJ 
Flow of Information <Details) 
0 
,;/J.. IIA-, 1~ ~ (],,u"!J~J-.J c,~p~,J{sefvtCe ctw•,lf) 
Flow Name: -lmf/iJ.'(.fCI:A~.... r.?t..t 'J -
Full Name: .. toopl.ale.d.deort.~X'""·Ca~lc.aLt:.&MJt'.w .. K'qai±" .... 
Cross-Functional Source(s): ~lltk 
!t-e-3o- .L@.\Il.Jtad:.--.reu.£ euJ. .(l&.a. W.l). ....... . 
4.4.'1. o~JV' 1/dv~:d..J:w.lf.I.{J.;;o..ro.tu). ............................... .. 
IDEM Source: R'evre.w tf,-e C,VII-tu-d-. -- -.A-3 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .. 1!/.C. , ft?1 
Full Name: .~Lu.uy . .c4''iSJ~a(f;~.P.ro.d1lt.t/~eiv(Ce ~t~Y 
Explanation: ........ ; ................................................................................ . 
-~-·~~'{~'f··ti:tJpl(H..eJzy .. ct .. 1JJ.£LJ.'l···l·n~pt!16~ 
Pifjecib.y..~f1A··fJ.rtJt.~ .. 7'"(}..J?cd.bk .. :;;.~ ~ 
rr f.bJt.Jtcv.J::.ff.JjJfMJ..: . .f£"1.,v.-/.~ .. }i(J •• .CI./lAr(4:;f·~ 
f1i7~0 oc repo;t- J'h ftt.b r~tl. 
FvJt{,efMife) tCt0 Jt.(V{ of f.,...fXWe"""-e~~ t6~Jc( k 
~ ~ dfv-<\onsV,Jz0~ fer ~0~~~~ (ro ~/S«rltCe ~f . 
·~- .: ... ._ .. -····-· .:. ..... 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .d6cf1tlpJM ............ . 
Full Name: .fJ/D . .p.l~,-~Ol&·~·}AkifM.~ ...................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4--~.:LD~j~·~&ekpr..e..:t.:P.i.utiU~{ISt W /) 
q.q .. i3 _O~~.~ .. !:eeJn~t\~cM ... itJ.i:uf.c.!eo ............. .. 
IDEM Source: /?e,~ .D~.D__e[Av,vf~&OI(tf~h.lvdetfNo, -!T'i/j 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: dp.~ 
Full Name:o{gf;~.p.lCAJ14 ........................ . 
Explanation: ./k(or.@u..1J .. h.~~.&,~.,..tfJ:<..~k':f.P.kif. .. s.fwt-JA. 
.pr~ .. p.l~.~.t. .. eu.h .. ~.d.Mv(.~ . 
cuJiv.r:;y ... tuA..IIL.Mft4hty ... Of~.~~M<{ .. ~ .. ~V!'ctl-/ 
Ii,JU{JM!4 .. .he.lwt!!tt.J/IMiO.M .. ~.Ltf6 .. J~VtLVIf.d.Jr...lhf1) 
tn b ~ • /h( f&M t"'lcJv.duf.. re?~"bt"ldi ~ 
(~0 ~ ~ ~(0) tAAt,o{ a.J6d li-1~~ M~ 
c&Jt·f1{1;{ ~ C'll (({!r 1"<\tv:>ki") f~ ruvl ~wf(l( 
ff!.t{rl((~~ {et_(f..»e}, fro"' ''M~ \QM..S 1: 
Nvreeve;r(') ffit DID p~ IJ.YJ{ Jitl/etfeu£/) M"e r~eor~ 
(n dfd.tf lr7 U$e tJ offief tlthV,-~0&PxO..) b7 &evv<.< B 
et r~r-1- ab C[,Awlf rt(Mrf/r~urd-s (olsf- f/liJ!l fr) . 
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A endixXI 
--·-- ... ·-~---- --
Flow ofinfonnation (Details) 
Flow Name:-~~~,.,.......... _ 
Full Name: {j}j~J:f./4tJ~~~-········-··········································· 
Cross-Functional~urce(s): 
.:#;.1[ .. f2--..f2bc~--k4.d.ui~d.:.p.M.;.r,ntV16- (Jj Q rtj-& I) I 
Lf. 'f: 3_ Or~~~.mw.·CL/ ... lnlfJ.&§1.(. .. !L) .. 
IDEMSource:ffe~D/0 fld-v'S cuJ. kcli./tXtf· ln~e?-fil+!l 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .(/:{/.t. 
Full Name: .~.ftptrl?./.~ ...... 
Explanation: .J¥).¥t/.Jp: .. fo .. ~ ... fftp:1..u.·flzo,{..~.fl.-f.1-M~~ 
.. Mfk.i.peA!JJt-1Yle..J ... ~ . .UJd{.~ ...  . .tE6c?ttYL~ 
~kaJAU. .. JJ,e .• ~.a. ............................... If..«e.fbe) ~ 
(C~I,~{.~ .. L().~ .. (~.~ ... &-J-..AJ.al.Jr.e .. f.C~k.e{ 
• t0 ~ (C{flifs/feuw0 tv vse by relevo.»T 
dJ-~o..tlJ.,Vr~/~0. JB( r·~)~lf Cl r~(26ff­
Cowi k ~r \-o ·+riA!Vva cttpt )' te·r prc·ltdc:(f 
fitu v-.iO Cev.lCz,cr:;, fO{ c.iv-o-4(\" ~....02,1 'tl f\ e.. \ . 
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A endix XI 
Flow of Infonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: ~J~p-~.C.~,(~~ ~"" {dll.i~tv' tW... plo.x. '*") 
Full Name: .(6J.I"G"'-. .. atp..p.LM..~.iV\.~ ............................ . 
Cross-Functional S.ource(s): 
#.~;.?,~DIO;RIAAn\·vzr-································4·A-· 6 . ~ fevt:W 
lf.Lf.o. Otga;lW.. ~~~······················~··'t.-7··~·Yoof7~ 
IDEM Source: \1~ Cf::D P/M?{),II.(,{ oro1ru !VIIer~et.J -tr'tl\ 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .dpitAM, 
Full Name: .~p.l4wlf.\....................... 'tfrtt' 
Explanation: .. {;~~ .. hJ. .. t:fle. .. $.~, .. ~ .. ~htitUd 
.:b:e . .C£Wt"ewu! .. aJ:: . .tJJ/){J0.(J:'CI taf-:(.'. ... $~···::0 
.tt4e.~{ioc.eas .... ln .. Cc.r-.~~.,..t:ft.-(J)e_. .. r.w.~.':(M)s 
.C'M:\ ... e..~.~ .. ()J/.«PJf .. t#p;. . .p.w.~ll•~--J:VI~t-0. 
tfoc,ve»ex; tf0 c4faf tJl.vvJc( k Cort~r~l-( w,·H-1 
ril-e W\"?I«PlAA recavcc{ ~ ) 1 ~ l(tJM-1" 4x. 
'tt\e 
!t/70, ~h e<.. (~t6.4 p1M1 ;,hP~ k reencld. 1Y- tJrri.u' 
fe 1.e M~·f.,.ht ~ ot-Ae.r ~eo;a..uw,t.,· (_olst'plcw,D_ 
~ 
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A endix XI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: MjVt~im.GL~s.~'0) ~ cJ?r~-P~ ~ p[M't-r) 
Full Name: .D/D . .f.~-4-l(t.la(;ueo-.. ~~---·························· 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
1.-f.t-./ ... D.,tD..p~-~---··········A-'t--7-·--·~ v'efl f{~ 
4 .4. 2. 08'·/T-ed. 1"'~---····:t-4J .. $: ... 0e..p.-...VMdw.~....... . 
IDEM Source: Ff~ 065 D P~ ovv<: CJI(j./Tu~. \"'~"0 _,4411 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .v.{p.1vv., 
Full Name: -~:l~f/1~ ......................... . 
Explanation: -~-~-~-~~-~-~eJ.-.. 
Q(~~!lt--.~---~--'+Pr1~--So---~·-·· 
'if..J.l-k-~/~·--Gw.--.ef.k~f-: . .c.~.p!AA4-~ 
~-~·11~£0 ..... ](-e .. ~-d .. p.tm... . .a.~--i~.te£k-tr> 
6 \w ~ ck CeV1 \'ef~\-e wr"f·h ~e .... '-?\if fl~ c~J 
~-tv~ <:J'rt~l k ~ 1-o ort,v ~ ~rfth~ M well 
0-6 ~ ra.~.rrol.-sjrqM-~. 
dft!Jk'tt: 
i~J"t~S)L~n~)) Dtp(~ 
:tpiM~f9l~~KdCI~)(!~(,dy ¥/( 
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~ ..,._ 
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A endixXI 
--·- ·-- -.,;---eo------..~~ 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: -d7dl'lit~.f.td: ............ . 
f<llll Name: .~.Ji?~J(~~~·········································· 
Cross-f<unctional Source(s): 
:'i.!:t .. 1 .... D~ .. Jnf.v..l:................................. _ 
4A. 2.. De,..p ~-~~P~-~-~-~~~.\h-6; ..... ~-~-~, .. o~~J~ AA.dl kM. 
IDEM Source: lotbJz(/ /Re»t6N' ~~ !t-.pvd- l"'-klfu~ 
(Original IDEM Source: ........................................................ ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .D.~gsoJr1p 
Fllll Name: ... D~~pad: .............. .. 
Explanation: ~-!'CCtUJJ2J .. .d7f1J4f:/d.v.l .. ,n~.y .. ~.p.~.~ 
.ih.kl~!(.).,.~.,·,.,f4L.~Wl.k .. ~:d.u..hfhA..o.u~;g. 
.ftl .. li\e. ... o.~.c:e..~ft'.M.~ .......................... . 
• ••• • •••• 0 •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 • •••••••• 0 ••••• 0 ••••••••••••• 0 • ••••••••••• 
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'_-·.· ., ' -,-. 
< •- -•r•·r-~••--•,-,.-._.,....-.,.,.. • ..,.--;.,,.. ..... ,"!~,.-:-,.:,.,..••'-••••• ---••-.•• ·--• •:• -----~- ,.,. 
A endix XI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .d_~~~~/.t ....... . 
Full Name: .d.t/:e;a .. lnpd:.~~ ............................................ . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
B..~.~--~~--i~p.~ .. L!sa.~.). ............. . 
Lf, 3. um fiN.,r(e\Lit,UJ. .. Qf;~.'{/1111) ........................................... . 
IDEM Source: :tti6Ahfyjf?:M~ De?tJVI fl\pv:t-./1412. 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: Difnkp 
Full Name: D~.l~~~······················· 
Explanation~~--~-redstw .. ~V~ ... ~JM.u..l4l.k.. ....... . 
4J~t0 j . 
/'r{.LOf •• .b:l.](~ .. ~·~lc .. CA.\'\.!..:~ .. d. .. :J.k-e ... ~.J~.j-
-~~~ .. Jhfk./k~;..a;fiel. .. (etJUL4J-~~ .. (e.I!JW~ ..... 
fJeM1. .. ~-~ ••• o.t:..~ .. lit-; •• ~.~~f1-.t: .. 
it, i hvJJ. ~ u{ o..wt ~ 1-o 1'1~1( t ~ ~. 
-······---~·-
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A endixXl 
---v-· -
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .~.v.\.~VIp-t.B ......... . 
Full Name: .~.tnjM't.oi1~t"o ...................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4:i •. f.t..;l. .. o,~.D .. P.k~\\t ............ 4 .. ?.r. •. 4:\ .. ~ r(\rt (1 so ?Mj) 
2-}.'t.J.()~~ .. a..,.J.ku,, .. ~k,r.~~ ...... ~ .. 4t.Q ... D.~ TWteW 
IDEM Source: l~·f?y J'(e ... Jf(AJ ~ ~pd-llLttZ. 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: 07-rJ"VI{) 
Full Name: ..DeSt~f\d':: .................. .. 
Explanation: .~.rw~~ .. .c~ .. OJ\-t .. af..J:h.-e ... ~s~l..p.u.ta.f­
.t.ht.~.f1C!e-:6. .... 1~.1:-L.D.t~ .. ~£ .. ~ .. \?lifi1~ 
~.~n;.:~.I/.U+fy.~(..~.-11.~tt·!!.to .. ! .. ~.tl>~D.p~··· Rlttt) 
if5d.Jt5 .. Jn .... ~ .. \·n •••• ~:( ••• ~ •. p.~ .. Je.f.~2f 
~ rit!pJ (Y.)we/1. Thotfm..J cJ; ti.D ?~ ~ ,·VIpvr 
?~cJI b-e uptiJut. CJ..N\.1\ ~t l-o V"'-e 'l'lQ..+-s~ . 
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.... -.•. .,.---· 
A endix XI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
:;-
Flow Name: . .d;ft~~.C .... iftlvJh~ ~M [}/;~- thp) 
FulJ. N3llle: . .de*.I'VIpui::-<V~················································· 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
l;t.if-f:t--~~ .. Jhpvd: ..................... !1-!d .. t:. lMf- Vt<-Lt~ 
Lt-. t. 7j ~ v'e4~~ ............ -4A-.. ~ ..... ~ .. c.~ 
IDEM Source: 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .0.5f" /11 f 
Full Name: .. 0~/l,.:~kfJ:. ...................... . 
Explanation: ..f/(.{,q~ •• fo ... ~;f.--t>~~a( .. ;z.JJ.. ~p-o. .. flit...A. 
.. m.c.e-tJ:K~---5-M~.to(/(.ia .... ~·d.uk~t,d .. t~v~.~cd 
a.Mi.~ .... l~./.tt0..r~ .... d!Atz~ .. or,.'f''vvH.Hy 
~J.:.a-y--.l~J.,;cWlt.putf.lr).~.v.,o._ .... ~1--··v:&.rdL~-
-n,.e 
fe~+- (n ~~-.,ft!~:~f0. Jhr5e C~A-<1-jJJ 6~,,_// 
L · u •. ~ 0t nt'""T 5~ cl cl~rJ'- lff~(V'/; e--e ~<"'1\.J I'/;., /". !) ' ' I'. . 
Kf' 
: rft~ ~pJ~,,·f'~J effcJ&.,( b;1 dwyca tdcvJffd y O<:?Afr vtJd,.Ji-t:.,. S"zr--. 
DJttkJkvr= l ~t'S-IV\~) (_ctsg~d~J ckcw.ges)) 
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A endixXl 
Flow oflnfonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: .~(.. .. {J:t$.t.Jhfd ~ v%Jnfe;/!N-if) 
Full Name: -~~~~························································· . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
~·-~~-~ ... .D.~ . i~ ................. !:i.~"1-·¥· ~ VOfrh~ 
.Lt. '1-. 6. ~ (-GV~w ................................................................. . 
IDEM Source: 
(Original IDEM Source: ....................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: ~f 
Full Name: .~n~ ....................... . 
Explanation: ......................................................................................... . 
. Th-e.X~~e .. t0t:Ies.LJ.t.r~?J-Jk,.~eA-~to7P-r 
,.alJ:!f:l'MJj .. .cet:.iUd .. by..~ .. w ..a~~ ... re.~.t~·V) 
(fJ/.i:e0.~.~···lP.\ .... ~f~ .. a..&..&J.t:,~~ . .Ai.) 
~~ 
~~ .. 
~(jf(;I)SJpJ ~J~ i"~J'fOJ#7)) 
'- . 
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Wl1 .. .....;.....;._· --·~· -~ 
/") . .. ,_ 
A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: ~o.Jpa1:. ........ . 
Full Name: .dt.7fj.Jil.Otd:pd:: ............................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
!:+ .. f:t •. ) •.. ~.~¥7.1501MJ) ········································· 
Lf, Lf, .<f. ... D!;,-, .. ,J~. . ....................................... . 
IDEM Source: DtJCW!to,oJ/Rbltew ~ CJtJ-pvd- (A413) 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: 01~.0j 
Full Name: Def(jtQ.O.w:p.d: ........ . 
• 
Explanation: A-c.urd<VrJ /zJ fft-e S ~[,..r-A D~ or¥ '· 
P~JI m.e~t th-e rJ.u1v- t'vlp.Jrrq.w.t-c""~ r;MhCMl.M J 
;Jj e ~ cvz-~ls -J{,j OX'€. CM.croJ 1 V\ fe('M,S c-l 
~ o,w\ ftuuhoq_J r~t(.Nr.~ 
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A endix XI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: ~~ufpv:tB ........ . 
Full Name: dtf:&tJ.atJp.v.i..d.l.~ ..................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
1:!-.. ':t.L.~~.!'k.v.tiJprt.ed-p!~ ......... A .. ±S .... ~. iV\0-J-
~4--T~""'cJ r~.tlelk(4 ..... .J+ •. ~ •. 6 ....... .'1 ••••••••• oJ-pJ-
IDEM Source: --- --- ~"?' 0~ -A413 
(Original IDEM Source: .......................................... .' .................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: D.;.f:lA Ot'-f 
Full Name: ·*~·o!ilfJ: ..... . 
Explanation: ifw.) oi\J~J (6~T? ~M (eNI'&N5CI.v\.,{ C h~ 
hwe ke.V\ \-ct.k~ (IJ\ tt; f.b11 S--ic(M'~)z_i_"' '" 
~a-~ d£Vehf'l"'of p lttvvb 0ffJV' pictvl c) cv".A 
c1htr 1¥ (_ cL}f'-'-i"'''l-fC ) . 
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A endixXI 
-~. u····-.......·~~ 
Flow oflnfonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: ~atJp.it!.t: ....... . 
I<llll Name: ~~tt~----~~J("~JL~ .................................. . 
Cross-I<unctional Source(s): 
'-j;_/:f,.':t :,~.iVI(wT.. 
4-t.t~S--~~ ......................................... 
IDEM Source: .. __ -. D~f"' ojpJ--A~l3 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .lJ.s~ o0 
I<ull Name: .De~·"¥·· 
Explanation: d7ttoJpvfA- 17 procui.LeA r~ (~ tv 
&~ feN"rcvJ s ra.lOJcd. on·cr vvJJ b; 
D~.-1.-jv-- f'\~ CI(.M/JJ. 
~-........ ,-
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: ~put.G.6n f~ \o ~fw·VlpJ-c:) 
Full Name: .. r:M,...o:d:{4J.::.fe.N.({M). ................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4:1.?.\: •. ?t .... ~:~.~iA~ L!)O 'lf&1 ). ....................................... . 
4Jt.S .... ~.o¥ ( ,, J ........................................ . 
IDEM Source: . -- _ -- De,...:r"" o¥- RLt11 
- (Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: J4.~tJ 
Full Name: .LK.S<\~ .... 
Explanation: 
~(0/l'CW 
7U0 o~ 0-.f~ vJh~ oc; ~ -v;s 
O({A(~ To 1\cJ..fr-p \·\'\~~~. ~~ 
't'\-.-( 
'N·NZo-/ t~ ~ rutr&§ (J(rffuvJ-- o:ee 
~t 'J "ci.e?1ifv' 1/&fr Rec--~ ptotV>') . 
ne 
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A endix XI 
Flow ofinfonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: or)6paiJpd.ClJI/l (~ \-o oL>ftA (Cvw-~~) 
Full Name: d.6/j!4fJO¥-feMt~oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
~.o~.z00~0~0~~:~ dso 'lM-Yooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
4-*5\ooo~oo¥ 
IDEM Source: 0 - 0 0 • D~s.t.cyv- 0~ _ fT'1l s 
(Original IDEM Source: ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: O.s~J-
Full Name: OOQ..s-,~aJp..J.:oooo 
Explanation: fkcorcAA·(} to Ht-e ~!uvvl~. hy j>-dfor""'(}-
rJ..e5p ./e.J(f!tc~ fH{' 7¥r' ka .s~~~ k 
eiJ\.~d ~o{J d~ c"'-tp._ ... f rfl~e,h:J 
d.6ryv 10(Wf re fv. re.»..Js 0 rhro K~pj c re[><e?-'~::J 
t'C-.( . c~ .xJ dvre_d-1 b7 "-~ vd1 R~ prccv.n 
to"~o¥a&hj, 
the 
oJfDJ\iLti1[f 
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A endixXl 
Flow of Infonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: ~a~.G .. (f~~-H-~ (JI5jV'ti~-&it) 
Full Name: 40-~~JM-.0¥-~···························•················ 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4-;.?.t::?. .... ~.lfef.L~.~ 
Lf.!{.$~ ... ~YIJA·~ 
4/t-.. S ...... ~ .. ~ 
IDEM Source: -- _-- Detnt"'oJrd-_ Ml3 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .O;.P" CJI;J ~ 
Full Name: . .De.St~r-~· 
Explanation: T?vb ~ refeleJs ~ ~(i'~VVNB 
~~~ ir.Jo ~ ,·V\(\~ Vt\-kt~~ 
1\A.f' 
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A endix XI 
Flow of Infonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: lld/~flA·············· 
. Full Name: Nfi1Wde6.L~ ............................................................. . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4 .. ft .. 2 . .,. .. ~ .. !:t .•. J .... . 
!±.1 ... ~~···/t ... ~.~ ..... . . ....................................... . 
IDEM Source: VeJrfr/ReJrf»J ~-( D~~(_~) -R4-Ilf 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
. . {Jejj·l2&(_ 
Abbreviation: ··ce?jrn 
Full Name: ·····-······················ 
Explanation: !tfk/ r~ryd ~ f ldJMw ihklfo-t£b--' ~ 1 i-tpJ-
feJ[;wl~~ cuv( ~Oit~T tft< ~ 
<JW~ ~ vet1fzeeL . vert~~'-'- ~·v~Yv~ 
ee~~,Lv\ ~ w,d ·~\cc'(\d ''/\ l"l\.-e ?trur..JJ>.._r&-L. . 
.Po r ti~.) o.cJpJ; vetf~ M_, rt 13 tt.})u\Nl-ed ttv:J-
, 
~ W0 ~t- f~t'w( ·fa he_ fOJret-ve:A ~V\ 
I~ teftrlJ o/--~ (n~0; t\1\_rJ"ev~ o¥. 
~f ~¥1\.0-evvt -lo #.e v~·~ '-:6~. 
~fiuvlk1~; is 271 
A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: . .!llj~fA·l··········· 
Full Name: .l(~i~.oltn..i~.!~{±:.~ ......................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): Thf' ~e ~ \}eJfcMi't' . 
. ... .. .. ....... ..... ... .. . .......... ..... . 
IDEM Source: - - . - . Vdl fy Hte ~~ _ .¥\ t 'T 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .. 1fJ.( 
Full Name: .. ~.ty.fCf4i.trz.jre(o~,{,s 
Explanation: rh<: ~~ &b verfJ61VJ . 
~c(~1111) (8tte2J(..Il~s eo....rx;)O~ re.;,·cw) ~e~tu·rl'<'~)) 
1\. 
D(?,dt1 
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A e ix XI 
-, -
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .[t:AJ.'N.d.'?.~ ... p.l.w... .. 
Full Name: .fe!Ll'CJJ..i . .do+·-flA.V\ ... .e8··-~~1e$tt~ ................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
1d ... 'l .... D./.O . p~w6 .?../.A-7. ... "1/.dt~!L\.~ 1"' 
~--~ . .J ..... O.(t ... ~tru. !~ie{rote, ....................................... .. 
· IDEM Source: Veil (Zy (f..6J,·evJ it1.t Dv>,.tt' (.cJ,~)- Jt41 '+ 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: -¥-€:d.bt\..6t( 
Full Name: ...... - ................... . 
Explanation: /J~tkl<e Veftd.$j'v: ~v~uJt.i'JI\d ~; eLf~ 
U-~ 1l iS ~"'-'W\d ~"'.J- tf,-e c,V,.:}"v-
S~~v\ ee_ ft:viGVJcJ ~.~-.V\.d. '('r\_~,.MchcA 
clr dJ~1,v~ '-; ptv>S-u<.. ~ · Jh(!(ef/;re 
M '}'V' 
!'n rJvyMJM-:e.. vtov o cMV p!'O(~~ ~iv,-f 
O»J\ fret~tf)Aj p{ocivu'(f "~ ctC.7 we/( tV:J 
fev'wf..Jt-pl UN- ~"'- ~ Ut.vl-mkPt. 
~Ha:t\fou~yr 
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A endixXl 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .o/.6~pr.h(.p............ . 
Full Name: .dt.~~-flZl.h:tiy.p. ............................................................ . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
Lf: .. ~.7. ... Der.n~ .. v.M.i~~ u~o .. ~J ....................... .. 
q ... ~.() ... it-t-Spt(-lrfzo~ .. ~ ~~ '!-····) ............................ . 
IDEM Source: Vertfy/Ro;r't-W ffie: ~f\"(C.~te-:J) -fHN 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .P.Ja~t'L/ pe 
Full Name: ..... = .................... .. 
. 
Explanation: ft? mo-Jwr.tA liA tt.-c s~tud .J ur.W6.1Nvo-
~t,-~ ~cn?rr~ ;s t)f)'(_ ~M-( 
~·bl'f oJk/r_~~s r~c1tJ c)£.~./' 
wrf-tc~ . 7h0 ~~ JM~ 'Mtff'e <Siep iV~ ~~ 
1o c)y;yr (OIJ~s. 
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A endix XI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: J.4(4f.f.h(f./l ...... . 
Full Name: .d.0L~fJlJ.kl.ryf£-.f1. ................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
zt.f:l .. 1 .. -·D+.:.ta$c~ 
Lt •. \{)., ... 14~ .. ~ 16;~ 
• 0 0 •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IDEM Source: t/U1·~ jP.,~i-tW Hie~ (dtN\,Jf0)- ~! u 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .(?1/C 
Full Name: -~fj.f~{.bj~r~ 
Explanation: -rite ~\ ~f-o.!;Pe sh,dl k (r:wre!M{ 
o~onO~ ~~4.1-1J0 lkpln«u,ktiil. ~f?1jl&udfftLhi<5) 
Repoft)~ 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: {b./.vJJ.~ft ....... . 
Full Name: ~:((.NJeulS, .................................................................. . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
~.!f..]. .... ,D~.v.eJJ&JitJV1 (I)O.CJ..MJ.) ...... 1.~i:.Z ..... Qh.'/'A I'~~ 
4 ... G. .•...... ~~J:r.0t:t(e...vl ew L lt... ... .). ........................... . 
IDEM Source: 1/errf-y /Rt:.'".ll'M ~ -e ~er -IT-11 Lt 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .fe.edhk 
Full Name: ... ~k. .............. . 
Explanation: Af{a' (a!e-Jr'{j ~ (C:thf.W$ 'tJ 
"~ (1\(hd ~ J a:f Hub <i~ ?t f?cedkk 
sWI k Suct- lo ' ReNrCJ.J %-( ~~t · ~ 
re fe)~ ·~ r~pJ- rMVf ¥ rivftv; (er. 
(d'5fV.cV1fttl A-i?~¥AJ. 
Also 'ffi{ r~ · ~\,W\ be. f~cU(rtYJJd~Vll .v1A ~.<!f). 
A endixXI 
.--· ---o---~ ... -.,---
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: te4fd6fvJ. ..... U~fziy- ~ ~ ··~ r,.;J-!f £ ~A) 
Full Name: )/6fl~.J.8..'71.~ ......................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
~.f:t.-:7. .... ~.~.~~ 
4f-.4.~ ... ~f':J/JOAJ 
IDEM Source: 1/ud-y i"f1-t ~f"- ff<itLt 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: .Q .•• I VeitYL~ 
Abbreviation: .d<,.~'?"" 
Full Name: ........ ~ ................... . 
Explanation: -rfv6 o¥ (C)vJ 1:5 fro V'<\ cbt: lV\t,\.-T A CU\.A 
d?f'O~IJ w~c~ ~ o.fe (e~ldc:(_{ 
tt-e r&·n-lfs 4 CG\"''rrttUf fev~ Ccv 06hi!!'i7(:.o 
-li-p I 
A endixXI 
Flow of Infonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: .chfr.r&.w.~.!~p ..... . 
Full Name: df.~Ju.f.<:1i(Uv.-.~npJil: ................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
21 .ta ... .r..,_~pedlM...w. k,~o-
2-f.ft.~ ..... ~~..L'h~;;t 
IDEM Source: 1/eiify ~e [)e,., ~- A-'-\\~ 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: L.p.vi Re,v(e,v.J 
Full NameD~jw-..J.~.~./?..~.(!.M) IJ'(I)U lrJ.q't~ (e,l~cuf -/e,T 
'DJ () 
P- "'' -v Explanation: Rf1« rui~B ~e~.f(CJ+t,rype lo rn~et 
t{e ~ oW-pt4 Cbffo_tl.y, ~-( fedba.ck. 
:;,hcvl.i be~tv ~ 1 ~ h~ orek.£ 1-o (&Jt r:_vJ 
~-e ~ lil1vrT (~{E;n~. SKL~ c-._ 
<fJJ1(fo) fe~ s\wM k f(..wfd % (JJeJ/ 
(cl;'t"'r&/w-1\'\pl v(o,_ 4'/f). 
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A endixXI 
Flow ofTnformation IDetails) 
Flow Name: c/.6.fu\fb.!.vJ.::-:{/.~£. 
Full Name: d6J.L~.0./.L&.U ..... -(Judp..J.:: ................................................ . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4-.tO. .. l~-~ ~~ 
_ .iJ.~,.f ... ~.V6.li(.c.dio V\ 
IDEM Source: Yell~ ~-f ~- rrq V-t 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: :Jlif.pJ Rev({»./ 
Full Name: ~"'D.Jpv±J<~J"W 
Explanation: ~-l<~ ~e oJ.yyq(V' pmt-o7~ ~ cJ0 ~ 
~ cc.~f ~~- Jtter~) 
~-e {~~ cr.f T-h-e ~T S0h';Jat ~ ~JNT 
1-cl ite JJ-t/' {)4~ c~Jw6t f61 (evl(Mo 
~ f ~V\ . MM'tO#l'e, 'W£~ i!\_ fea{ ~d. 
GM.U k r~ ( ck~ruw-orift 'vr"C\_ er?~. 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .f-~~¥f ......... .. 
Full.Name: ::k:$~f:~····························································· 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
~LLQ. .... l~.~~ ~~ ·····4··~ .. 5. ... ~ .. vcvk·c~ 
~···* .. f'···~·J/e.Lcfr~ ....................................... .. 
IDEM Source: 'l/eJ1fy ~-€. ~tv'- -A-<1\ ~ 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abb . . V~~ rev1at:J.on: .. ~
Full Name: ................................. . 
Explanation: /t\ UJifl~{'f_ o-/ ptnvhi/-f Oi ()J)_e_p'/eA ~1~ 
' 
fo,r ~<f ~ par~~e, ~f ver&·cd c#Yf'V\ 
v~tJj ~ ~ fo +{{ VCA-kc{A,"'F~v. froCU'tS tef"" 
&rJ-t·~(J i-B-.-e ~ ~~. Th1j kst=w{ d..w..fv' 
sWI he f~ tl~ cud [t~tvl7jv-lr) 
(!_a ~n([}ltuJuc/fls ~V>\Pcu''Sons Rev,·ws) .Qest~qOit J) 
A m 
·--. ---:..;....;.. -~- -- -; -.. 
A endixXI 
----~-
Flow of Information IDetails) 
Flow Name: te.;:;-J;If.'C:ll'iJ.d!~ .... 
Full Name: -~~ted...~f).f..(e.Jt"~.d.dC.7.t.'1M····························· 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
f:t.·.~~~--~ .. (n.~ 
q.,:ft..~---D~-~o~ 
········································· 
IDEM Source: vtrtry ~{. D~~-M ~Lf 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .. vWJi.O{ 
de7ttn 
Full Name: ·····=····················· 
' t rtr ... 
. +81, 
'• ,' I• ;· • 
A endixXI 
Flow of Infonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: .htjruw.~.l (lo c,~rev,·w) 
Full Name: .. f?q.t-ed.~ot.l£4(,wd.Je.s.t.:~L ............................. . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
tt.-.~7. .. ~~.ue~.i~ U~). ......... :::t.~~3.-.~ ~"~~ 
~-<J ..... (tl.~q,J.:.f.e~Ae.J L tt ........ ) ............ ;ft •. ~.·.~···~ o¥ 
IDEM Source: Verrry ~-( D~~- A-Lt~Lt 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .fe:d..bk. 
Full Name: .. ~k ........... . 
Explanation: lhe rew.Jfs- a-t ~ i'fl~ ~ d~~ V.. o~¥ {6kf:ANS 
in tte 1/ei(ft:Cohol/\ ~ sh.IJI 1e se-v-1- ro 
·e:o~ (t-hew'' 00 ~ ~eat~. 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Infonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: .t.z1,f/feMw.fhr-..2.. 
Full Name: ks.teijfeJ/Ieu/LJ..~2..~ ........................................ . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4:.~.3 .. D~.\~~ 
lt--~-~----~o¥ 
t:t-~.7.-.. ~.llef.l~ 
:<:f:.3 .•.... ~.@.,·ew 
IDEM Source: vertPy f{e. ID~-M ~Lt 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .. 9(i/f. 
Full Name: .. ~t:.faibjrf&frA 
Explanation: 'Th-e d!!/).1,jv-- .;errfi:~ (fAM'-vt5 (it) we// it) 
th~ ~d~ xd fo ,.. ~ ff.At'WJ 'uhvriy 
CL) R fe,.j r of fe;JiV,v) \. ~ ~. ~~r- (~ 
,, 
~vv\ odpvT Sk~v/1 k (C'(prcJ.L6{ CJ cJd( I 
P-wi'WS) }_~tt<~rt~ t61trdl<·twRe.rlft» 
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A endixXI 
···---
Flow of Information <Details) 
Flow Name: d6j14L~:-:inf. 
Full Name:4_.(Si~-~~--.. 1.ufL ......................................... . 
IDEM Source: va,#y fft L D-e-~1V' -A~\~ 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: l.~p..Rev, -CuJ 
Full Name: -~~-.\~~\ti.eJ.iGVJ 
Explanation: ~loiM-ec 'f\-€~ ~Oi re~{e..Me~ ~tiNA J 
~ eoJr\1<\.-o{ V7o ~t ~ ~r-.Fce . To 
6\)1}-tt rtt:O Or.-A("'" V"--1-t~tv~_tit.'- ~\,_l'<,,.Jt( 1x 
~~1<·.-e,u\'- ox A 0-.-t\ G1JI.~ ct.Y'i \>1\~c(,· ~lt~_,Jr~ 
s '~v;!fv\A k hv~ ,.I,\ m ~.tU-;::t \'i\ it\"~ r~l 
'£>'1J' ee ~-e 0~ CVM\ ~' ~~-JJ~,__cdl-e.Ju\ r:t)A.A-
~ewec\ 0,~-.t(~~ 'DU.-! \-o Otkib;,r_ 
a~hv1~6? Wh CvJ ~ \~ ·· #n- u~~~ ~-
rev1·e,W s . ~~ ~rf0 'M-11 ck fei.JJrrkA OD ~A.Je/ f 
(cL;rc~-11\f1 vro... ~f/r). 
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A endix XI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: ~c.hMfj&.Od 
Full Name: de~hC.k"tfS--.t1u1pui:. ............................................. . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
Lt4f_.'b. ... ~ .. ~:cAtJziJ !11 • 
4..ft..1-.. ~a.(U¥ 
IDEM Source: V&~~ th-<: [)e,~ ~ - /14-0-. 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: OJ.fol_ ff6J(~ 
Fun Name:D61.Jv...GJ{ti.f?e~ftw. 
Explanation: ft'0 m e_..J(.o ~ t:hl b-e·~ (_ct-~J c0 /""' c k(J e-l 'vtf) 
tt"i] c"'-'1f <W( "'owlc~ C.lieeJml U j 
'JJbLtbGv-)~ ~h_c,y_tl_ ~ c ~c+ed O'n 
~ J •. ·I 
c: r L&Y1)of !'!\ ez: ( '!) "c/..1?-'(/' o~J(N-~ Gt-iJiYJ 
~-~ 
~ c J tfl. Ah,o <]At.t h c~._ fe~l ~k st-t cJ 1 h.z 
fr(Crctu( (Qlftc~~-D~d 1 v~~ ~f/~") . 
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,, I . . - •. .J.. \ I D -- •. I~\ ' 
A endixXI 
----
Flow of Information (Details) 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
1d:.:l .. ~~ f.t:1:.Z. ... ~ .. Y.eicfu:,.,~ 
Lt:t:r'--~-·-~V~~ Lf-i".Z ..... 0.fJ····W..teG.h. /1;, ~0 
. t1'- Cf 2 . ~ ~fi drY~~fl~ 
IDEM Source: Vef~ -w.-e D~~-A1l't 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .McUk 
Full Name: ... fed.b4Jk . .,?lM\Ji~w~ 
Explanation: 1{ ac:;cJ1A)IIt)4 o( 'fr'edcftCt~-0.~-" Of(j:~YJ !Ci)A_...,)ts ~""'· 
L\ ~r pw or~,- tnkrfkt.t:0 _. itvv) o-vrf{Mj slvvtf h-e. j 
-I! 4-tt ~-A?.A fo 7 peep~ p[~rv)or) og-;recJ. lnfvfc1it-;'· ~. ::t/5 
' / ' 
f7. t ( I ' -tl . (" I I ' I ~ ' . cc J<fti DtJ--L ~<. . ; t1 12 {£ lj! p.<1L le c r: ( •· f( .!).£_ u 5 0 · · l' i-v.J v' 
o.i<-fk-,.u,f v)C\.(S : 
I. Jf tf... e dnjv '(}feel> Cc Co~pld ~1'f.NJ ~ '~'~f' 
plAM OM) \n~-e.b h? cl~ ()1 . .Jp:c/ · 
2. rW> feulhe<-J< ~~ v;d. kJ '~frNV'pj frMral kn.f•wl+-
f~V 1-o ~ p!i4\Y..,(J ~cl IV\\e.f~&?. 
Mflre()V~ mh f?e~k/tlttw-j~ ~ha,/( be r~~ef.. ~~C~tzje -Pft~...k 1). 
. ,.. . . . -
' ' ' 0 A 
,.,., 
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A endix XI 
Flow of Infonnation IDetails) 
I CD 
Flow Name: .VJ.l11>$-J:A·············:· 
Full Name: .. va.krli:ie.tJ.~ .. -. .................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
tt,.?t-.J...¥ .. YetJ~~ 
71--ft-t--~-~~~ 
•••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0. 
......................................... 
IDEMSource: Ydt&Je Kt-e ~(_r).,,~~)-IF-HS 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .V.tMA:;,~ 
Full Name: .\Jt).,iJ:~d~. 
Explanation: ,4 fl« CC <7v<ce{2J d~ 1;ef1-R. wk f-h-{' · f 
rksr- ~f k 5-en f 1-o '' Pflkf; 5-ei·M-f' 
Pro(ert) · ~-r /f.J~r p4errr0 d0fv' Vc<-!1 o((Nfit,_._ . . 
lh-e de;;.r Wt.tA dJ...kv / 1 ;JJ rr0 if~.<L:r :, h?"~--ft( ~ 
rew.rdeA( 0-JJ Vt•Us e VI fA. ~,'fj() . 
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A endix XI 
Flow oflnfonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: c/6j'M.fi~JCc.I.:J ..... . 
Full Name: d.e.5JJtl!-iVflpiM~d.fgiCt..L1 ......................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4 .... ~~. -· Ctzn.Jwl. ~. nD .1'.\LQ,\ ~ 1 '-'a- f!O.d«d": ............................. . 
~--tf.. .. :V.~:GVJe.±e.e.~ ........................................ . 
IDEM Source: V(}v~oJJ.k· ~-e ~ · 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: Ds~J{~e..ui 
Full Name: D.s/lL'~ll~ed:'£roj«,T 
Explanation: I '(I o_ 1<\)M eM.Vt'fOV\'1<\-erJ-, \"M~"-6ML'<'vT 5h#JA Jl..e 
{l.._i\ '\1'\\\1(~ ~(f- 4 o-.-" ~c.ws~. AvutVVJ-~e [ 
~{etej PQfJ(ffi)ej ~ ~\rA-t~ £\. S--.:jA,ftG.·S {oi( . lt 
i~ ~ ') [,(/M ea{ ffl_,t_.f Cv) ~0 .::\.!) ){ {' tlr/j111> I.~ j, eJ~vhN.-
( fj./lflV-f.7 w~ to ~"'- u-,5 ~V>\ d ~ CoN<'~ ~ l'l.t'\" eo.-~ Pl.5 
&~ i{( ~ dtr~ l{e fte1h~ is ::,·ei\oc~). j,.,U'{ ~' 
o._ o{G?tv- av-.eA.i""'[>0v~-&" p!'bjc:~t si.A.~cA. ~ ~V\ \i"oUtc_tu/ 
0JfJ\ ~~ ~ ~If \~M~-e,;;j pit~CuYS. 
ne P®·w ~w'(j wrl-trl ~~~ ,uJ.or~ 5h"-1/ k 
(~corckilc0f"prqJ0A v'rR cp;r). 288 
A endixXI 
·-·-·· .. -. - ---
Flow of Information <Details) 
Flow Name: J6~fi~jdf.JL ... 
Full Name: d.t;f/~f.JN:.-e.J:flejcJ.2 .......................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4P.~: ... F.<Qc:e.,~ .. Co'A.~aL- ..... 1.-.~.t-z ... ~.lid.ri»~ 
qJ1.:.~~.ai..!4:/A~M1:3 p(O.du.d:. .......................... . 
IDEM Source: v~w.k K-e. ~- tr-i..t. \ s 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: ~Hoje.cf 
Full Name: .r:e~/l~'C~J .Pr~T 
Explanation: lG, e. ~e r~o~S cw-..A ~ceiv.te./J 1\ ct.fp he&( 1 
ctre 
?or ~~ 'rr1dt~.u~ cc rM1fv'/i~p-rNfJvvv6t P6'~d 
oJ ~ U-{)..€ M wdl. Ho(f)C/.;er here {et.r&{) 
~e_dkks frV'r" E-t,K., f[C{0~ __ Cc_...,jytt').,.... ~ 
Co~~v!Ye-U.P _~rAC.C~~{t<0-f (e5~fi- rn !"J.9.J~o 
0-. n-e;-J ciYt~/(""'j"N-tw-J ,fb·d 1115(), >v..J./A 
frf}J CWJ( rdtNJ !''Afo{M~ s4vll k 
{f(fireLu{ lJ5p(lV-t'd8 00. J;r/fJ 
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A endixXl 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: oUf'~·····U~h~ ~ llvjjapopt~5q) 
Full Name: d.esJ¥iJ'!~~~-···································· 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
6..5 ..... T~~ .. P-f&~&v6H or &«eUw.e .. ~~w.5 . .(ba.W&Lt--4J 
21- 1..>- £ ~- - •- I ,./. l · I r f ;__/JJ Lf \ -,···t~·(:)····--··-,·~-~~\.. \.-")(/-(.;(7'":1'~ .; •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IDEM Source: _ - - - -_fl-<1-\5 
(Original IDEM Source: ................................................................ ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .C~C~ 
Full Name: .d.t'~l:fC~Y.ew.t..c.~c?-.vt,.f":> 
Explanation: rtfki iclJrfyo ~ rrace~:J{j TA,. 
dmJf"'/t''Mpm~d frO'j ~ feedbruk evcd;or 
ct/kl'Mvhv'f flbPO'~Js 5 h ~vU bf' ~-Jit.ct.td. y 
.. 
,-{~ffJJ6,...h.iJt /0;-t.'.~l..;-,i,_ 6v,h0"10 In ~1' qtrtt-f!J 
1"'-f'&v(.ho--cJ f8JC~. ThiJ l't>forr'h~.J"'~ fh.J( ~ 
dGt~~ o.NJ PCVJ5ed ~ ~ ver&~ 
~l <Wf&w fdr ~O {lvr-K er~-~. 
D~Jaf ,rif&rrrvJu; ... i'J·tfiu-.r~ (}{) uvelf ~jhch~fi 
vf(A 14r). --~~¥.:L::_,__ ____________ 290 
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A endix XI 
Flow oflnfonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: .imp!tlvdbp ........ . 
Full Name: .J:rnpm.veJ.cif6t~Y.:l .......................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
6~-Z---~-~~:w.tO,.'HI e CiVI-l~ s (v5..a.[M..L:t.-=.'tJ.. .... . 
1c:·1·:··:frof&-'/;··{;}~fr:&i. ( Uo t~J./). .................................. . 
4-tr.g. ~~-~ 
IDEM Source: --- --- li If/ S 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .1/aJ.~j~ 
Full Name: ... v(.l.LJJJ.d.exif1 
Explanation: B; urJ.. &~{} riJe d~fi'"·yrrn~J fr!J~-c1 
aMi o.f1er ttJV\)a ffl, 0 tr~~~ 'rnpw!e~ if, e re; ~u~ 
5~Jc1. k sc~-sb.l"d '·"-' M-r ~£(/"'~ puwc~. ltm~«) 
r;Lf{« Of{r·"u1J CI»A ?lffW r/1Y'>~ Th-e W/11'-..lf·s I.V\}o-ic{JJ,.w.. 
. . 0 d~~ 
!hVC0S ' an ~~pcoveo{ et~ icLfN-kf!red c~ 
A GkJI~ 
a.e4 fo tft e BoC0) C0vvtrovl fer ~ (J ~filer~~. 
~reo,Jete) o.. ~dk~ 0 h.JI k 60J to ~ ru,evvv 
H~Sfv' I) ~ ~e.e{_ !'vJrfr-~ ~W\ k (~M wdl ·• ; .. 
"' Q"MpiOVei?t:'A t/''"'-1f!r). 291 
1 
A endixX/ 
·--··- ···-- -
Flow of Information (Details) 
F1owName:~~~.([esJ~~ f~c(\2[o);S) 
Full Name: .o.le1Jn.~··················································· .. ········ 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4=.3. .. a?ll.~fy..W6.0 ({)~ {ld.:t::::1). ......... /:t ... 4-7.. .. ~ vadi~ 
~A.A., .. ~:~.~C f5~~1) .................................... . 
IDEM Source: - - A Lfl_> 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: -~0 
Full Name: .. .ciestfrdaxr!e.j .... 
Explanation: A-ccoroU~ fc f"tt.e /:50tfJMit-tt S~J 0 <SI~ 
tJsrw t;h/~ b-e {!,_-,"'~ ku( wtth tiJ( {)OIC67SC0 
&MtiJ tileM ~~ lrt tft0 (~' dt~ (lroc0) ~?{ k 
O'flf: of ~-c rnoe;r iM(Md-a.J (JJ(eM f&r r~·vo 
. ~ ~))eo. Thue~ ?uM ~edk~ {)f oppMh.wJz<-0(~ 
Q~tf' tmsKS)S~~ ~ CBUedeJ;rw&Jed by;(~~" ~ 
r~ 
sed- ro ot"M<-~ ctd1' V1'Kb fbr fe!~(fA\'~ -~ 
(B.;Ie»Jo . ~ ;~~(M.~ s~Jt k. re.(Jw(.u{ W) we/ f 
fJ~t'dLJ~ R hA.. 1;rfr) . 
----~~----------- 292 
A endixXI 
Flow oflnfonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: Je~tll~4b.ff~······· 
Full Name: "ft~tUj lftAJL·J.Atd. .d.bJ8-.t.:J ......................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
46.J.o. .. l1l)p..akizv.I..MA:~$~ ( Jso ?M.l) ......... f.:/: •. ~ .•...•• P.J.<l~  
1.f.t.7.. . .1XS.i~ ... v.e.<rfbilb.,.., ................ ;{{ .• ~.-~.···~ va.t.A~ 
IDEM Source: _ __ _ ft"t\~ 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: \/o.J.J..~~ 11\ 
Full Name: .l/~ed.d.e-S:tfh 
Explanation: R fkf (f:_C I "f.l.J t'(f ~?,Jzv e { .( .;.vJ Is for ~-(' 
c{e~r(\ (rr&'refy f ( b( ~ 1/UthC~M:---) atAP{ 
perfJir"'·(j \'1'\Qt\.J v~lt"&(~~b.-o...-.;,, the: t-es+-a{ 
0.~ vo4c{J-v{ ol~ p~>)CO{ fo £roCUY) 
4JIC eo~~o L " (];~left-~} ~red ,r,je;rl'f1~ 
s~JI k ru_or~ (fe?tvr;Jti;ft'A- 11V\. 1n/r J 
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A endixXl 
Flow oflnfonnation ffietails) 
Flow Name: ~P.VJle$,). ............. .. 
Full Name: f.!Od.«tfj.5etJttr.t.£.~ .................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
~Lq ..... .\?r~ .. Cc~ c!Sot;e./). .................................. . 
4.L3. . .-.tn . ....w.Lof..VVM-~~rtt.\~ prtrkd ................................. . 
IDEM Source: ;dJJz~ (pftv... f{OeWV/5eftltce frcCVJ1&J--It4 2 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: f!ta(e6.) 
Full Name: .P.fldw.t/~;({t'lre..ffQfL/;,6 
Explanation: ftt /tuj 5~) ~ f~e111:1- IV\'t-rcJ ~,J.Jeo( oiMfn 
AA)_ idwMfi?Jjf/AAVIA'{) ~f ~~ aV\P( Se_NtC'21 
f(O {t}\OJ I $.-t ;,pec.f{d {~0wle.J5. 5kJI M &UT 
lo 'I (ovJc~ of \'14~(9\~l'A.\.'2;1 ~~}J ill crrrJ.,vr ~ ~ 
(OWral!fi. 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information <Details) 
Flow Name: ~~~t.\L ......... . 
Full Name: .OOffiu.tf-:eNJ.Ce.P.f".C05 .. C.0."t<lr.-.~ ...........•••.••...............••••• 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4 •. 1 ... ~: .. .De.-s...·rn .. vP.i.t~ 
~-Q-... Ctt;,.n. ti.'ad. .. f.ti'.CUJI) 
IDEM Source: - - - - - - -
••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .Jhibk 
Full Name: . .fJ..?..P£:Ct;~.@ro~-~ed.W k 
Explanation: ~rpkr idew~f-y~~~ plM'f\ 1:'"0" ~~ 
a..v{ 5-vNr~ 1f (ifOC"JJ'S&J . c(;.h. SM~,JA b-e 0J lf.aAat' 
wrffuV! OJI\j) ~ {7(C0c&-r<----a 1 f' ~~ccf /SeN!Ce. 
!her~, tO· ·~ "'~ -K\ -e y<v (~-~ U-•vw ~ ~·no~) 
~M-ovlz:o "~ ~~ \{e Sk~cl l '&JMb Lt. ~) , (\ c!Jo-t f-e[A.,~yr. 
kJw-<'-VJI ~~ \)co(t-f;, CLr-c( Du--..-tJh ~11 )6',._) ~ ~lt{ k 
?kb k0\ to ?tvoi/f(j_A{_I)( fcalkk-? ~ ~h . 
295 
A endixXl 
Flow of Infonnation <Details) 
Flow Name: ~O.cet~f.L ....... . 
Full Name: f(lldut.f(.;efJ!JCe . .gfl).~.-.l!:fi'.d'S .................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
:t-,1 .. $ .... ~.!/ak~ 4-g., .. .£.o~ ... (e;t~,-}r)L 
f.tJ3. ... CowrQ:J.~.Y1.tt...~f~w.}-- __ 
IDEM Source: - - - - --Nt 2 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: ... $£( f 
Full Name: ---~-ff.[Wb(Jeeorcl:5 
Explanation: -rtAe r·ie~kfr;ed W.. P~ ~f0Vl/5efv!(.A'1 protUS0 
c0 (;}elf O-? ~-e ~ed~~ !>W ~ ~ vt'vk~ 
sltoJJ..k r-u:orrfM... .r 
296 
A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: J~f{).v'd..prJ.((.$.)....... (Er (~vdproc&h 8) i""'pttVdpftl&3)fr) 
Full Name: ir.c,.pitlVed..pio!.~ .............................................................. . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
· 4:-.~·t.ff. ... DtS<tf' .. "~JjJW~ .. ~.9J .... f.rP.ceas.~ 
lt.f.'-b .• ~.~.~~{f'v\4 7f fiJd.tcff . .t. .. 7 •.. SM.~:ru4f\'\o.c.~hS (UP f(H• 
IDEM Source: lclwJrfy fpltV~~ . - · - frc/CUS -A 4 2. 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: ftaft.S5 
Full Name: ..P.rr!d!.<£.t;.fxM.o/tCL. .. PfJX£'Y';, 
Explanation: In 1;rrkr Fo f'o-lll.tv ffl t' (/ftf(O'Y) c>-/ St<-5\cl..i~.-4 ·0 te f'" ~-11"'), 
i£,c {IJ..'.~rf'\d! ~?6 tife ~t- lo prcr675 ~.,)r•e L 
1\. 
o{6?-(tv' 
fo ''f;) Jbr ,.., f""'';;f P•,M/><N''" cc o eve il. Jkv, \ 
'FC,-e ftJ~(rOved ttrfM sMI 4 Sei'.t to ;;wfyto.) c'# 
Vl.OI) ~t/of~·v f0A<it' tn ovr/..);( f-o U5 e G r &Jr.r~.:._'--
N.ore~ 
procVJS. -e Ov'etcd1 f~r c1 ~V\£h.C\_ ~c.oJ;xc 
··-... -· 
1Nf1We.5 prodt07Wv(c-e {f_cuiJy'· (irr-.prwd.proc05 IS_ W\. p;s 1) 
A qpvty' ~al0 f0olu.cetlf. fo tf)e /;1y et-Ctef 
0 m 
nth·,,;J..t,.r•.l ;~ rvm•""""/·"'·' .t "\),·,. G.rtr 1 
A endixXl 
Flow of Infonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: ~Wlp.c~LM.......... t~~ tprtC&J_S 8 ~tprucem A 
Full Name: .~IU.,J.~ceo.z, ........................................................ . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4.'.~'··~·--~~~dJ)WV\ 
~-10 ..... \.~.Mt{. k?~ 
IDEM Source: ~ft/P(OJ.,-f!JS £we~- A~2 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: P.faC~.S 
Full Name: .~M/S'fill!C,e .. ~~ 
f/7~ 
pr.duct;savrc..~ILI-lt· 'Y 
Explanation: A-WJ1MU~O ~ ~t oV1 ~-( ~~-t-o t-yp-e , 
ttvtA ra~ev1·0 ~n_ve r~f5 itA~s (~, ~e t1le5rtv-- 1:, r~.s:rtd Tt.-ro'Jl' d.0!p- v'elt~~ 0-N\0~ r·v\J·tz_i'-{ ~ 
vr..A~. It&. ii1e te<:Jk:A~v~·M,fu{ ~01-iJv' 
il\r.httfly 
recre,veo{ ~ /'WC~ ec\1\,~ 1n orr!Wr lv 8e ~:eA 
aJ f-&.0 '?~ ~ soJ thi' rtr.wJf (oF V1t:w pro-cell) fr6~~J 
ro ,, ~ ~ I')Q'fl~yM\VOf~r·'. rU0 Pr(lc~ · 
(fltJA f~~rA~().M.I{ ~vrce ~!J C0 well 
'"'PfOVI(f 
( /e?rij)(oce-r) B . viA Pis q). AIM the t~f ~ ~ef( tw/Jr~ 
sWI ~ f~ (~I-PiDCe.J>1ft v'1t~.. MO. --- -
A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: ~t.ie5t.vf.t..AI ..... . 
Full Name: .. fusttes-.Wt..-:ll.eJek.V.e .................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4. .. ft:.l-.. [)e~J~.vdl~Yl (_!$~/ ) ...................................... . 
~-1.0., ... 1..v..,.p.ce.IUm.axA 1-e?~ ........................................ . 
IDEM Source: G?kJ>~"S~ \110pa~/.JeoT ptcK~IA'f-D_ft2J-3 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: iz~i1t 
~7M 
Full Name: ... . .................... . 
Explanation: Pr;;; (clO'M'M~ iv\ tt<.~ .;.~)) \~ Of I.-er \-o [ 
ver'~f tti-e r}.._tryrr In <?v~t" c~ t-es+-4w{ 
d..emovv)rro-hcrt) siA.h~cA ~ Gt.r(t'&( c:_l .. t ."t,dt"~e, 
'"tt1e p-rofo~pe dc~cd. ~ 1/ei!TtCtvh.t~ ;·¥ ,5 nJLI! 
,, 
~ ~tee( cuu ( rR f pcr'/z: h. V e re71;J ts (1-es +re5 ~Jtf) 
or Vie~~"'-' r0c,dh ( -10tres v-lrN) ~-e ~ ~k 
fe ~ ver,~c~ t-o i!f\Au1zNke ~tif a,w.,~)l,) 
(X1(oreiA·~ ~e lest-r~Jft, . ~AL~ l(ew-ir> ~WI be 
reurJeu{ ~ L.Vv( (te7hes~J,v1 J.eotr~fPU 
' I. . 
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A endixXI 
- -----· 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
LJ-•. rz, .... ~.~-~eo4c<~"'-a- ~U.s.o .. w.t.} .................... . 
11 nc::z. f"'\_ .... ,~·"''~1-·t .. L~V\ ········································· ..,. -:+-.-u .... ~··u • ... .. {}.AJ .  
IDEM Source: ~t\/6~ NOI'I-~'fl"'''"~ ~~~«VII::( -A-Lf-Lf 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: ¥:~Ck$ LtJzli\f) 
Full Name: ................................. . 
Explanation: PtCcor6iJ~ ft; tfte S~C( fo ~WI"e 0J prtJ~"cc.t 
l7eJVIU.) V\Dt~~Mo- ro S~rtt.d_ ftf{lfAICNv-J~ 15 
PfVJWd ~""' {ecie.J\"(1 1l 1-o ~ 'tcw..-e!; doe~?{ 
p-rot~ <?~~ he 0hlb y;_.{ CJ.JAJ.. \""'"-'•d·t>",-(0{ h' 
ik~ ~~. Th-fse ~I proeee['-H.:>_:J~c Jncktdbr~ 
0!-e. nctr~  aM fetfbal_ k ('ffJC &:; ~ f-o 
~'iaJbt,·k·ea ~elhl. ~) uJr/tt r~ 1-o 
dntjv. ~~ ~ h &t 'fWr~f{~ skll ~ ~t ro 
~!'-" v~~ Per ~1[ fkfW ~. 
Ai)o flit reCord IVI/U.iJ ~ 51«~~ r.W111-o.J~ a/J !<X(JI 
( C£711\1..-e' ~ Vr"C. qrtN" ) 
l 
A endix XI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .. Ca.t-.'M.f.iJ:Afr. ..... . 
Full Name: .... ~~~feeJJ;a.dt.Ja.dwtM.~1ili.M ................ . 
G\... 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
L\ , fJ),_:.. I . J -!;;-••.• ?.L. .... lf. .. ~ .. ,. ...... lJ().JL~WN\ 
4. .. /D ..... l~Ul-~ ~ 
.... :u3."' .. L.~-Y.-J:c~Ld.~. - . 
... ?.): .. 7., ... .f-?JcL~. c.:.nJJ:~L 
IDEM Source: CGI\IfM M\\~ prv/ucf- tr4't 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .'[Job.KuJzoVJ 
Full Name: ........ :::::: .................. .. 
Explanation: hS ~~A ~~'J tv~ffi f~ to :u0 'Mvt~/h7~ 
~uJ c.Y£Gfv1Le, ~-t' ~~ i'&f\Cd~ 5'.\t~0_1\ 
he: n.ttr·A_:er( g; ., cndre--l ~ ti~'Ac.w..fer~"''o pwdqf· 
~'-'1\t ~./' . Th0 &.d-pwt((rr..·'"'e,j AA) slvv/1 M ~-j-
-Jv ~ v'c~L~~.;._ ,;,., icopo'f\:,.P tu '17CW/t'r-1fYNed 
pro(~ (ft7-r.tdptP(t?'S) orrtzWJ ~ a.0 ks+cA dnrv- 1-o 
,]' , p 0c~ (ffi)yJ_ ~c,k · ?w.h tt 'Mkh~ 5hctll 
~ re.urdu{ CH weJ( l ~""dBB y'(q_ cy1(). 
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A endix XI 
Flow oflnfonnation (Details) 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
.62 ... ~.iru:~cz, .. ~t' ~vo (IS~ ~:-.1J.. .... A .. l. ... Bac~.~ 
!t:-~t.:tL.Oe.~Jck-~11 (lfc1 ~) ............... 4-f3····~ 
IDEM Source: ~ ~ · · . - - !T-4--Lf 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .. q:t/{ 
Full Name: .. ~.f.cp.if.bjf~ 
Explanation: Ccw~ a¥ 'NN..'c~'f.M'Q ~0/~vl(:(.. ~ 
k_ ~fF"!-u\ ~ Cut\ \~~ ~675 O{liJ"iw7 
cWtrr'fi.\·V\u{ oJ ~ ~· ftlfiwu-(0. ~·ke o~o 
1wo ~p4b cJ- Tf~pM/" trt5> ~He \o k 
s-eM nonK~ ()JN)_ f?eeelbk. \"o ~ v~·c{,A.~ 
il\.~(~\11 ~; ~ 01dpJ-jtA-$ t-k r~. lhD :.v5-LuJ1 
· fitf fiuH.er ,~ fe...j ~~J r ~. ~~£~ ~ .... rtur.(/ '" .,._"~'  
he ttVcldeJik ~ other ~U~) (~t~udu{ ~trff-M) 
1 ~ct.rc!!J· 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .takc.{g.tas~ ......... . 
Full Name: (~e_4~· .ltt$~ eo ...................... ···· ...... ······················· . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
q:.,(,1 .. ~~./,t.))er, (tsMrN4-4) ........................................ . 
~i,~ ... DeQ.1~-I<\ ... v~o<J..h~" (_ 1so C{JJc1+) .................................... . 
IDEM Source: Rdtlte. ce~(l..w1 ~s.s~ -A-S I 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: Lo.S.~vh 
Full Name: Rt..dt~U./J('J..4-lt.y.lo.S.)e-5 j ,fu5f= V1 if,-e &~t-~i-15 
Explanation: As 'l'<-.C-1\..tcoVI~ i 'A tt_ -e \? 0 1M 't -4 '7 let~, 
6~PL1'U SW( k -kkev.. ri\~ iJJrA~AYu·~ 
f.N-&y r;pp~'lh.w)' fcH·-1 h?J ti-1 f-eeiw_';J- "T((.dd7 
Crh 0 . 0 0c ~ r ~if~-« ~M' A. o:. n ~,prropil cJe it V~. k 
5huWA be. o.,h0JL\)ff\U{ bdwe-e"' qv4~f loS.f./) 
M.t'f prcc05 ul1.lx0 ~.~Cl ~-o ~-f f2tu~ 
offtt0 I.MJ~ ,, ~~ ~~~ ff'A~~~ 0 ~kJI ~ 
~ 1-o ~jv YC1vk~ f«JCU/) hJ ~-i'rJ~ 
tit~. 
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A endixXl 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: {]!J;:.p.CP.f.O.?.q,j ....... . 
Full Name: -~·.fy. .. i~~oot.f.rn~ ................................... .. 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
4.J ... QwJ41-.U.s).f-D os~ W't-'f J ........................................ . 
b .. tt.~.~ .. ~~--~ ~~~.(.~.). ............................ . 
IDEM Source: Rw~..c.e [fuJ.ld1 ~~~-A-'S \ 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: f.i.~dlJ 
Full Name: .Qr'p.re:j~ ............ . 
Explanation: Aceorru';1r ~ ti-e ~fN.~, 7~J.p pku S bJJ_ reiML( 
~!/ ~ '(; ~ rw ~evev­
oprot~ r0Jkjj ~~ iv.-fYG'-'21 ~- Thij rr,/ 
he~ )J fnfi~(J qvJ-Jt r'~rwJ-
fo?jd<o hJ '1 MeJW@~Iy ~ ~~ r~· 
lhOA ~e ~e.Js vJ;!( ~ di5~ ~{ r'nv&?J.cyo/ 
r~ orrJJ;r 1o reatdt fa t~-rt~ ,-Ja ~/~ · 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .t).hh~ ....... . 
Full Name: f.-f.7au...ae.ttk"k.~ ..................................................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
LtoB. .. ~.t~Lhr.~~ (L7o-~········································· 
IDEM Source: R-aiN~e ~t;Y ~- A5\ 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: :{.~)., ... 
Full Name: .(e.~cru.tC.e../fl.l.k.~~ 
Explanation: ft-/ftw~ 1"f r5 c&f{iwlf- fv t"l1~ ~(1 
(nsf.l) in oJ\ ~ o'=f- t-he O{~~cJz.iv... 1 
{(£/,tlL() cyttd'-1f /m&:> tJ.JAP( f'"'FV'o q,u(,~f 
~I( ~1-cdz.C\-cJ uh· !1-z~ hu.-~ or o-1-fi\er re)C~.':r(~. 
~~·vt: 
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A errdixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: ·ff~pa~./t.. ......... . 
Full Name: .. ~+~~ .. ~~~~e.d:. ...................... . 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
6 ... .1.. .. 1nl41Lt11J.tf.-e.J.J.ivle o~~ US.o.:1M.~::-~) ............ .. 
6-~-.\U\..;\:l,.~ ... q!U-k7- fVr~~-e-!s .. ~·~ .. d..~h~ 
4.'6 Ql~ fk~0 
IDEM Source: ~t:Ce9"v''-'U ! ..... ~ OfT'Oi~~ _ ftSZ. 1 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .f!Of.aS~ 
Full Name: .~;r.ptcp.t.~ .......... .. 
Explru,tio"' /iwm:/.,11 fo tl,e "'~, "' ,., P"''" <JW-" 7 1 
CU\li.V'<\W cf 0\;wJJcJ \~~v~~\'fejC..d~ 
7hoLA.IJ k C6v\l-z..irlcllS ty id.£+Jdtw) t},vtduf.r;..._k..f. 
~rJ\ tMV\e""~" Thi;J nl)f~l~ ""l-ai~ Y 
re~~ti.A2r M i~"-~~ Cf(1r&i~ ~ 
~ "'""'"''j- qw--l'f ~ 0 (;'~ Or 
~ ~~~1<-i~W--k. 
1ttis ()~Jrit; proposJ A-1inf6'~e-l· ~A. pdkAVztvf 
fwj~e~- neocr~kf, ~~0~ ttn&~ ~ 
of ~y ~' .\ ~C\.IW-k ~ 1'<1~"'~ I~ Cl.. 
• I • ' 
A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .fftJ.fiJ.~./) ....... . 
Full Name: ... ttwu; .. ~~~ew.J.:{lt9~/P(!)ed:. .................. .. 
Cross-Functional Source(s): 
6 .. I .... .1. V11Cal V.l :~.tit .e..,,.~ 
6,2 .. 1~~ ........ --
IDEM Source: ~e ~ Zt I'VV\ pteN'~ O['YPih ~J..'-J 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: Ffd.-~ 
Full Name: . .QZ.r.pr.e.~ ........ 
Explanation: r{uD ~~ /~ (-e_~Zu) tL~ 6,_ ~tr.Jf 
~~~ frJ::)at ~olj( 0v1 {$1Mpe1i\-tvV 
C~\»'v'l '>ov!S (_ ~h'M-~r Kl (7) . "The ~ c.0 t-
i\\ll~lwec{ f-o tfte '0-t-r'(..-f- ~i-c:f ~r ~J..r~A-t( 
LYUs~ 0v~J. ~ ~~~"'-. 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information ffietails) 
Flow Name: ok~J<..c.T ... 
Full Name: . defi.v.e.tl.. :~.l:pimpi6.V&er.f:.Pf~}.e5.: ........................ . 
Cross-Functional References: ( JS01Jc'f. 
b-l .... Jnvalv;t1tcew-'ole.lf~ ( t";N(/!(Jfl.-:!.1-). ....... 6. •. b .... c;;" fh,..,i(J tA e ~F..;e~, 
6 -~ ... Cal\.ntlM.HM..:tte.l·~~~~vetdJ{ u ...... ..) ......... 4.# .. ~-.Decx 'r' v~ tWID11 (I~~ 
IDEM Source:;h1rzctf(j)j ff'!fec/s/d.(;hiJr·k~ -it 522.._.·· 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .~ft:.p.).. 
Full Name: ... s:rep.1 .. of .. m..~~~ [of ~ltRldJ i~-.,prov~-c:.-J-
Explanation: A'S ~vJ?jnd. tVl fflf 15rJ'(fO'-t-tt 5~~lwd, ~u~revr(j 
~k'1-it'<\ptoitw--t,.:\ k.VIc:h_·t:, feq.IAI(-6J \v {I lA{) lA( 
6)J.f pf~~~/N..hVI~(I) Cetv'x7b"1 ~ sk:p by S~f>. 
· For \\rt 1"flM~ a. ~~-i""'~cav~ ~ojcd, ~~ C7~ 
reu,·ev~ propo5~!l ~of I'M~ oppgil-twv\h.'0) ~r c0pec.fs o..J 
~fprV{ct ?11P~olk dvfc~e&..e /kuJrru'v(f fv ~e Sb~ 
the otuhh,'q_oh s!rl.otJA. (l}~)t- oi- : 
0 bcu)t.cyw~{ ccw{ m5 (v -ry 
o M-)oucd-eA qw..t..tr tnsd 
~ C<,u'ie-4 S Wu6 
n (J..57t'f'haA f«SOVIne..l OJA6{ ~ 
c 0\. -?t keokd-(' 
~ o.A~e.t ((/)fJ(..Afce.. 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: ~.p:{t':J:.at 
Full Name: ... -. .................................................................................... . 
Cross-Functional References: 
6.~ ... l~ 1wuz:ao-.~r-~w~r.~~~~~aMk0 .. {15.rJ ~-t) 
b ;?f.::d?f-:W1 J~ .. ~vL. ffM- reWtd~.$.1Mf.=:.. ............................ . 
---o.u. C,r-Pc,r""'-'"'1 /fe riv,p;vwJ 6 ./;.I~~~''~~·'/'-'~ p~b(.. ~ 
IDEM Source: hv6~ ~~k- ~.SG!> -AS23 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .~t'ef-3 
Full Name: .. s.k.p.J. .. af ... $-t~~JY fe..r L}~ ~ li.tpw-~+ 
P - l'hr n [. 
Explanation: 10 ~fzw.lt J'lM' ttA« t£..-<: rvJu- of ck;rr:~ 
~:__ _ ___.) " 
r~·w, ~·hie Dcv~ S~( ~ .!'nveAyJv1 
tJ ~lkc)1rl..8 1 'fo--k·d~ CL~\bl cr .. ~'P-l[ <.v~) H~ ~hJ.. 
rh~. cU.k wtff !J€ CvJOv.LJrle tf (CUG./!0 ~<-4{ re.frrl1Jjfe(_t~-rtVJ ?\.;) vn-t:[~t\_l'l,f~ ~ W\61\,~ 
I V\ H-e ~~ctJ . 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
tk 
Flow Name: tt...hLCbAaP.~oo (~ CJV\ f¥'VC;JI-c'~ sk f>) 
Full Name: d.sk.Cb/ledwt~ .p.laiA.j.~rt..e.tLvo~oooooooooooo 00000 000 oooooooooooooooooo 0 0 0 
Cross-Functional References: 
6olo3.oool~l:t:~oopd~ob 1-e ~~oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
6 .6..ooo(Q~Jao't!'l..\.~o-tf1e \ --~ 'fW~-oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
IDEM Source: ~yX ~bl-e ~ -f62.. "3 
(Original IDEM Source: ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: rne.H.\o J._~ 
Full Name: OM.k.o(<}ll~o~ 
Explanation: frS 'ttJV\.\t{'f'\,~ \k \""fTii"eo.oJ sh.e'r\)) k mtZt}y_ 
'fy Q./lee.h2JA~ C'>'- fite ~e ~ 4 
Vle»J 
tW.o f~~)lz.t"-h..0.'-1"\ s~(_~ eve//~ th~ ~~i-
S'~) ; oJ..t.k. C,..,U-dw.".r-.. r-ne~ s \,vJ I k 
~+to ec"fti'~ <:::>~. 
JJf~: 
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A endix XI 
Flow oflnfonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: UUJ.U..h.e.f~···· 
Full Name· o:~ ""7t-_+.·.i r ... £..1 L1 A ()p_ ·t (('[· '-'"·. ·' ·.P ( 
.. _ • ~':'-~-~~-~ •• k I'>K(.I.II\.;111\'r:.o···························· 
Cross-Functional References: 
6 .. ~ ... ln!<"'.lz.p.k.~ bl-e ~ .......................... 6. .. 6 .... ~fV<tt"~ Ml e ,·1-\rftr(ew< 
6.:S"J~J~.t:~~ ~r CHt-t'(}We .. ~tw~ ..................... . 
IDEM Source: esW1l~'-' ~ ~ e...(U)- reL~!A'f3-flSZ.q. 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .. ~fq, 4 
Full Name: .. sl-ef. .. q ... af .. !Il.-(.~ fo-r 1W-L''ft""ft1"~ 
Explanation: B~ etl'\ (I~ ttfolr~.G:f--&1. d.;J-o .:;0:) well CV) 
l<tt v't/) 1z.· ~- etv\A cA.ah_ ctvvJ,y i:-~.D I it- p-rct,viO !V] 
-stq'..0, pH'lrbl<" cw-o(':.a.v(_f(iec..f re~iUn,sh,·rs 
,S~/( &£ /bfrn.~'-1;-tul ol flW:> :5-i-etp. ftt; CGtf.ccv S 
to Cl(;ht·V!-t" 1-o a f;Mt-hw ~l Mol( (>(ee-i~ 
u11dw}~~rcr oJl ~e po-vce:.t 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
'1. iil~ 
Flow Name: .d4.6.w.U:et.p.~(~to{_ 0~ e$h:tbll~~\o\-c..t :Sicp) 
Full Name: .. a~Jkull~1t.f1w.J.~ .......................................... . 
Cross-Functional References: 
o.~~ .. e.s.WJtt6.tt'~- ~r~~hp.:s ... U~-~q) 
6 . .b ..... ~\h4 .. ~-£. \ia.. ~~~---···ltt·)················· 
IDEM Source: 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .m&uds 
Full Name: .. d.1Ja.eclbJWn~ 
Explanation: lrS 'l<\eNroV\-e.d. tJit \~v01-t'~V\ skp, IV\ o~ 
lo ~(W\ ~e \~~~~new ~ ~ovJa.t ~ 
G.Uetktt ~eo{_() V1 dola. Ce-ll~~ oj-
"'-e 1vw'0ftyJ1bV\ ?1-cf rw.d.. it. e 01-o..JJ r.:;,.r--.eJ-e1- ~»I~ 
f~f skp. Th-e<€ ~) ~e ~ Ce-ll~ ~<!.l tJ-~ 
~ ~kbv4 lo Cew1t·r~'M.p ~-
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A endixXI 
Flow of Infonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: a)klp~opa5aJ.fL ... 
Full Name: crl:ltffld...~.p.fcflt!~ ......................................................... . 
Cross-Functional References: 
b ... ~.-~.lt61M.~.~..a..J-f fbt fe.~:, .................. . 
G .6 .. -.. ~~~\·~~e.-~.~ ...................... .6-.. s .. ~-~ ~~ ()f 
5-llt. {,(fedljP 0-M. pce.;t.J-vK ~ (L$ o-~ I) c,.rr~  
IDEM Source:T~ Pf~ve/{c(f~ ~-AS2.S 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: fjf.U;{ 
Full Name: .Ei:ei-e.Y!.tT.iJ.t.//.a{(Wz.Jl~ <UizOvvS 
Explanation: A f,if e?/t:tJh 11$ ~I 0 I fof'M \J_tJz..tcJ U<.4)C -.uv<- ~ F-kc.l re/tJwMI.·-i~ 
~r 1{.-e ~a~ ctlkfn~V(' p6'"jR".nJ ~'-·v~<'-lt{ k Jci»J-c·~~~~ 
d.welcpd f:W\). prM,cWI. 1-eJ ~c.lzv~o C6-M --?.,{r.~f 
In ard.M 1-o Ire &~c~u{ c~..~f lir--pf-o""ev.fu-C A+- rtv-.? 
~ CCJ) tke ~ "(eM~o{ 0V1 cAC!x i"' {HV((fl) , 
·,~ 
tf.-e. o.l\(fvttd1'vf ~~l) sW\ ~ ~t to del)..._~ 
Vo-{(c0Jt.'a"' ~r 1-o-k';Y pruuJ-c've or &fl&.J'vW C'J·u:.'"-~. 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .o./kf.~m~ ... 
Full Name: .alkr¥1cJz.ile_.~ ..................................................... . 
Cross-Functional References: 
6-S: .. T.cJ(-c..(fJ:rN:thYt (!( CtY«~ ... ~ .. O.~a.(M.l:f-4) 
6-Q ..... ~<M~.\:\..e \'-~~.(J.).aftftJf.Cf...~.t) ..... . 
4.1'-1. cetftlJW( ~prcv~ ~~ (ISd ~{b-el) 
IDEM Source: T~ P/C ~ - ft5 2Lf 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .. itef.5 
Full Name: .. f.i{i:(t~kf.tkf..l(r.l.~ {?o--r ~ fv.-.~~ 
i+.f' . 
Explanation: 11 fkr pr~0 "let e ~ kr nJ~ ~~ s~l s J.a ~ 
p0eon) -th~ ~s <>Wcl ~~Id ~r~ 
?tq ~ ~ r /fMHleY, Vi v&.k ~. 
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A endixXl 
Flow of Information <Details) 
Flow Name: . .Canfi.rmA.h."O.'A ..... . 
Full Name: .. Cc"fu....,\~-~~~~---································· · 
Cross-Functional References: 
Q .. ii...l~h:,.n.~-~,)le ~OJ (t~I.~~J ......... j.~3 ... M e~~ ·1 ~ 
6A .... SihhJ,.\.:i~-~-MJf-e~t.~:;.................. '(~~ 
& .) -~~ f'U/~et. ~LJ,~~'-tJt) l )~lf-tJ 
IDEM Source: (4,1\. ~~~ ~~ \-~Vt-w\~- AS 2. '5 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: :S-1:-~ 6 
Full Name: . .6~~.s.rq.4.>M~ ~~\M.-.M ( \\,...trolfew-..c,j-
Mffi~ . . I 
Explanation: (-4'1'~ ?~ Vlet-V ~ '2? Wet ~ C6z-llub\ 
1 ~kr \~p\e...Jt.CT Pre¥oAvifjCe<rt:t.kC"', ~d D"' 
~ ~Ue(.h~~ \,~<:. 4 rr!'nv-e,IL}J?"~ r~J-"~i ~ · 
{'Al.\)\" e_$fcvb\,.0ln C/G (!!l~~'I\1\.M-ps ,. $+<--f). tf 'fl~v 
lnve,h~:_ (Jm bir~ s o(t_)tro-.~le. re. si h, . ffie. 1?~dl3 
(t.,~!tf~") 
5~tn'-l0, ~ Sv; lo.l'll eeij 0 t"tlacv~·s t 'fte q_w.Airy-li-.fTEV(;w.d-
\'0jed" ~~~4-A ~ fe~Vthe.d.(tee-1ePct-~..:d~ut). 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Infonnation (Details) 
Flow Name: r.ek~~·df. 
Full Name: f.ui.eA~di£1e.q.~~.~-·~~-eJ::.~.e4. .......... . 
Cross-Functional References: 
~ . .;L.l~~ .. ffwdiry-1·"'-~e..:r-p.!!J.cds!Aflwh .. .(J~.a .. ~) 
6.a~ ... Jnk·~·~IC.~v..6 .... 6~3 ... f..A.e.t·4v.f1~~~ ~·~ 
IDEM Source: ~nfu"'-e. -rt\-e \""~- fr52 S 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
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A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .~.<\ShM~~········ 
Full Name: .. S.Il!>k· i\01·~-~~.~ ....................................................... . 
Cross-Functional References: 
4 .. 4 .... ~----~t'--V~ ll~\0-eL} ......................... "~·· 
0-0-···(4.~·1\·r-ttt.e. I i"1 ffW6vn d:.~l.).a .. {u:~ ..... 4) ....... . 
IDEM Source: "S ~l-) ~ .. lv. ~e 6-tt\~A.-S -AS 3 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .Lz[;.~()-f, 
Full Name: .rf.t.l.ule.f¥uJ~ilrk~~- ?~~ ~"' ~-e ~·""'~ 
: "" 
Explanation: ~{'tN:""~ ~-e 1 ........ ~ flfv~-e.:f ~~ b-e ~H6-Vi&i 
· )" ~ kO.:(t ~e.. '""'~{C-)1,'-H·s. ~ae~, 
~e (et}f""lfs Me ?~J'Vl f.o ;<e~x~ vov\d;,&..fz,c\1\ in crrf.w 
the 
I'd v-vvJ< e : fYh,_ 0 le) c ~A~ fit e (!)p)Ar' r~ Cet>S . 
'7w~ ~ C~s ~"~ h"~(j~ 6pcuf(~ ~ 
/h27(~ 
-. ',., 
' ~ -.- . 
A endixXI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .~W.~~frAA.I\-<.1.\. ..... . 
Full Name: .. ~~-~~va-~-~#..fr. .................................................... . 
Cross-Functional References: 
L!··-2---~wJ.dy..?.(?-~ 0 )t1i{foe I) ........................................ . 
6 -6-.&4-V>I-\·0.~~\~ LL2a.'!M:ft-::.~J. ............... . 
IDEM Source: :::::, ~~ "'- tt,...~ ~·"'-':::>-A-;:, 3 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .. ~ 
Full Name: .... ~.re<.~ 
Explanation: l1( ~(,.-,£A (~\-6 ~ elfu:t Cm ~l7 
¥!ew.. ~~ ~ p~r(J l ~7 ~ ~ 
pLew_J. Tte<e~.rf ~VJ;,b...:cr-e ~~ the r~~~:s-; 
~ s~ M.~ \-o ., ~7 s~~J7 
W:J L,Udl. 
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A endi:J:Xl 
-~---- -~-~--
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: :;.~'m..ilL\~~·~· 
F'ull Name: .. ~\h!l~~.~~~~·~··················································· 
Cross-Functional References: 
/_ /_ ~ • H~...., • ~-~ •. -Jr-. 
I:}.;J.;l..... . t'M.~.\·~ '"""~ .. . : .. ................................ .. 
IDEM Source: S~W:;.k'l\.. i"""V\.~\NS- Ar5, 3 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: .. C?y.Y.j.( 
F'ull Name: ... ~7-.fC(u.f,fie:~ 
I '?'t~~) 
Explanation: M/ o-b~V1-eA ~t~J-'0-.pov-f"~ ~rs"' si-vJI 
~ f~ ,.'f\. OicAM \-v ~ Ovv~UWl-e f-e-4 
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A ndix XI 
---- '. 
Flow oflnfonnation (Details) 
tJp# )Flow Name: ~~Sb.Ul~Y6.L .. 
Fun Name: .. ~u.ski0.~i,e~~·0. ................................................... . 
Cross-Functional References: 
b .. ·&. ..... ~~V!fftk ~ \ V...~vt"').d.lLSo-.~.?.!.<.~J. 
- 6.:Z ~~·~e..W'-'~ ....................................... .. 
IDEM Source: ~ ~kNil \-lA~C'.\"" S- ITS 3 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: :?.i.ef 7 . 
Full Name: ~.slef1.4·~ ~~ 1V..~ 
Explanation: --rr..e cf..e?t.fe.d r&JvJfs ().»J\ Oruef {e !wJ ,vJI,y~ 
s~ o.o 'l\£ul/\jdr&~ s WcA. k tW~-dM-f 
~(n 
~ 1-t..-e ~Y\{JJ'V'') iw..~J 7kf . 
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A endix XI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: !t'L'I\l(li~~Ulje.d:. 
Full Name: .neuJ.f~m~.f'ltf·ed:: ........................... , .......................... . 
Cross-Functional References: 
b6".Q_.i~:lvd ... ~y-i~v~-o.±-.~jed~/Mv.(n.:Y 
6 ... :;2 .. S.Ll9-b.i.t..\~:~:e. ~ ""6 ·······································•· 
6.s. ~~•() ~e.,· ..... ~ . 
IDEM Source: ~V\ '-LV\~ ~e.. h·" vrolf d Ass 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
Path Name: 
Abbreviation: . fX'!-. ll)(n 1/oA 9ra]U 
Full Name: .l(ltl,MJ ••• ~·~r:wv-eA·pry·d/ 
Explanation: To CtMYIIAf ffie fMpwve.,.,-t-S, lt- r) nec.e57J 
~ t'd£-v,}z'fc (.ff( n Gw C(;wJd7 -1 h fm'Yew-ed-~ 
Pt0 eels ~ t'-'v'\ t'tle v<e?lteb\ r;t,,,4A ob ~f;,e;( 
I.(N-prov£M.eJ-~ V\ oN ~~~ ~~ o 
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A endix XI 
Flow of Information (Details) 
Flow Name: .. CuooniJQU..,S.\W.p. .... 
Full Name: .... Cco.Jur.\UI.ih.\~.~~ ...................................... .. 
Cross-Functional References: 
Lj.,.).+-.. Q~~ .. pokcy [t?o ffJ-d 1) ........................................ . 
.q,.).r. ... lJA.\:"'"'<1'(:1~/) ........................................ . 
_Lf ·2:.6. ~ ~ ~·'(?(1St ~Lt--'-U 
IDEM Source: ~·~ ~-e \·~~-~ 
(Original IDEM Source: ............................................................... ) 
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Flow of Information (Details) 
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A endix Xlll 
Appendix XIII 
The Mann-Whitney Test (SPSS, User's Guide, 1993, Page 377) 
The Mann-Whitney test, does not require assumptions about the shape of the 
distributions, being tested. It tests the hypothesis that two independent samples come 
form populations having the same distribution. 
Ranking the Data 
To compute the test, the observations from both samples are first combined and 
ranked from smallest to largest value. Consider the table below, which shows a 
sample of the King data reported by Lee ( 1992). Case 4 has the shortest elapsed time 
to development of a tumour: 68 days. It is assigned a rank of 1. Case 3 has the next 
shortest time (81 ), so it is assigned a rank of 2. Case 5 and 6 both exhibited tumours 
after 112 days. They are both assigned a rank of 3.5, the average of the ranks (3 and 4) 
for which they are tied. Case 2, with the next longest elapse time (126), is given a rank 
of 5, and case 1, with the longest elapsed time (199 days), is given a rank of 6. 
Table A: Ranking the data 
Case 
1 
2 
3 
Saturated 
Time Rank 
199 6 
126 5 
81 2 
Calculating the Test 
Unsaturated 
Case Time Rank 
4 68 1 
5 112 3.5 
6 112 3.5 
The statistic for testing the hypothesis that the two distributions are equal is the sum 
of the ranks for each of the two groups. If the groups have the same distribution, their 
sample distributions of ranks should be similar. If one of the groups has more than its 
share of small or large ranks, there is reason to suspect that the two underlying 
distributions are different. 
Figure A shows the output from the Mann-Whitney test for the complete King data. 
Foe each group, the mean rank and number of cases is given. (The mean rank is the 
sum of ranks divided by the number of cases.) Note that the saturated-fats group has 
only 29 cases, since one rat died of causes unrelated to the experiment. The number 
(963) displayed under W is the sum of ranks for the group with the smaller number of 
observations. In this example, the value of W is 963, the sum, of the ranks for the 
saturated-fats group. 
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------------------ Mann-Whitney U - Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test-----
TUMOUR 
by DIET 
Mean Rank Cases 
26.90 30 DIET=O UNSATURATED 
33.21 29 DIET= I SATURATED 
59 Total 
Corrected for ties 
u w z 2-Tailed P 
342.0 963.0 -1.4112 .1582 
Figure A 
A endix Xlll 
The number (342) identified in the output as U represents the number of times a value 
in the unsaturated-fats group precedes a value in the saturated-fats group. To 
understand what this means, consider again the data in Table A. All three cases in the 
unsaturated-fats group have smaller ranks than the first case in the saturated-fats 
group, so they all precede case 1 in the rankings. Similarly, all three cases in the 
unsaturated-fats group precede case 2. Only one unsaturated-fats case (case 4) is 
smaller in value than case 3. Thus, the number of times the value for an unsaturated-
fats case precedes the value for a saturated-fats case is 3+3+1=7. The number oftimes 
the value of a saturated-fats case precedes the value of unsaturated-fats case 2, since 
case 3 has a smaller rank than both cases 5. and 6. The smaller of these two numbers 
is displayed in the output as U. If the two distributions are equal, values from one 
group should not consistently precede values in the other. 
The significance levels associated with U and W are the same. They can be obtained 
by transforming the score to a standard normal deviate (Z). I the total sample size is 
less than 30, an exact probability level based on the distribution of the score is also 
displayed. From Figure A, the observed significance level for this example is 0.158. 
Since the significance level is large, the hypothesis that tumour-free time has the same 
distribution for two diet groups is not rejected. 
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